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Bie cuadro de costurabres , though a popular literary

fora in Peru from iSUo to I870, has been insufficiently

studied. As a genre, for the purposes of this study, it is

defined as a short, descriptive prose work which deals with

conteaporary political and social customs; as an autonomous

rather than a dependent text tied to a related genre. As

an historical phenomenon, the Peruvian cuadro is examined

in the context of Hispanic costumbrismo . particularly its

non-Peruvian antecedents, and as a literary portrait of

post-Independence Peruvian society.

Chapters I to V examine the theory and definition of

the genre and its antecedents in Spain and the rest of

Latin America in order to develop a structural base on

which an analysis of the cuadro can be built. Chapters VI
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to X are a systenatic study based upon this construct of

euadros written by the four main Peruvian costumbristas .

Felipe Pardo y Aliaga, Manuel Ascensio Segura, Ram6n Rojas

y Cadas and Manuel Atanasio Fuentes. The structural analy-

sis of these four costunbristas not only provides a broad,

detailed view of the nature of their euadros . but points

up their similarities and differences as cultivators of

this society-oriented genre. Thus, it can be said that

Pardo y Aliaga was responsible for introducing theoretical

considerations about the function of the cuadro as a means

of analysis to change social disorders. Manuel Ascensio

Segura and Ramon Bojas y Cartas focused attention on the

everyday life of oeabers of the urban middle class: petty

govemaent workers and frustrated criollos . Manuel

Atanasio Fuentes introduced the first extensive use of

types rather than scenes and was the first costunbrista to

portray members of lower social classes and the provinces.

He desired to create panoramic views of national reality

to offset unflattering accounts written by foreigners.

The cnadro de costnmbres stimulated an interest in

nineteenth century Peru in local types and themes and in

the detailed description of reality at a time of Romantic

fashion for escape into the exotic. The critical perspec-

tive channeled the social narcissism of the early

ii



nineteenth century into a regionaliso that would eventually

lead to an interest in examining at greater length and in

diverse literary forns , the real social problems of the

country.



CHAPTER I

IBTRODUCTIOK

From 1830 to I87O the cuadro de costumbres or the

"sketch of custons and manners" was a popular literary form

in Peru. In this thesis the term cuadro de costumbres

will be limited to short narratives of successive scenes

or descriptions of generic personalities, both regional

and national. The four major exponents of the cuadro in

this period of Peruvian letters were: Felipe Pardo y

Aliaga, Ramdn Rojas y Cafias , Manuel Ascencio Segura and

1
Manuel Atansio Puentes. In analysing the vorks of these

four writers we will study the cuadro as a separate

literary genre. Auxiliary costumbrista literature, such

as scenes in plays, costumbrismo elements in sketches,

short stories and novels or costumbrista poems will not be

considered.

In the course of our study, we will attempt to answer

two questions closely linked to the social and aesthetic

functions of the genre: (l) What was the general form and

content of the cuadro during this period of Peruvian let-

ters and (2) What societal structures of post-Independence

Peru does the cuadro reflect.

1



The qaestion of the cuadro 's value as a reflection of

the social reality of post-Independence Peru is one of the

most interesting aspects of this study. Costumbrista

writers state that their purpose in writing cuadros is to

describe the people and customs which constitute the

writers' national experience. Unfortunately, there is a

dearth of historical documentation on the societal struc-

tures of this period. Some would have us believe that

Peru's social structure at the end of the colonial period

was grafted on the republic; yet, there is evidence social

change was being generated in the political chaos of post-

Independence.^ In the face of these conflicting views, and

given the stated social function of the cuadro , its de-

tailed, systematic analysis in the above outlined terms may

provide us with a more accurate perception of both literary

and historical reality in early nineteenth cenetury Peru.

In our analysis of the cuadro . Chapters II to V will

focus on the cuadro de costumbres in Spain and Latin

America, except Peru, preliminary to a definition of the

genre's structure and purpose. Chapters VI to IX will

provide a detailed introduction to the lives, literary

creations, the purpose and themes of Felipe Pardo y Aliaga,

Manuel Ascensio Segura, Hamon Rojas y Ca3as and Manuel

Atanasio Fuentes . Finally, Chapter X will survey the

cuadro 's relationship to nineteenth century Peruvian social

and litertury history.



HOTES

Scant critical interest has been devoted the these

four authors or to the manifestation of the cuadro as a

literary genre in Peru. Of the four, Felipe Pardo y Aliaga

and Manuel Ascensio Segura have received some formal study.

The cuadros of Ramon Rojas y CaHas and Manuel Atanasio

Fuentes have received only brief mention in literary

histories.
Critics have examined Felipe Pardo y Aliaga's poems and

plays but only Jorge Cornejo Polar in his Dos ensayos sobre

Pardo y Aliaga (Arequipa: 1967) has examined his cuadros .

One reason for this is that Pardo is best known as a poet.

Luis Monguio's study of Pardo 's poetry, Poeslas de Don

Felipe Pardo y Aliaga (Berkeley, igT^*) provides an essen-

tial bibliography and biography of Pardo as well as useful

insights into his literary philosophy. For further biblio-

graphy on Pardo see Chapter VI

.

Manuel Ascencio Segura 's theatre has received the bulk

of the limited critical interest in Peruvian costumbrismo.

Segura's cuadros have been collected in Cuadros de

costumbres . 1968. whose introduction by Jorge Cornejo Polar

provides a valuable study of the cuadro 's structure. For

further bibliography on Segura see Chapter VII.

^Jorge Basadre in Historfa de la repCblica del Perfi

(Liffla, 1963) among other writers notes a degree of social

change in this period. See Chapter X of this dissertation

for further documentation pertaining to the degree and

nature of social change in post-independence Peru.

^Our main theoretical source for this methodology is

BenS WeU.dt's and Austin Warren's definition of outer *°"^

inner structure in Theory of Literature (Sew York, 1956),

Chapter 17.



CHAPTER II

COSTUMBRISHO IB SPAIB AND LATIH AMERICA:
CRITICAL APPROACHES

Costunbrismo is a genre extremely difficult to define

because it is manifested through many forns of expression:

artfculos, escenas . tipos and cuadros . Boel Salomon under-

lines the difficulty of arriving at a definite condlusion

by stating that "II est evident que du point de vue d'une

histoire littSraire rigoureuse et stricte, la definition

reste vague et peut-Stre source de quiproquos ou dialogue^

. . itl
de sourds entre les critiques.

Still, genre distinctions need to be made. RenS Wellek

and Austin Warren express the essentially dynamic nature of

genres in both a synchronic and diachronic context when

they state that "The literary kind is not a mere name, for

the aesthetic convention in which a work participates

shapes its character. Literary kinds may be regarded as

institutional imperatives which both coerce and are in turn

coerced by the writer."

The existence and the nature of institutional impera-

tives for nineteenth century Spanish literary genres is par-

ticularly important to a definition of the Peruvian cuadro.

1»



The belief that genres were distinct and should be kept

separate was a comcon principle of early nineteenth century

aeoclassical faith. But this belief is scantily documented

in the literary theory of the period. Writings distin-

guishing one genre from another or even expressing aware-

ness of the need for such a rationale are scarce and frag-

mentary. The suggestion has been made that for many neo-

classicists the whole notion of genre was self-evident.

The lack of nineteenth century theoretical writings on

the subject of genre is even more evident in the case of

the cuadro . The form obtained a rather marginal literary

status because of its appearance in newspapers and its

nixed genre characteristics. In addition, its early mani-

festations have less overt formulation of literary theory

than other genres of the period.

The problem of defining a genre without clearly defined

"theoretical coercions" is compounded by the strong His-

panic tradition of mixing and overlapping genres and liter-

ary currents. In addition, some cultivators of the cuadro

confused theory and practice. Mesonero Romanes, for

example, stated in the prologue to Escenas matritense that

the cuadro should contain all the elements of the novel and

theatre in a limited, and condensed manner. But in reality

b

his cuadros were not condensed plays or novels. However,

if we define a genre as a body of literature having in



eoffloon (l) limited subject matter, (2) a specific stock of

literary devices and (3) one or several aesthetic purposes,

then a definition of costumbrismo may be arrived at by

establishing certain similarities of theme, technqiue and

purpose.

Critics who have attempted to arrive at that kind of

definition have been of three general persuasions. They

include: (1) those who distinguish between costumbrismo as

a tendency and the cuadro as a literary genre, (2) those

who ignore such a distinction and view the cuadro only in

relation to another genre, and (3) those who see the cuadro

primarily as a reflection of the society it depicts.

The early nineteenth century cuadro as a genre is dis-

tinguishable from its costumbrista-like predecessors—works

by Calso, Zabaleta, and Quevedo~in the structure it ac-

quired as a result of its diffusion via the newspapers and

of the influence directly of Jouy, Ilercier, and indirectly,

of Addison and Steele. It might be said that both Peru-

vian and Spanish nineteenth century costumbrismo adopt a

foreign form to express local themes. It is, as one critic

put it "una restauracion , una reanimaci8n del espfritu

observador propiamente espafiol, bastante olvidado, a pesar

de su intermitente continuidad, provocada por las sugeren-

„6
cias de afuera, utilizando moldes importados.



This distinction between a literary trend and the genre

itself has been developed by Hoel Salomon, and Mariano

Baquero Goyanes. Baquero Coyanes contrasts eostumbrismo as

a genre and as a "concepto general< while Salomon studies

eostumbrismo ' s descriptive elements, what he calls "la

description anecdotique & la maniere habituelle des cuadros

8
de costumbres" in contrast to the cuadro itself.

In contrast to that view of costumbrisoo is the analy-

sis of the cuadro only in its relationship to other genres,

or as a structural part of the novel, the short story and

the essay. Margarita Ucelay da Cal. Jorge Bogliano and

Mary Cannizzo are some of the critics who have examined the

cuadro from this perspective. This line of analysis is

critically the most popular and widespread and its appeal

can be explained partly by the prestige and tradition of

other genres. Again, the brevity of the sketch, and the

ephemeral quality attributed to it because of its publica-

tion in periodicals serves to explain why at times there is

a tendency to focus critical attention on a genre related

to the cuadro rather than on the cuadro itself.

The cuadro de costumbres is sometimes considered a pre-

decessor to the late nineteenth century realistic novel and

short story, and at other times, a continuation of neoclas-

sic genres such as the satirical dialogues. Denying its

autonomy, Margarita Ucelay da Cal notes that the portrayal of



scenes and types had appeared before— in the picaresque

novel^~and Bogllano states that the euadro vas a continua-

tion of the satirical dialogue. A forward looking or

precursor view is defined by those who see the euadro as

the predecessor of the short story. Others classify the

euadro as a prospective novel, because of its interest in

reality and the power of observation it brought to nine-

12
teenth century literature- Mary Cannizzo even distin-

guishes between forms of the euadro that are potentially

part of a novel and sketches that could not fit into a

novel.

Because the genre is not seen as an independent form,

explanations abound as to why it was not considered a

different genre. Mesonero's statement that there was no

public for the novel, was followed by statements that blame

the euadro '

s

failure to develop into a novel on the social

crisis of Spain from I8l2 to I85O. Critics state that

there was lacking "cierta calma en el escritor, cierta

ik
fcranquilidad en el pfiblico."

Sosae of the critics who perceive the euadro only in

relation to other genres view it as a hybrid genre. They

sinply state that eostumbrismo "encompasses several over-

lapping purposes and styles," ' that the euadro includes

the principles of the novel and the theatre, and that it

17
is a mixture of an essay and a short story, a satire as



l8
veil as caricature. The hybrid genre includes both fic-

tion the novel, short story, theatre—nonfiction: the

19
essay, travel description, theatre review, folklore.

Vitbin the limits of this concept, costunbrismo is de-

scribed as a way to "tell a story, describe a place or

20
institution, or merely develop an incident or situation.

In examining the cuadro and its relationship to the

short story or cuento , it can be said that the cuadro por-

trays the universal, while the short story individualizes

characters. The cuadro 's subject matter is contemporary

events, the short story of the nineteenth century usually

concentrates on the past. The cuadro eostunbrista deals

vitb social reality, the short story with literary re-

ality. ^^ In fact, during the l830's the term cuento was

used only for popular works of fantasy. Baquero Goyanos

states: "Es nuestra hip6tesis de que hscia esos aflos solo

se conaideraban cuentos los relates de tipo fant£stico o

tradicional, o bien los versificados , como el que en l8lt2

pnblieS Guillermo FernSndez Santiago en El Semanario

Pintoresco con el tftulo de "El Cometa-Cuento Historico.

Another major area of difference between the cuadro eostun-

brista and the cuento is the lack of plot or of much action

in the sketch ,^^ though cuadro and cuento sometimes share

a singleness of thrust. The important difference between

the cuadro and the cuento is, above all, the greater degree
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to which the author's personality is revealed in the

former. The author's

eostumbrista literature.

For this reason the genre was particularly popular

during Spain and Latin America's political chaos of the

first half of the nineteenth century. This defining

characteristic of costunbrismo becomes even more evident in

the Peruvian forms of the genre. The cuadro has also been

eonpared with dramatic literature, especially the theatri-

cal sketch, or sainete.^' In character types, scenes and

language, the cuadro is indeed similar to the sainete . A

moralising author's point in the cuadro parallels the moral

- .^ • * 26
or critical scene m the sainete .

As a fora of Journalism, costumbrismo tends to share

traits with other, specifically non-fictional forms of

writing: essay, satire, history and literary criticism.

The fact that it is not completely fictional is directly

related to its vehicle of diffusion: the newspaper. The

development of Journalism in the nineteenth century

greatly increased the reading public and presented the

27
ionediate problem of making serious subjects light. In

addition, pamphlets and newspapers became weapons for

political attacks and for expressing personal views. The

buaorous aspect cast on non-fiction as the result of all of

these factors caused some non-fictional genres to become
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fictionalized. For example, the addition of a subjective

authorial comnent to literary criticism turned Larra's

theatre reviews from non-fictional literary criticism into

quasi-fictional costumbrismo .

The relationship between satire and costumbrismo plays

a major role in the characterization of costumbrismo and

its comparison with non-fictional literature. Some critics

who have chosen to consider Mesonero the most characteristic

figure of the costumbrlsta movement distinguish between his

type of costumbrismo and what they call Larra's satire.

Two kinds of costumbrismo are postulated: "un costumbrismo

agrio" practiced by Larra and "un costumbrismo risueSo y
' 28

pintoresco" practiced by Mesonero Romanos an'd Estebanez.

The idea that satire and costumbrismo are somehow quite

different is presented indirectly by Correa CalderSn, who

states that Larra seemed to combine the two genres most

29
often.^

Other critics, though, have included satire as a part

of eostumbrista expression. Diana Berkowitz defines satire

as "something that rejects the social norm itself and

attacks the status quo as deficient in comparison with

abstract moral ideas." She considers Larra's satirical

expression as an integral part of costumbrismo . Often,

critics who include Larra's satire as part of costumbrismo.

view his satire as non-traditional. Jorge Bogliano
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distinguishes between Larra's satire and the traditional

sort I but does not clarify his definition of traditional

satire, that is whether it is Roman or eighteenth-century

Spanish. According to him the "vena satfrica" is ex-

pressed in a new structure » the cuadro de costumbres . The

theme remains constant; the form changes.

Because of the fact that it includes both fictional

and non-fictional components, the cuadro de costuabres has

also been compared to the croniea , tale and the account.

The thematic point of reference between these forms and

the cuadro lies in the common concern with the description

of social reality. However, costumbrismo differs from

these non-fictional forms in the greater fictional cre-

ativity brought to the description of external events. The

use of dialogue, monologue,, satire, and moral observa-

tion^ all these make costumbrismo a literary genre

separate and distinct from folklore, history or the cr8nica.

A third group of critics have defined costumbrismo in

a completely different way. They view the cuadro mainly in

its relationship to society. This concept is one that

underlies Hoel Salomon's study of costumbrismo. As he

states, "On s'apergoit vite que sous la plume des uns et

des autres le mot enveloppe des contenus assez divers et

qui peuvent varier en fonction des sociStSs observSes. II

arrive aussi que la perspective politico-sociale—le point
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de Tue de elasse de I'auteur ou de son public-nuance son

-33
'costumbrismo' . Similarly, D. L. Shaw has seen m
eostumbrismo a direct relationship to movements of either

political liberalism and Europeanization , as expressed by

Larra, or political reaction and casticismo as expressed by

3l»
Mesonero and his followers.

Our definition of costumbrismo will be eclectic. Its

structural limits will be: . prose and short length; its

unifying principle: theme and purpose.
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CHAPTER III

COSTUMBRISMO AHD HIHETEEHTH CEHTOHY
LITERAHY MOVEMEHTS

Few definite statements have been made regarding the

relationship of the cuadro de costunbres to Spanish literary

romanticism and neoclassicism. This critical void may be

the result of costumbrismo 's lack of a clearly defined

doctrine, with concrete preferences regarding fons, con-

tent, or purpose. Despite this lack of an articulated

philosophy, costumbrismo in addition to being a genre, as

we saw in Chapter II, was a literary movenent in its own

right, with a following of readers larger than most other

genres in Spain or Latin America could cossand in this

period.^ As a literary movement, it manifested its funda-

nentally hybrid nature and, as might be expected, straddled

the boundaries of romanticism, neoclassicism and realism.

Coatunbrlsmo has been divided into two varieties: "el

eostuiBbrismo romfintico" which would include Mesonero

BoBtanos, Larra and EstSbanez Calderon, and "costumbrismo

reallsta" which includes Las eolecciones de tipos de

Antonio Flores .^ Critics wishing to make general state-

ments have defined costumbrismo with and without Larra.

17
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Siaee Mesonero and Estlbanez's examples are less contro-

versial than Larra's, critics have attempted to define the

genre's characteristics by using the works of Mesonero and

EstSbanez as archetypes. Est^banez has been described as

"a roaantic, even though he represents a bridge betveen

aeoclassicism and realism.

All of the Spanish costumbristas were acEbers of the

Parnasillo, the 1830 tertulia that attacked the pseudo-

classicism of their day. Yet "they formulated no creed,

they contemplated no constructive action, and they founded

ao school."^ The differences between each author were

greater than any similarities between then, yet they

represented literary movements which were not clearly

separated from each other.

The first of the nineteenth century literary aoveaents,

aeoclassicism, involved in Spain an imitation of the

elassic Greek and Roman writers and the French classical

theatre as well as a belief in rule and order- Heoclassi-

eisK, like many other movements in Spain, was open to

profoundly personal interpretations. JosS Kontesinos

poiats ont that one definition of the classics included

the Spanish classics: Cervantes, Quevedo and the

6
piearesq.ue novelists.

The Spanish classical writers heavily influenced all

three of the Spanish costumbristas ; Mesonero, Larra and
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EstSbanes. Larra copied whole passages froo Cervantes;

Nesonero vas a man of classical tastes in the midst of a

rosantic society. Estfibanez's obsession with lo castizo

and archaic words was sufficiently intense to seriously
o

interfere with his style.

The neoclassical mind in general favored universal

9
txp«s: the typical miser, the typical faithless daughters.

Sneta an interest in the typical was a deeply rooted charac-

teristic of costumbrismo . whether in Larra, Mesonero or

EstSbanez. The collections of types, an example of which

is Los espaSoles pintados por si nismos , that were popular

throogh the third decade of the nineteenth century attest

to the enduring interest in typology.

Despite the intense romantic nature of his personal

life, Larra in many ways exemplified the neoclassicism of

eostnabri smo . His love for the abstract, the critical

quality of his mind, bis preoccupation with ideas rather

10
than tbings , and his enthusiasm for reform and progress

placed tain, in many ways, within the current of eighteenth

eentary European Enlightenment, rather than within the

early Spanish Christian Romanticism of the Bohl controversy.

Diana Berkowitz has shown that he held the traditional

Ealigbtenment belief in reform from above and the nine-

teenth century liberal, laissez-faire beliefs in the
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existence of unlimited opportunities for talent to assert

itself, and in education as a cure for man's evils.

The relationship of costumbrismo with the second move-

ment of the period. Romanticism, is the one which has

produced the greatest amount of controversy. Costumbrismo

shared with Romanticism an interest in the popular and

picturesque, the use of regional themes and a belief in

progress. It differed from Romanticism in its emphasis on

present rather than past time and its descriptive tech-

ni(iue. Ideologically, costumbrismo both shared and dis-

agreed with the two main movements in Romanticism, the

early Catholic tradition and the later liberal European

ideas. The interest of both costumbrismo and of Romanti-

cism in the popular and regional has caught the attention

of some critics, who have considered costumbrismo a current

of Romanticism. As Valera said, costumbrismo is "el m&s

sabroso fruto de una direccion magistral del romanticism©

que conducfa atenci6n y gusto hacia lo peculiar, carac-

terCstico, particular o indfgena, ya que en lo autSctono

e incontaminado adivinaba lo singular de cada naci8n o

comarca."'''^ Other critics have affirmed this relation-

ship^ but associated it even more closely with the

romantic interest in the pictorial, or the picturesque.

The relationship between costumbrismo and the graphic

arts in France, England, and Spain, further reinforces
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this link between the appeal of the popular and the pic-

torial. The eostumbrista author saw the world with the

eyes of a painter, or miniatures. A literary enamelist

painted with words instead of pigments. This interest in

the pictorial led costumbristas to dedicate much attention

to background and setting.

The function of the author as observer, as careful

scribe, characterized the costumbrista 's description of

Hature. Their presentation of "lature must be distin-

guished from the Romantic author's technique. The Roman-

tics viewed reality through the particular hue of their

lU
won individual emotional state. Even though costum-

bristas included examples of Romantic nature description

(i.e., Larra's "Dia de Difuntos"), these tended to be quite

different.

It is not the existence of detailed descriptions in one

literary movement and the absence in another that distin-

guishes between costumbrismo and Romanticism. In both

types of literary creation, detail abounds. As Wellek and

Varren state, "detailed attention to setting, whether in

drama or the novel, is Romantic or Realistic (i.e.,

nineteenth century) rather than universal. In costiua-

brista description, detail achieves significance of itself,

while in Romanticism, detail acquires significance based on

its ascription to the author's emotions.
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This is not to say that details in costumbrismo are

always presented without the particular emotional tone

imparted to them by authorial choice. In Mesonero, for

example, details of clothing acquire thematic significance.

In EstSbanez the pleasure he experienced in presenting

details, his Joy in the printed word may be seen in the

irid descriptions of Andalusian folk dances. Costum-

brismo was not the product of a photographic vision, of a

noninvolved tool like the camera. Its purposes, though

they may seem small and limited at times, are evident in

the choice of objects brought together and portrayed.

Faith in progress has been associated with costumbrismo .

This association has often caused it to be identified with .

Bonanticism. Larra was a strong believer in progress.

Mesonero and Estlbanez also expressed this belief, never-

theless, Spanish costumbristas and Romantics differed in

their analysis of man's innate capability to achieve prog-

ress. Many of the Romantics believed that society's evils

eoold be remedied through education and progress. Costum-

bristas. on the other hand, were much more doubtful about

this possibility.

The costumbrista 's fundamental preference for present

tine was caused by several factors: the cuadro 's vehicle

of diffusion, the newspaper, whose readers were interested

in events of yesterday and today; and the didactic purpose
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of the genre, to make society change its contemporary

habits. Events of the past were of interest to costum-

hristas only when they could, as in Hesonero's case, pro-

vide an alternative model for unacceptable present day

customs.

CostUBbrismo 's interest in the popular and regional

can be interpreted as a current differing from the Roman-

tic movement, whose proponents were usually concerned with

exotica. However, the popular and picturesque were

closely related to the traditional and, in addition,

they had an exotic charm for authors who lived in urban

centers or cultivated a universal view of life. Visiting

countrymen and Andalusian dancers were both geographically

and socially distant from middle class authors like

Nesonero and EstSbanez, particularly when seen from the

perspective of a mock visiting foreigner.

Finally, the complex nature of the Romantic movement

in Spain caused costumbristas to attack quite different

aspects of it. Hesonero's famous "El romanticismo y los

IT
romfinticos" (l837) has caused some critics to catalogue

him as anti-romantic. But a close reading of the work

shows that what he disliked was the Romantics' ideas and

habits, not their literary techniques. Romanticism was

first identified with the Catholic and Hispanic tradition.
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Vlien liberal European ideas entered Spain with European

RoBanticism, Mesonero decried the "new" Romanticism and

satirized it in 1837.

In contrast to Mesonero, Larra's attack on the Roman-

tics was made against their superficiality, their lack of

contact with the social reality surrounding them. Like

Mesonero, but for radically different political reasons,

Larra believed that the cuadro should reflect social

reality. He felt that romantic melancholia and idealistic

escapism prevented the reader's understanding of reality

and thus impeded changing the structure of existing

society.

Concern with reality— in Larra's case because of an

onshakeable conviction that it should be changed, in

Mesonero Romano and Estebanez's because of nostalgia and

patriotism—has caused the cuadro de costumbres to be

labeled as a form of realism. Since the word realism

tends to be associated with a definite literary movement

tbat appeared in Spain around the second half of the

nineteenth century, the cuadro for chronological reasons

has often been called a precursor of realism. The thesis

ot Montesino's book, Costumbrismo y novela . is that the

cuadro caused Spanish literature to pay attention once

again to reality as a thematic concern, in contrast to the

idealized world created by the romantics. Heither
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Montesinos nor any other critic has denied the existence

of a strong vein of realistic tradition in Spanish litera-

ture, though few have distinguished between Realism as a

literary movement and Realism as a fundamental trait of

Spanish literature.

If we theorize that a literary movement may he defined

as a self-conscious phenomena, it can be assumed that

Realism will occur at any time that authors deliberately

choose to portray reality in some specific fashion. Such

was the case with costumbrismo . Authors of the euadro de

eoatumbres were consciously concerned with the portrayal

of reality, for the variety of reasons given above, and

they expressed this concern in prologues. As Margarita

Ucelay DaCal has said: "El realismo de nuestra literatura,

8u tradiciSn moralista y satfrica—que ya arranca de

Seneca y Marcial—la falta de afici6n para el pensamiento

abstracto, el sentido pict6rico y el gusto por la repro-

dueei6n de la realidad inmediata, son indicaciones de que

el costumbrismo cuadraba perfectamente con el carScter

estgtico nacional."^^ Hot only did costumbrismo 's por-

trayal of reality continue a long standing trend in

Spanish literature, but this portrayal can be considered

to be Realism in two other ways: (l) it differed from the

Romantics' interpretation of reality and (2) it was the

only prose of its time to concern itself with social

reality.
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In contrast to Romanticise, the euadro 's vision of

reality in our viev vas more objective. It vas "algo que

podemos conocer por experiencia propia, algo vivo afin en

nuestras circunstancias ; en los cuentos la fabulaci6n no

tiene trabas, se mueve en el £abito infinito del ensueBo."

Subject matter was presented in the cuadro as "realidades

nada misteriosas ni ocultas, las otras son casi todas

fantfisticas. " Thus, the cuadro vas concerned with a

reality that was everyday; that aight be observed by any-

one alive; that was explicit, not mysterious or bidden.

Certain inherent restrictions on the portrayal of reality,

unvoiced but formulated in the customs and traditions of

the costumbrista sketch, created a different version of

reality, and these restrictions in our view made the

enadro a manifestation of Bealisa instead of Bomanticism.

Finally, the cuadro lies within the definition of Realism

by the very absence of other dominant literary productions

at the time. As D. L. Shaw has stated, "in the absence of

a genuinely Spanish novel reflecting the life of the times,

the 'Cuadro de Costuabres ' must be regarded as the nearest

ii21
approach to reality which the prose of the period offers.

In short, costumbrismo shared with Romanticism, a

belief in liberty of form and expression according to a

writer's subjective nature; with Classicism, it shared an

interest in education and in the use of literature as a
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tool of historical and scientific docuoentatioa. Beyond

these similarities the strong realistic bent in costum-

brismo marks it as a literary movement of its ovn , sepa-

rate, but essentially similar to subsequent literary

Bealism, with which costumbrismo shared an overwhelming

interest in the details of everyday reality.
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CHAPTER IV

COSTUMBRISMO ; ITS PURPOSE

A basic and integral part of the cuadro 's inner struc-

ture is its purpose, both as expressed by the authors of

the cuadros and as deduced from these works by nineteenth

and tventleth century critics. The need to change society,

the need to educate society's literary and moral choices,

the desire to preserve Spain's ancient traditions in the

face of Europeanization, the pictorial and journalistic

arges~all these were motivational forces of the cuadro .

The varied nature of these purposes is intimately linked

to the ambivalent nature of costuabrismo as a realistic

oveaent during the period of Romantic fashion; its lack

of theoretical, self-consciousness and the relative free-

dOB granted a minor genre by newspapers and magazines.

In this study, costumbrismo has been characterized as

a realistic movement during a period of Romantic and Heo-

elassic fashion in literary nodes. The coincidence in

Spanish life of an imported literary movement—Romanticism—

and a political and social movement—the crisis of na-

tionalism following the French invasion and continuing

30
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throughout the first half of the nineteenth century-

stimulated a response among costumbristas . both through

the cuadro and the portrait of types. As social insti-

tutions changed, educated Spaniards began to question

institutions and traditions. The natural result of this

critical spirit was to compare Spain, its traditions and

social structure to the rest of Europe, primarily to

France. A conflict between the belief that Spain should

Europeanize and the belief that Spain should return to the

way of life preceding the French invasion found a battle-

ground in the cuadro . The social purpose of the cuadro

dOBinated any aesthetic purpose, except for a limited

ntiDber of sketches that expressed pleasure in the pictorial

and thus were products of the principle of art for art's

sake. Tet eostumbrismo was not devoid of aesthetic

qualities. On the contrary, the pictorial inclinations of

the oovement, often led to detailed reconstructions of

scenes and a close relationship between art and literature

vbich Fontanella studies in connection with the develop-

ment of technology and the graphic arts.

Basic to the conflict between nationalism and

Buropeanization was the didactic purpose of the cuadro .

The Horatian deleetare et prodesse . that is, instruction

in a light fashion,^ was basic to the cuadro , even though

Larra and Mesonero presented radically different lessons

to he learned. The didactic purpose of the cuadro was a
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continuation of the eighteenth century Hispanic neoclassi-

cal tradition. In addition, its emphasis on education as

a solution to man's ills continued the picaresque tradition

of the counter-Reformation of "reformar las malas costum-

bres." But it also reflected the nineteenth century

scientific spirit which pointed to the need to study every-

thing and find laws of nature to help solve man's problems.

Jos$ Montesino remarks on these basic problems when he

says that Mesonero's moralizing costunbrismo forgot the

basic purpose of costunbrismo : "estudiar el estado moral

y los resortes morales de la sociedad presente." Costum-

brisnp was to create a new kind of history, a social

histoiry.

Prospectuses for newspapers which disseminated the

cnadros reflected the intimate relationship between educa-

tion and costumbrismo . The introduction to El siglo

pintoresco {I8U5) stated that the newspaper would be "una

U
serie de artlculos enciclop^dicos , and an unsigned

article in a periodical, aptly titled Instructor , stated

that "la Educaci8n es el fin principal del Instructor, la

reereaci6n serS el objeto secundario."

During the nineteenth century, scientific inquiry was

infused with an almost mystical spirit; the scientist

played the role of the "savant" who chould discern truth in

Nature. This concept is portrayed in the cuadro through a

part often played by the author as the objective observer
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vho reports the true nature of events to the reader. Hoel

Salomon points this out when he studies the part played by

the rastreador in Facundo or Larra's old shoemaker in

Nodos de vivir que no dan de vxvir: Oficios menudos.

The outstanding example of the scientific spirit in eostum-

brismo is found in its study of types. With the study of

physiologies and the science of cranioscopy, the social

type played a role in literature similar to that of an

animal or veg3table classification. The portrayal of

types, as veil as the very structure of Spanish costum-

brismo . will be analyzed closely later on. For the moment

suffice it to say that the type became the most outstanding

example of the influence of the scientific spirit on

literature.

The interest in science produced tvo closely allied

purposes in costumbristas as social historians and soci-

ologists in literature. Costumbrista authors spoke of a

nev kind of history that costnnbrismo would create, the

history of social customs. The methods used to study

other areas of the world and to educate the Spaniard about

exotic customs would be used to study Spain. By extension,

the desire to study and analyze Spain with the same care

previously used to study other parts of the world stimu-

lated an interest in faraway provinces and strange customs.

Given a nearly archeological concern for societies and for
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eustons about to disappear, an interest in the exotic for

its ovn sake developed and with it a desire to discover

differences instead of similarities.

Mesonero and his followers vere most interested in the

cuadro 's function as a vehicle for preserving traditional

customs. As Montesinos notes: "Los colahoradores de

Mesonero y de los que en la direcci6n del Semanario le

suceden se empiezan a dar a conocer por la palabra y la

imagen de la EspaBa recondita, misteriosa, multiforme--

tan bella—de las provincias lejanas, de las comarcas

perdidas en el repliegue de una serranfa." Larra's lack

of interest in costumbrisao as a preserver of quaint

8
customs ready to disappear underlines a basic difference

between his and Mesonero 's interpretation of the purpose of

costiimbrismo . Both experienced the chaotic social change

taking place in contemporary Spain; both reacted strongly

to social realities in Spain. In some Instances the sur-

face resemblances of their descriptions of social evils

and of types are strong, but Larra and Mesonero differed

radically in analyzing the causes of society's tumult and

therefore in preferring remedies for it.

Basically, Larra felt that the solution of Spain's

social problems would come when the structure of society

could be changed through education and, in general,

through Europeanization of its values and ideas. Mesonero

felt that Spain should return to its ancient moral
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strength, to the ways of a simpler period vhcD the sense

of doubt and uncertainty that pervaded Spanish society in

his time had not existed. This belief in Spanish values

has been called by names such as: casticisao . nacionalismo.

nostalgia .

Mesonero, hovever, shared several beliefs with Larra.

Both believed in the basic value ot their culture. Larra,

contrary to most opinions, did not advocate a slavish imi-

tation of the values of other cultures; instead he believed

that social structures must be adapted to the needs of a

particular society in transition. He believed that every

society is in a different stage of evolution; vhat might be

good for one society might not only be impractical, but

9
even harmful for another. Thus, the new growth of

European solutions must be grafted onto realities rooted

in Spanish life. Both Larra and Mesonero ridiculed the

empty "afrancesado" , who followed French fashions and

customs while rejecting his own cultural ground. Mesonero

said: "La mayor frecuencia de los viajes exteriores, el

conocimiento muy generalizado de la lengua y la literatura

francesa, el entusiasmo por sus modas y mfis que todo la

falta de una educaciSn s6lidamente espaSola y se conocerS

la necesidad de que nuestras costumbres hayan tomado un

carficter galo-hispano peculiar del siglo actual.
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Larra and Mesonero's radically different purposes

affected their choice of subject aatter, techniques and

time frames. These differences are reflected even in the

extent to vhich they cultivated their ideologies in the

sketch. Larra's more radical aisis were clearly evident in

his vorK. Hesonero vas less sweeping in the changes he

wished to see in Spain and he was also less successful in

presenting his ideology in his work. Larra believed

costumbrismo should study the aoral character of a people

in order to change its basic societal structures. Larra's

subject matter could thus not be limited to the quaint or

the merely pictorial. Hesonero, on the other hand did not

qnestion the basic structures of his society. He believed

in superficial reforms and was content to present the sur-

face of events. When Montcsinos criticizes Mesonero for

moralizing instead of studying, he fails to see the under-

lying differences in purpose between Larra and Mesonero.

Owing to their different philosophies, both Larra and

Mesonero looked to different time frames for the kind of

costumbres that should replace the chaotic customs of con-

temporajry Spain. Larra saw the solutions to Spanish prob-

lems in the future i Mesonero and Est€banez, in the past.

Thus, basic choices of referential time periods underlie

what has been called Mesonerc's nationalism and his love for

lo castizo and Larra's so-called Europeanization. In
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reality Larra was as patriotic as Mesonero, if nationaliso

is defined as concern for Spain's velfare and not for a

return to the Spain that Mesonero and Larra might remember.

Both reacted slrongly to \.be social reality that presented

itself; both wanted to effect changes.

Mesonero's moralizing attitude reflected an Hispanic

literary past: the picaresque and the literature of court

Banners. Zabaleta in "El dfa de fiesta por la mailana" and

"El d£a de fiesta por la tarde" preached against those who

12
did not regularly go to church on Sunday.' J.osS Clavijo

y Fajardo, in El pensador (Madrid, 1762-67) also showed a

marked tendency to moralize. Mesonero continued this

tradition but changed the technique of presentation and

related it to the crisis of nationalism in his time. The

goal was still ethical education, but it was to be deduced

naturally from "descripciSn o narracion de los hechos,"

rather than received in direct messages from the author.

Traditionally considered, the costuabrista 's widespread

interest in portraying national customs and habits was a

reaction to descriptions of Spain by French Romantics.

Bomanticism's distorted picture of Spain angered Mesonero,

above all, because he felt that these descriptions ignored

the dignity of the customs they portrayed. Mesonero

believed that the cuadros should include "la moral y la

verdad en el fondo."'^' However, the relationship of

Spanish costumbristas to French Romantic writing involved
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an iateresting paradox. According to Ucelay da Cal , this

reaction closely entailed a love-hate relationship.

Spanish affiroations of interest in national natters were

derived from a fashion of the very same Romantic school

that bad created the caricatures of Spaniards that so

angered Mesonero. The Spaniards of this period "siguen

^ nl7
una moda forfinea que exalta lo autoctono.

Dot only France, but England as well had developed an

interest in the portrayal of national traditions. With

the publication of Heads of the People (l8U0-l»2) and Les

18
frangais peints par eux-memes (I8U0-U2), Romantics pre-

sented for the first time a collective study of each

country. Jouy, a French writer who inspired Larra and

above all Mesonero, had written in l8l2-l8lU L'Hermite de

la Chausse d'Antin . and in I8l7-l820 he extended his scope

to the provinces and the French colonies, writing L'Hermite

en Province and L'Hermite de la Guiane . The Spanish col-

lections showed more concern with nationalism; but at the

same time they portrayed the very same urban types as the

19
French Romantics.

Furthermore, Spaniards' purpose in portraying lo

ant6ctono was very personal, and lo aut6ctono was defined,

both geographically and socially, by each writer in a

different way. Larra included the whole country, but for

Mesonero, Madrid was the microcosm of Spain. As he said.
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centre de ella ea el foco en que se refinen las cos-

20
tumbres de las lejanas provincias." In the absence of

guidelines defining lo tfpico . Mesonero dedicated himself

to "exaltar lo tipico y autSntico del pueblo, y simultfinea-

mente a denunciar cuanto desentona con ese ideal; el romin-

tico desorbitado, el afrancesado petimetmetre la moda

effmera que choca con nuestra idiosincrasia. Y para que

nada falte en su labor de policfa ciudadana, no perdonarfi

taopoco las exageraciones y abuses de las costumbres

. ii21propias

.

me concern for national matters was exemplified in

the frequent complaint of costumbrista writers that life

was becoming more uniform in Spain and that Spaniards were

losing a sense of their own originality and uniqueness.

Montesinos even included this attitude as part of his

definition of a costumbrista writer, "no fueran costum-

bristas netos si no prorrumpieran en las concebidas quejas

sobre la nivelaci6n de la vida espaiSola y su progresiva

adulteraci8n."^^ Because of social changes taking place

during this period, European ideas were replacing native

ideas, some slowly, some quite rapidly.

Most of the costumbristas praised Spain and complained

of the social crisis in which she found herself, but few

focused any blame on her institutions. The strongest

criticisms were leveled against politicians and against

anyone who, because of pretension or exaggeration, somehow
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methods of reaching goals, and his idea of the function of

literature were radically different from these authors'.

To change society hy exposing customs for what they were

and thereby to prepare Spain for progress was his basic

goal

.

The contrast between Larra's purpose and that of other

eostuabristas is made vivid in definitions made by Larra

and Mesonero of the purpose of literature. Larra: Litera-

ture should effect change, "rompiendo en todas partes

antiguas cadenas, desgastando tradiciones caducas y derri-

bando fdolos . . . una literatura nueva, expresi8n de la

sociedad nueva que componemos." Mesonero: Mi mision

sobre la tierra es reir, pero reir blanda e inofensiva-

Bente de las faltas comunes, de las ridiculeces sociales.

Larra proposed several ways to carry out complete

social change. Basic to all change was the power of edu-

cation. But his concept of education as the effective

catalyst was not the same as the idea of the eighteenth

century Enlightenment. Although both Larra and the

Enlightenment shared a belief in progress and in education

as a means to solve social problems, the enlightenment

concept of education did not envision learning as a means

of sweeping social change. The difference is important.

Gustavo Barrero pointed this out when comparing Larra's

and the Enlightenment's view: "Larra, al enjuiciar un
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que enseSa, y de la medlda en que ea la ezpresi6n del pro-

greao humano sino tambien de sus posibilidades transforma-

ii25
doraa de la sociedad misma.

I^rra was principally concerned with awakening his

countrymen from apathy and then with showing them how they

actually were. As Larra himself said, "uno de los medios

esenciales para encaminar al hombre moral a su perfecci6n

progresiva consiste en enseBarle a que se vea tal cual

eo."^ His main tool of reform was literature. In his

concept, the function of literature was to help carry out

social reform. He openly stated that he was against

literature of purely aesthetic purpose. In "De la satira

y los satlricos" he said, "el arte no tiene ya finalidad

en si nismo."^^ For Larra, literature had a double pur-

pose, a didactic purpose: it was a vehicle for educating

man's soul and a means of reflecting society and also of

transforming it. His ideas are similar to those of Madame

de Stael in De la litterature considereg dans ses rapports

avee les institutions sociales . Both believed that litera-

ture mirrors the society that produced it. When a nation

declines politically, its literature also degenerates.

But men move slowly and steadily toward a better order,

and literature can affect society by contributing to

peaceful social change.
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CHAPTER V

STRUCTURAL DEFIHITIOK OP THE CUADRO DE COSTUMBRES

Inner Structure

As we have already seen costunbrismo vas characterized

by a variety of forms, whose features have not been clearly

defined. nevertheless , certain elements of the genre's

inner structure, such as purpose, tone and attitude, had a

definite expression in its outer structure: point of view,

tine, length, characterization and thematics.

We have already discussed one aspect of the cuadro 's

inner structure: purpose (Chapter IV). Two other ele-

ments, attitude and tone, are equally important in defining

the nature of the inner structure. By attitude, we mean

the author's stance regarding his subject matter, his

audience and the literary genre. By tone, we mean his

emotional involvement, either as a result of personal

involvement or deliberate artistic effect. HenS Wellek

and Austin Warren summarize this relationship when they

state:

Genre should be conceived, we think, as a grouping
of literary works based, theoretically, upon both
outer form (specific metre or structure) and also
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upon Inner fora (attitude, tone, purpose--more
crudely subject &nd audience).'

The author's literary tone can be analyzed from three

perspectives: (1) degree of Involvement, (2) ironical-

satirical content, and (3) presence of benign humor tone.

Degree of Involvenent (whether the tone is that of the

objective, noninvolved writer or more subjective and

Involved) is reflected by his presence in the cuadro and,

indirectly, as an expression of his involvement in his

subject matter. The costumbrista whose tone is emotional

tends to use the first person and generally move away

from the omniscient noninvolved authorial tone. Thus,

tone directly affects the point of view, an element of the

cuadro 'a structure that we shall study more thoroughly in

the second part of this chapter.

The distinction between the involved and noninvolved

tone of the costumbrista author can be seen as the deter-

ninlng link between costumbrisao and the genres it so often

intersects. The more impersonal the tone, the more the

sketch may be likened to the essay. The attempt toward

objectiveness of certain costumbrista authors is reflected

in the description of places, events and institutions and

the use of stereotypes. All of these qualities bring the

cuadro closer to the structure of the essay. This theory

of genre distinction has been proposed by Montgomery, who



belieyes that when the author's personal involvement grows

he creates more clearly sketched characters and makes the

2
enadro resemble the short story.

The nonlnvolved author Is sometimes associated with

Mesonero*s sketches; the deeply-involved author with

tarra's writings. Since lack of involvement directly

parallels a general tendency on Hesonero's part to play a

passive rather than an active role in Spanish political

life, this aesthetic question brings to the fore the

author's relation to society and the reflection of society

in literature. Hesonero's tone of noninvolvement is

related to his position as a member of the emerging

Spanish middle class. At the time Mesonero wrote, this

group had not yet acquired a great amount of wealth or

sense of class identity. It was a group which was not

accepted by the upper class, and characterized by its fear

of loosing that tenuous quality called "buen tono" and

falling into "lo cursi. Evidence of Hesonero's expres-

sion of this fear is his tendency to avoid attacking too

violently, and to adopt the literary pose of not

expressing extremes of emotion.

The polite tone of noninvolvement called for by the

literary fashions of a society characterized by social

inequalities, is in sharp contrast to that adopted by

Larra as well as by aany Latin American costumbrista

vriters. This is not to say that Larra does not sometimes



ase the noninvolved tone of Mesonero. Diana Berkovitz

has pointed out Larra's skillful use of this matter of

fact tone for deliberate ironic effect. Larra adopts

this tone to contrast with the outrageous conditions he

describes.

Involved tone was such an integral part of Larra's

style that he became a symbol for political writers in

Latin America's period of post-independence. The cult of

I>arra has been noted by critics and authors of literary

history. This tone, "el calor de la efervescencia

polftica," became one of the Hispanic cuadro 's mam

legacies to the cuadro in Latin America.

Two other aspects of tone (irony-satire and benign

honor ) affect the outer structure of the cuadro . As in all

aspects of literary structure, these characteristics are

closely linked to purpose and reflected in the choice of

themes, external details, and characterization. If the

difference between satire and benign humor is seen to be

one of intensity rather than content, then both these

tones reflect an element of costumbrisno . These aspects

form the imaginative part of the genre and set the cuadro

apart from related, nonfictional genres such as historical

documents and the descriptive essay. Some degree of humor

is an essential part of costumbrlsmo .

8
When this "vena festiva" disappears from costumbrismo.

as happens in the latter evolntion of the cuadros of Los



espatlolea pintados por si mlsmos , the genre becomes

"artlculos llenos de vacuo, engolamiento laudatorio" or

"doeuaentadas monograffas que de hecho pertenecen ya a la

g
erudici6n follil6rica." Costumbrismo then ceases to be

literature and becomes social history.

The author can adopt several attitudes vlth respect to

his audience and the subject matter of his euadros . He

can be pretentious or unpretentious, moralizing, indig-

nant, or adopt a didactic stance. Sometimes an author

will change attitudes during the same cuadro . Attitude

should not be confused with tone—an author can express a

pretentious attitude, for example, through an involved or

Boninvolved tone, with irony or satire. The most charac-

teristic of these authorial attitudes is lack of social or

literary pretense. This attitude, a direct result of the

cuadro ' 3 status as a popular Journalistic form, is one of

its most effective tools. Mesonero even considered

unpretentious tone an integral part of the definition of

the cuadro . As Mesonero says, the cuadro should have "un

estilo llano, sin afectaciSn ni desallBo."

lot all costunbristas arrive at this unpretentious

attitude. Some, like Larra, occasionally adopt a delib-

erately pretentious style for satirical effects. Others,

particularly in Latin America, display a condescending

attitude to the customs they describe. This pretentious

attitude to both the subject matter and the public is one
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of the peculiar traits of the cuadro in Latin America, as

vc shall see vben we examine the cuadro in PerC. A pos-

sible preliminary explanation is that the writer in post-

independence Latin America was at times estranged from the

reading public as well as from the lower class customs he

described. He expressed this estrangement in the literary

attitude of his writings.

The writer who moralizes, who is indignant or who

cultivates didactic prose is also dissatisfied with life

as it exists in his times. His attitude can be that of an

angry critic who wishes to change the basic structure of

social customs or merely that of a moralist who attacks

the "malas costumbres" of bis times.

The attitude of the costumbrista writer to his subject

matter is a clearly defined relationship which he controls.

It differs from aspects of the external structure, such as

point of view, in that it is all embracing. While point

of view, for example, acts as a mirror, filtering out

certain aspects of reality, attitude can be compared with

a stained glass window—it colors the author's reflection

of reality.



The External Structure; General Comments

Relationship hetveen internal and external structure

is close and multiple. The plurality of internal istruc-

ture is reflected in a wide variety of external forms.

nevertheless, certain aspects of this external structure

present unifying trends. The largely descriptive nature

of the cuadro, the value of external details, the relation-

ship of the specific to the general, and the use of

exaggeration and distortion for deliherate effect, all

form part of the surface structure of the cuadro . Above

all the cuadro is characterized by the use of condensation

aad concentration.

The concrete details of the technique of the cuadro:

length, time frame, point of viev, characterization and

thenes are all components of the external form. Despite

an apparent lack of preconceived rules and patterns , the

choice of details that produce a character, set a time

frame, or develop a theme respond to certain general

demands of the external structure.

50



Deaeriptive Nature of the Cuadro

The external structure of the cuadro is characterized,

above all, by its descriptive rather than narrative

12 . .

nature. By descriptive, we mean that the cuadro is more

concerned vith describing a character, setting, or custom

than vith narrating an action. This description is ex-

ternal, rather than internal or overtly psychological; it

is directly related to the social purpose of the cuadro .

George Lukaes has explored the relationship between

description in literature and the society which it re-

flects and which produces authors who value description

over narration. Lukaes associates description with a new

fom of social structure produced by capitalism: man as a

unit of production instead of a human being. As Lukaes

says;

The predominance of description is not only a
result but also, and simultaneously, a cause,
the cause of a further divorce of literature
from epic significance. The domination of
capitalist prose over the inner poetry of human
experience, the continuous dehumanization of
social life, the general debasement of humanity-
all these are objective facts of the development
of capitalism. The descriptive method is the
inevitable product of this development. Once
established this method is taken up by leading
writers dedicated in their own way, and then it

51
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in turn affects the literary representation of
reality.*'

Tbe literature produced by European capitalism with

its emphasis on typlfication and description vas widely

ioitated in Spain and Latin America. Even though the

economic system that inspired this literature did not take

hold in Latin America, both literature and thought patterns

were iciitated. Thus ve find the situation occurring in

Latin America that Trotsky describes in The October

lU
Revolution as common of underdeveloped areas of the

vorld. Advanced thoughts and theories are borrowed while

economic and social systems remain unchanged, thus pro-

dacing a disparity between the expectations of the Intel- /

ligentsia and the realities of the world that surrounds

thes. If we follow Lukacs' schema, this phenomenon is

illustrated by the predominance of a highly descriptive

literature, reflecting Western European technology and

capitalism in underdeveloped societies such as those of

Spain or Latin America.

Dse of Details

The enadro tends to describe externals, whether they

be of people or of scenes, through the skillful use of

detail. Details usually portray external manifestation of

ebaracter rather than inner psychology. In addition, the

euadro by the very nature of its genre characteristics
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tenda to focus on deaerlptlon rather than action. These

facts have led to several misinterpretations of the

stnictaral nature of the cuadro .

Critics have stated that costumbrismo produces vorks

vhose analysis is not deep--its greatest contribution is

said to be the description of background and setting

instead of characters. To a certain extent this is

true. As previously stated, there is an intimate relation-

ship betveen art, particularly the art of lithographs and

engravings , and costumbrismo . There is a certain interest

la the pictorial and the value of the details for their

o«B sake.

evertbeless , the multiple levels of meaning acquired

by external details in costumbrismo serve as a means of

describing inner psychology and the structure of social

eustf^s. This fact is important in disputing the thesis

tbst costumbrismo was a superficial art which gave little

isforaation as to the psychological nature of its charac-

ters. Montesinos and Salomon have related these values to

the science of physiology and cranioscopy. This science

posited a body of knowledge concerning the external struc-

ture of the body and the relationship between animals and

bVBaas. Hooan features were though to be indicative of

inner psychological truths and men were believed to have

the nature of the animals whose features they suggested.
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The vorld of Spanish folklore and everyday life also

added aeaning to the details of costumbrista descriptions.

Clothes, naaes of streets, details of festivities, oases

17
of people and the vords of popular songs , brought to

the nineteenth century reader a vorld of associations per-

haps even sore faailiar than that of cranioscopy. The old

priest of "El cl^rigo de misa y olla," and the shoemaker

portrayed by Larra in "Modos de vivir que no dan de

18TXTir* are described with gesture and language that form

part of oral tradition. In Mesonero's cuadros . names of

streets and certain shops had definite associations to the

reading pablic of a city the sire of nineteenth century

Madrid.

To the Meanings that details acquired as the result of

folklore and science, ve can add the literary meanings of

details that are repeated in several cuadros , either by

the same anthor or by different authors. This new

meaning, deterained by the objects' function in the world

of literary reality, is one that Lukacs noted in Western

European neurrative literature:

With the loss of the art of narration, details
cease to be transmitters of concrete aspects of
the action and attain significance independent
of the action and of the lives of the characters. 19

Coats in Mesonero's cuadros are used over and over to

represent changes in fashion; vehicles of transportation

and streets acquire a significance that is the result of
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(1) the association vbich Hesonero makes between the

object and his idea or character; (2) the association

which the object receives from current fashion; and (3)

the association that other authors give it as the result

of choosing this object repeated times.

An example of this is the value acquired by beverages

such as chocolate, coffee and tea. They are used by

Mesonero in a cuadro in which the drinks stand for changes

in fashion and the passing of time in Madrid society. The

change from the traditional drink, chocolate, to coffee and

then tea is used by Mesonero to present the idea of the

decay of old values and the introduction of new, Euro-

peanized ideas. The new drinks are related to the catSs

where they are served and to the desintegration of the

Old Spanish tradition of strong family life. Mesonero

obvionsly believes that the new ways are worse than the

20
Old ones.

Another example of these multiple meanings is a

Colombian cuadro called Las tres tazas by Vergara. In it

the three beverages are symbolized by cups and associated

with the containers in which they are served instead of

the places where the beverage can be bought. This rela-

tionship carries with it Mesonero 's previous literary link

to different periods in historical time. Vergara also

links tea with a vogue for everything foreign, but his
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historical periods are different: the cup of chocolate

—

the Colonbia colony and I8l3, the cup of coffee with 18U8,

21
and tea with contemporary times. It is quite likely

that Vergara was familiar, if not with the particular

euadro of Mesonero, then with the general literary tra-

dition that associated external objects with the passing

of time and changes in social customs.

The multiple association of the external details thus

counteracts the very random choice by which many of these

details are included in the cuadros . Since the cuadros

correspond to individual authorial needs and did not

follow a preordained structure, the choice of details was

sometimes arbitrary and illogical. The authors themselves

admit this--as Montesinos says, "y los autores lo dicen,

eomo ban seleccionado ese detalle, hubieran podido tomar

22
otro cualquiera." This random choice is part of the

Journalistic nature of the euadro . Louis Fontanella

explains it:

Periodical technology, which orders information
in a comparative random way, less consecutively
than did book technology, lent to the content of

the periodical an aspect of continuous newness.
Therefore, Ram6n dc Mesonero in the Prospecto
that preceded the publication of the first issue

of his Semanario Pintoreseo Espagol states:

"no seguiremos orden metodico en la eleccion
de materias."^'

Bandoa choice of details is also a direct result of

the pictorial nature of the euadro . Writers compare the
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euadro to a painting, but insist that it is not a photo-

graph. Larra remarks, "S6lo hacemos pintura de costun-

hres, no retratos." Mesonero finds "los caracteres que

forzosamente hab{a de deacribir no son retratos sino tipos

o figuras , asf como yo no pretendo ser retratista aino

pintor."

Relationship Between the Universal
and the Particular

The euadro 's focus on the universal is reflected in

its characterization—types and structure—from the gen-

eral to the specific. Borrowing from the nineteenth cen-

tury scientific spirit, the costiimbrista writer's desire

to discover universal laws through universal types leads

him to depict local characters and scenes that are

peculiarly Spanish. As a matter of fact, the universal

and the regional parallel the relationship between the

general and the specific. The types presented in the

euadros are representative of both Spanish reality and of

universal human virtues or vices. The miser, the dandy,

and the whore found in Spanish comedy are also Latin

American social types. What makes these characters tran-

scends their local realities are the techniques the costum-

brista writer uses to depict them. These techniques,

based on the multiple meanings of external details,

emphasize the universal traits of the regional type.
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The relatioaship between the general and the specific

is also a structural consideration reflected in the format

that most of the cuadroa follow. Borrowing from the essay,

the cuadro first generalizes, then gives a specific

example. In the description of the specific aspect, the

general trait is usually kept in mind through direct refer-

ence or allusion. As one critic has said, the writer

creates "una pequefla accion dramfitica con personajes de

aomhre caprichoso, q.ue pretenden expresar a traves de lo

. ii26particular, lo general de la especie.

Contrast and Condensation

The general external structure of the cuadro is

characterized hy its use of contrast and condensation.

Costumbrista writers Juxtapose appearance and reality

through detailed description of action which contrasts

vith ideal or expected behavior. For example, the inef-

ficiency of government officials is described in such a

way that the reader is constantly reminded of the behavior

27
expected of officials.

Tone and attitude are used to contrast, either with

the author's tone in other cuadros or, with the subject

matter. Words and thought patterns are contrasted to

show the differences in ideology of liberals and conser-

vatives, provincials and city dwellers, young and old.
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Intimate knowledge of a subject veil known to the public

is applied to something else, less familiar, in order

to attract the reader's attention and make ridicule more.

28
effective. Thus, Larra compares politics to love.

Paradoxically, the cuadro achieves heights of artis-

tic creation through the very quality that seems at

first to limit it. All parts of the external descriptive

structure are condensed as a result of the cuadro 's short

length. As we have previously mentioned, external

details acquire multiple meanings through folklore,

literary association, and contemporaneousness. Point of

view is by necessity limited, action sometimes non-

existent, themes few and repetitive, and characterization

dependent on the use of caricature, exaggeration, and

symbolic portraiture.

Length

Correa Calder6n states that "La mayor gracia del

enadro radica en su brevedad esencial en el que nada

sobra ni falta." Significantly, be adds that "muchos son

los autores que se pierden en difusas descripciones de

todo orden." Est^banez's best works contain only

six or seven pages, such as "Pulpete y Bayeja" and Los

30
filSsofos en el figfin," while in his other cuadros

quality declines with length.
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The need to say something important, or at least

interesting, in a few pages, caused the euadro to contain

many elements of theatre or the novel: dialogue, descrip-

tion, and even limited action. It has been postulated

that its short length prevented it from achieving the

artistic heights of these genres. This is the thesis of

Hesonero who in his pr6logo to the I88I edition of Panorama

matritense states that only this characteristic caused the

euadro not to become either one of these more complex

31genres

.

Point of View

The short and condensed nature of the euadro , however,

affects its vision of reality. The euadro 's point of view

is excessively selective: People and objects are de-

scribed with limited features. Thus, point of view becomes

an important element in the artistic creation of the

euadro . Since the euadro had a limited geographical

perspective (Spain) and time frame (contemporary matters),

point of view became the only way in which the author could

.32
express his ideas and make ordinary things interesting.

The costumbrista writer used three techniques to pre-

sent this limited point of view: (l) the use of a first

person narrator, (2) the use of a deliberately false point

of view, and (3) a narrative framework within another—el

euadro dentro de un euadro.
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The use of the first person narrator allowed the

eostunbrlsta writer to express his personal attitude to

the persons and scenes he described. The subjectiveness

of the first person point of view contradicts the stated

objective of the genre's authors. Over and over in their

prologues they proclaim that they will be impartial; that

they are issue rather than personality oriented. The use

of the "yo" reveals the true subjective nature of their

portrayal of events.

Another technique, perspective through an assumed

authorial role, gives the writer a pretense of objectivity

and a variety of perspectives. When Mesonero becomes "El

Curioso Parlante" and Larra "Figaro," they look at reality

through the eyes of an irresponsible young man. When

Est€banez adopts the role of "El Solitario," he reflects

the vision of a bad-tempered old man. The mock narrator

gives the writer greater psychological distance from the

subject matter. At the same time he can drop or change

the assumed role at will when he wishes to present a

different perspective ot the description.

Another means of gaining variety in perspectives is

the use of two levels of narration. Within the cuadro

lies the outline of another cuadro . which the author sees

in a dreeua, hears from someone else or reports in the form

of a dialogue overheard in the street. Through this
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technique the author can both describe the custom as a

participant and comment on it as an observer; this allows

the sntbor another way of presenting his viewpoint.

Through his comments as an observer, he reminds us of the

importance of the genre as a vehicle for the diffusion of

ideas.

A variation of this technique which can yield satiri-

cal benefits, is the introduction which parodies botanical

OT zoological classifications. This technique, popular

vitb the Romantics, gave to the sketch a false point of

viev at times, at others it served only as a digression to

Time

Critics concur that the cuadro has traditionally

focused on the present. This emphasis on contemporaneity

has led some critics to use time as one of the criteria

for defining the cuadro . As noted previously, the use of

the past has been associated with the definition of the

eoento wbile the present has been linked with the cuadro

36
de costumbres .

Even though the cuadro treats contemporary events, it

is also clear that both conservative and liberal costun-

bristas were basically dissatisfied with their present

vorld. This disenchantment with life influenced writers
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to postulate an ideal reality with a twofold nature.

Larrs placed his reality in an ideal future and Mesonero

37
and the traditionalists in the past.

This focus on an ideal time has not always been seen

in the proper light. Some believe that the conservative

costusbrista writers were satisfied with the present and

only Larra wanted a different future. Others have seen

the past only as an inspiration for the costunbristss

°

archaic language and presentation of national types. These

critics forget the social change and accompanying chaos

that Spain was experiencing at the time. The focus on the

present of most costumbrista writers was only a means to

study the current state of society and a medium for pro-

posing alternative notions on social organization-

MoDtes Httidobro has called this attitude the "perspee-

tlva del tiempo" and linked it to both sytlistic and

national needs. ^' This close tie between nationalism and

time is also stated by Margarita Ocelay da Cal who says,

"en EspaSa lo espaSol, lo pintoresco llega a ser no lo que

se encuentra en la realidad espaBola sino lo que puede

ko
retraerse a un pretSrito determinado." One thing was

clear, the characteristics that all the costumbristas

wanted in Spain: vitality, strength and a sense of

identity did not exist in their present. At the same time,

if the present was going to change it had to be closely
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ezaained and observed. As Larra said, "es preciso conocer

el Bondo corao es para poder eambiarlo.

The costumbristas compared ideal time, normally asso-

ciated with the past, with the present through a variety

of techniques: descriptions from old books, dreams and

associations with old clothes. Time became a way to com-

pare two kinds of life, existence in contemporary Spain

fall of social change was compared to life as they wished

it would be in the future or nostalgically though it had

been in the past.

Action

The cnadro de costumbres has been characterized as

containing little or no plot.**^ Nevertheless, many cuadros

have plots, some as developed as those of the short story.

The existancc or absence of a plot has been considered by

soae critics as the important difference between the

enadro and the short story. As Baquero Goyanes says, "el

sator finge un asunto—por esquematico que Sste sea—

y

erea unos personaJes~o bien los transcribe del natural-

presentSndonos un cuadro animado, cuya mayor o menor

semejanza con el cuento estarS en raz8n directa de la

dosis argniaental-peripecia—que el autor haya vertido en

la aecion.
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Correa Calder6n goes so far as to say that Mesonero's

cuadros become rough stories, outlines for plays, or un-'

successful sketches for novels as the direct result of the

UU
too extensive use of plot.

Bevertheless , in reality we find many cuadros with

quite a bit of plot, but which are evidently not cuentos .

Larra's "El castellano viejo" and "Casarse pronto y mal"

are notable examples of this. Baquero Goyanes is quick to

add that the cuadro resembles the short story more when it

has a fully developed plot, but that this is not a

"sustancia medible o pensable hasta el punto de permitirnos

elasificaciones exactas y rfgidas." As Hontesinos points

out, "Hay novelas de poca accion y superabundancia de

detalles realistas y cuadros de costumbres en el que

oeurreB muchisimas cosas.

Thus, it is not the presence or absence of plot which

distinguishes costumbrisao from other creative fiction.

Instead, the fundamental variant is the relationship

between plot and the cuadro 's purpose. In the cuento . the

plot is an end in itself, in the cuadro it is only a pre-

text, a device used to hold the reader's attention while

the author presents an idea or delights us with a pretty

scene.
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Language

The coatumbrista 's language both reflected the struc-

tural limits of the genre and the ideology of the period.

Short length called for the use of value-laden words and

symbolic names, titles and quptes. Language responded to

the cuadro 's purpose of recording the speech of social

groups and its stated nationalism. Through ingenious

technique, language avoided the limits of censorship.

The short length of the cuadro forced costunbrista

writers to choose exact words with multiple meanings. We

have previously mentioned the use of details in costum-

brista descriptions. Titles, m6ttoes and quotes served a

yariety of functions. They summarized the cuadro 's con-

tent, anticipated the characters described and provided

literary allusions. The use of titles with an accompanying

poem, verse or saying became so widespread that Larra

vrote a cuadro aptly titled "Mania de citas y eplgrafes."

Pen names also served a thematic function, they were

changed by the author to suit the style and subject matter

of his sketch.

Both in Spain and Latin America, language expressed a

concern for national values. The strong French influence

on nineteenth century Spain caused many French words to

enter the Spanish language. In reaction, Mesonero and

Est^banez made a conscious effort to use words that were
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reproduce the sometimes archaic language of his province.

Larra held the belief that progress, both in society,

literature and language, was inevitable. In contrast, to

Mesonero and EstSbanez, he was against the idea of rigid

. . . , «»9
casticismo m language.

language acquired in Latin America a polemic value

associated with the emerging nationalism of post indepen-

dence. In Chile, Bello's famous controversy with Saraiento

illustrated the new republic's concern about which gram-

natical models to follow: those of the former capital or

the new ones appearing in Latin America at the time.

The scientific trend to record and classify found a

field of interest in the language of special groups. There

was a general attempt to record and classify the language

of all occupations and social groups. For example, the

language of bullfights, sheepherding , actors, and miners

as well as that peculiar to certain regions of Spain, was

transcribed in great detail. '° The existence of strict

censorship added a greater need for double meanings and

parallel constructions to the language of the costumbristas.

Simultaneous and sometimes contradictory meanings of words,

puns, and the use of a language that was too formal for

the ideas presented became part of the cuadro writers'

general stock in trade. Diana Berkowitez's study of
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Lsrra's expressive techniques illustrates this use of

clever verbal expressions which produced unexpected but

pertinent association of ideas, thus revealing the incon-

gruities in Spanish social situations.

Characterization

Costunbrismo typifies characters instead of individu-

alising them. This predominant aspect of the cuadro's

characterization is closely related to its descriptive

nature, its short length and the demands of a diverse

reading public. It corresponds also to the cuadro 's func-

tion as a means of reflecting national customs and charac-

ters. Finally, the type may be the literary counterpart

of the nineteenth century scientific obsession with

classifying and cataloguing all natural phenomena.

In the cuadro, characters are represented by a single

socially significant trait. In the preface to El

Seaanario Pintoresco , l81*5. Vol. 10, the editors make the

word "type" synonymous with social class when they state

that "tipo es un individuo de la sociedad que representa

una clase a la cual convienen costumbres propias que de

ningfin modo pertenecen a otra alguna." The study of

general aspects of the national character is a natural

extension of this trend. Both Spanish and Latin American

writers express this purpose. Sarniento in El Hercurio .
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June 25, l8I»2, echoes Larra when he states that literature

should be an expression of the new society that they are

CO
constituting. Critics of the twentieth century also

equate type with social class. Montesinos states that the

purpose of the type in the cuadro is to describe "per-

aoaajes representativos de toda suerte de fenomenoa

aoeiales."

Hevertheless , the interest in types was also a reflec-

tion of the scientific spirit of the period that went

beyond the survey of contemporary social classes. The

type became the means of portraying or examining isolated

inhabitants as a rare species about to disappear or found

only in distant geographical local. Noel Salomon has

examined the relationship of this spirit to the techniques

of eostumbrismo . This analytical framework was based on

the concept that man was the result of traits gathered

from many parts of the vegetable and animal kingdom. This

relationship meant that he could now be analyzed with

information gathered from the lower kingdoms. Thus,

Sarmiento describes the Argentinian caudillo Facundo

Qniroga as a wolf. Larra entitles one of his cuadros

"La planta facciosa" in a parody of this very spirit

common to writers of his time.

When a genre becomes more descriptive than narrative,

the extensive use of plot declines and the possibility of
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portraying characters as the result of their reaction to

events also declines.

The predominantly descriptive nature of the cuadro

caused writers to rely on techniques that would evoke

BUltiple and instantaneous meanings from one detail, per-

son or scene. The costumbrista used a variety of means

to achieve this purpose: naming, repetition of the same

57 58
character, the use of dialogue and stock characters,

sad deliberate deformation and exaggeration. As Uellek

and Warren have said, "The simplest form of characteriza-

tion is naming. Each appellation is a kind of vivifying,

59 ^ ^
animizing, individuating." Larra's Son Candido Buenafe,

whose name let us know from the very beginning bis out-

standing personality trait is an example of this tech-

do,

61

nique. Mesonero's chairs in "Las Sillas del Prado,'

aptly titled La descosida . columpio and temblorosa

present a more vivid picture through their names than

would have been possible by direct description.

Some critics have criticized the cuadro 's tendency to

62
deliberate exaggeration. nevertheless, there are two

facts related to character exaggeration in the cuadro that

caused it to achieve particular stylistic value. First of

all, there is the interesting theory mentioned by Hoel

Salomon that, according to the philosophy of Geoffrey

Saint-Hilaire, monsters, far from being an exaggeration
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and a distortioa of nature were is fact "des r^vSlatcurs

de la souche, des r^ffliniscencesi ou des a^taphores du

prototype 3u I'on peut retrouver le 'nodele' essentiel."

Tbtu , exaggeration could serve as a neans of revealing

essential traits about the social type being studied.

Secondly, there is the value that exaggeration has for

satire. Satire establishes a logic of its own which

contrasts with the logic of the custoa or thing it attempts

to ridicule. Exaggeration is not ludicrous within the

world of fiction that satire creates. Distortion becomes

6U
part of a deliberate departure from reality. Correa

Calder6n sums up the function of exaggeration for the

costumbrista writer when he says:

el costumbrista observa los usos de las gentes o

los tipos curiosos , para pintar luego sus pequefios
easdros un poco de memoria, defornando las Ifneas
del original, al que desfigura deliberadamente.
Ho le importa demasiado la absoluta identidad y
seaejanza con el modelo ni la excesiva fidelidad
de la eopia, sine dar categorfa literaria a lo
Tnlgar, embelleciendo lo tipico y plebeyo, que no
sieapre posee donaire y color; ballar el punto
flaco de las cosas para ponerlo en evidencia y
lograr su perfecciSn, destacar los defectos del
individuo o de la muchedumbre para anularlos o
suavizarlos con el suave correctivo del rid£culo.^*

Themes

Costuabristas focus on themes that are the direct

expression of their purpose in writing. Those who wish to

change the social structure of Spain choose habits and
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customs that they believe reflect basic evils; those who

yearn for the past choose customs that portray a

disappearing Spain.

Larra prefers to portray unproductive types, exploita-

tive professions and wasteful customs. His thematic

concern is with the customs that stand in the way of the

typical Spaniard's self analysis. Sarsiiento shares this

concern. He uses the description of Pacundo Quiroga as

the prototype of what he considers the reason for

Argentina's civil wars, the unscrupulous caudillos .

The writers such as Mesonero who wish to change the

orals of contemporary society, focus on social customs

that need to be changed instead of the basic structures

that cause them. They tend to see corruption as the result

of foreign influence, and a decline in national spirit,

instead of innate faults in the Spanish character. They

choose themes from two general areas: Mesonero chooses

the social life of the urban middle class, Est^banez

portrays the generally pristine customs of rural, pro-

vincial parts of Spain. Urban customs are chosen as

examples of the result of the lost vital strength and the

slavish imitation of foreign values in Spain. Trips to

the provinces, rural festivities and visits of provincials

to the city are used as ways of portraying "las buenas

costufflbres" before social change and foreign influence had
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pemeated Spain. Thus Ibarra's castellano viejo is

satirized because he is no longer an unaffected

castellano viejo . but a pretentious middle class bureaucrat.

Costumbrista writers chose provincial types and lower

class individuals as themes. Types such as "El

Bandolero" and "El Contrabandista" were coononly found

in Spanish cuadros . Regions in which the language and

customs seemed quite different from Madrid and Seville

were also popular. The pictorial purpose of the cuadro

coincided with this interest in marginal social types.

Spanish writers were also influenced by what the rest of

Emope considered ^picturesque" in Spain. Thus we see an

interesting paradox in the choice of subject matter.

Htaile some costumbristas seek to record national types

accurately in order to counteract the distorted pictures

foreigners draw of Spaniards, others reinforce these

pictures by choosing as their subject matter the same

smugglers, thieves and gypsies that the Romantics find

colorful. Thus the image of "la EspaSa de la pandareta"

is counteracted and reinforced by parallel forces of the

Spanish nineteenth century, nationalism and the love of

picturesque.

The unique structure of the cuadro—that is its short

length, use of external detail and importance of condensa-

tion and contrast—also affect the choice of themes. The
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descriptive nature and the need to use value-laden exter-

nal detail caused the writers to choose scenes or types

that would evoke multiple associations and suggest a

certain previous universal neaning. Mesonero's romantic

68 ,

nephew is the romantic son of Soman comedy. Larra s

servant of "La Hochebuena" is the classical theatre's

confidential servant.

The cuadro 's thematic focus is predominantly urban,

Madrid and Seville, and its attention dedicated to the

middle class. Secondary interest lies in provincial types

and members of the lower class, particularly in their

interactions with the urban middle class.
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CHAPTER VI

FELIPE PABDO Y ALIAGA~A EUROPEAH
MODEL FOR PERU

Though he wrote fev cuadros . Felipe Pardo y Aliaga

played an important role in initiating the genre and con-

tributing to its theoretical base. Of the four main

exponents of the cuadro in mid-nineteenth century Peru,

Pardo is the one who most clearly expressed a parallel

political and literary philosophy; in his case, the neo-

classical belief that both literature and social customs

ought to adhere to established, fixed norms. At the same

time he refused to specify the details of these norms. A

conservative, he nonetheless wrote in the hope that his

cuadros would awaken Peruvian society to its shortcomings

and inspire it to cast aside its ignorance and provincial-

ism. Despite this stated desire to change society, Pardo

has been mislabelled by some critics as a reactionary

who wished Peru to return to colonial customs.

He was aware of his role as a literary innovator. In

the prologue to El espe.lo de ai tierra . he says "basteme a

mi la (gloria] de ser el primero que ponga la planta en

80
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•1
campo todavfa no plsado por buella hoaana. Severtbe-

less, as a self-proclaimed Initiator of the cuadro in

Peru, Pardo did not lay dovn specific guidelines for its

structure and length. But, he insisted that a model was

necessary.

Fardo vas aware of his role as a man bent on changing

social customs through his writing. Just as he offered no

ery detailed guidelines for the literary form he espoused,

he likewise refrained from detailing alternatives for

customs he hoped would change. In his prologue to El

espejo de mi tierra , while discussing the need for new

customs he stated, "lejos de ai la idea Jactensiosa de dar

el tipo a que ellas deben sujetarse."

Purpose

Pardo's purpose in writing his cuadro is based on the

belief that Peru needs a goTemaent of the educated elite

which should rule over the masses in authoritarian rule.

Since this elite was to be an educated one, instead of one

characterized by its economic or military power, Pardo saw

the cuadro 's function as a means to make Lima's present

ruling class aware of its shortcomings. These were: the

emphasis on trivial subjects instead of matters of national

•All quotes from Peruvian material follow the orthog-

raphy of the original text.
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eoBcem, the blind aping of foreign custoas coupled with an

exaggerated provincialism, and the indecisiveness and lack

of adulthood in upper class males. In the prologue to

gl espejo de mi tierra , he expresses the need for litera-

ture to help change society. Implicity and more subtly

he makes his point in his cuadros through the picture that

he draws of Lima's society, especially its males.

Pardo contends that he does not wish to take sides,

but that the purpose of his newspaper, 21 espe.lo de mi

tierra . will be "los objetos generales que pueden compren-

k
derse bajo la denominacion de costuabres." Luis Alberto

Sanchez has pointed out the controversial nature that

eostumbres had in Pardo's times. He believes that signifi-

cant changes had not taken place in the economy or in the

educational system, but only in the sphere of social

habits

:

Pero cuando la costumbre es costumbre de verdad,

y no moda, cuando ella representa modos sinceros
de encarar la vida, expresi6n de razas dispares,
entonces astime un papel dirimente del cual no
puede prescindir nadie y arrastra partidarios ni

B&s ni menos que un caudillo cualquiera.^

This evident and explicit social purpose for his writings

is categorized by Pardo when he states that he proposes

different purposes for different newspapers. El Coco de

Santa Cruz , for example, will be for "cnestiones de alta

iaportancia para el Peru," while the contemporary Para

tfaehachos will be "sin disgusto para todas las clases."
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Pardo summarizes the distinct purposes of his newspapers

and of literature in general, when he states, "De un modo

se ha de hablar al Preste Juan, y de otro al monaguillo

sacristan.

Pardo's political thoughts are essential to an under-

standing of his literary purpose. Pardo formed part of

the literary group of Jos6 Harfa de Pando, head of the

•7

conservative party from iSaS-lSSl* and was a close friend

Q
of JosI Joaqufn de Mora. The ideas of the conservative

party, especially those of Mora, were Pardo's. Mora

brought to Peru the thinking of the Scottish philosophers,

Thomas Reid and Dugald Stewart, and this ideology was

used by the conservatives against the philosophy of the

liberals. Mora's ideas were used as "una de las novf si-

mas armas ideolSgicas fabricadas por los opositores al

racionalismo de la ilustracion al liberalismo politico.

Pardo's close relationship, both literary and politi-

cal, with members of the conservative party has caused

later literary historians to consider him a reactionary.

Luis Alberto SSnchez has equated Pardo with "la reiteraci6n

de lo peninsular, la reinvindicaei6n de la colonia, la

continuidad del virreinato." The concept of Pardo as a

reactionary who wished customs to return to the way they

bad been before the revolution is a common misconception.

Tamayo Vargas states that Pardo was "un satfrico con la
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Ista en el pasado," and Alberto Tauro summarizes

several of these concepts in his article on Pardo's

12
newspaper.

A closer examination of Pardo's prologue to El espejo

de mi tierra . and his portrayal of Lima's traditions in his

cuadro reveals a Pardo who, far from being a reactionary,

is interested in change, not only of the vestiges of the

colonial past but also of the new customs that were re-

placing them. Pardo states that "Las costumbres nuevas se

hallan todavfa en aquel estado de vacilaci6n y de incerti-

dumbre que caracteriza toda innovacion reciente: las

antiguas flaquean por sus cimientos al fuerte embate de la

revolueion. iQu$ coyuntura mas favorable para los escri-

tores que quieren mejorarlasT" It is obvious from this

statement that what he wishes to change refers to both old

as well as new customs. Cornejo Polar suns this up when

he states that Pardo "buscaba transformaciones aunque no

faeran tal vez sustanciales es claro que no pretnedia

Ik
aferrarse a nada ni conservar nada."

Another common misconception is that Pardo was anti-

eriollo . and anti-nationalist. Some critics create a

dichotomy between Pardo and Segura in which Pardo repre-

sents the tendency toward a Spanish model and Segura the

love for criollo subject matters. Justo FernSndez Cuanca

believes that Pardo is a nationalistic writer, but that

he lacks "aquel sentimiento que identifica con las rafces
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mismas de la nacionalidad." Alberto Varillas Montenegro

believes that Pardo's newspaper. El espe.lo de mi tierra

"estaba destlnado a combatir la impropiedad de las cos-

tombres y a polemizar sobre el criollismo."

Hevertheless , Pardo is neither anti-criollo nor anti-

nationalist. One of his favorite subjects for attack is

the slavish imitation of foreign customs with no thought

about their suitability to Peru. He expresses similar

thoughts about the need for developing political systems

that are based on Peruvian reality. In his poem "La Consti-

tucion Politica" he states the belief that the reason the

constitution has not worked for Peru is because it is

based on parts of foreign constitutions. "Se pretende

eonstituir una naci6n entresacando principios de las

17
eonstituciones y de los libros de otras naciones. If

Peru can develop a constitution that will meet her needs

she will be able to "caminar con mas desenvoltura y con

itlS
mfis seguridad por la senda del progreso.

Basic to Pardo's political Ideology is the belief in

order, in contrast to the social and political chaos he

sees in nineteenth century Peru. In his poem "La lavan-

dera" he expresses this disorder when he says, "Cada uno

hace en mi tierra lo que quiere. Viva la libertad. In

"Bl paseo de Amancaes ," he uses every oportunity to compare

the disorganized picnic to Lima's political reality. He
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describes the norning "una maflana dudosa, indecisa,

intermitente," like the politicians who always save them-

selves, and draws a parallel between the amount of agita-

1.20
tion in the house and "el colegio electoral.

The contrast between his belief in order and tranquil-

lity and the revolutionary and unsettled world in which he

lived was expressed throughout Pardo's work. In "La

eonstituci6n polftica" he talks about "el ridiculo con-

traste que ha formado siempre entre nosotros la letra de

las instituciones con la vergonzosa y miserable evidencia

de nuestra estructura social." He proceeds to illustrate

this idea in the text of the poem in which he presents

a caricature of the dominant constitution of the Peru of

22
bis times

.

The most intimate relationship between Pardo's politi-

cal ideology and his literary principles is based on his

belief in a preliminary model for literature as well as

for political systems. Pardo inherits from his neoclassi-

cal past and his education in the Aeademia del Hirto with

Alberto Lista a belief in order, in life as well as in

literature-^^ Jose de la Riva Aguero lists Pardo's

literary principles as "love for neatness and perfection,

a love for logic and order and a desire for rationality,

precision and regularity.
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Neither Pardo nor his friends Alberto Lista and Jos6

Joaquin de Mora, equated neoclassicism with a rigid

adherence to rules. All three defended the rules only as

useful guidelines. Their main objection was to the

Romantics' reliance on genius to the exclusion of rules.

Lista stressed the need for "el gusto ejercitado y per-

feccionado," which was to be Pardo's guiding literary

principle. Mora cirticized rigid adherence to neoclassic

25
rules

.

Since Pardo believed that Peru lacked an educated

elite to govern it, one of the prime purposes of his

cuadros was to bring attention to the need for a better

educational system. In his poems he states over and

over the need for education. He calls Peru "la infeliz

naci6n, a quien oprime, De la Ignorancia el hSrrido

vestigo." In the poem "El Perfi," he expresses his belief

in a government ruled by reason;

Cultura el pueblo, si; la turba ociosa
Que en la inacciSn y crapula vegeta,
Ss tiempo ya que en servidumbre horrorosa
De la raz6n al yugo se someta;^*

He is particularly concerned with the low quality of

women's education and the ignorance of the clergy who were

normally in charge of education. In "El paseo," he chooses

the character of Bosaura as an example of the low standards

for women's education. He describes her educational

opportunities in the following words:
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Rosaura no babia e>>tado en colejio, porque & mas

de que entre nosotros no hay establecimlentos per-
feetos de este jSnero, en su nines la falta era
nayor. Rosaura no debi6 6. la educacion pSblica
mas que un modo de leer, que seria abominable
si despues no lo hubiese correjido,—una letra
pareeida & los caracteres chinos de las cajas

de tS . . . y algunas costuras de las que forman
el a b c de la profesion. Despues, la educacion
privada enriquecio el espiritu de Rosaura hasta
donde se puede enriquecer en un pais tan pobre
de maestros. Pero sea de esto lo que fuere, lo

eierto es que Rosaura, sin colejio, con malos
maestros, y sin una norma segura de lo que llamarS
buen tono . .

."^9

Fardo does not look to the clergy to solve Peru's

educational problea. Indeed he portrays it as greedy,

ignorant, and more interested in food than in education.

In "On viaje" the preparation of the food for Don Goyito's

trip is completely dominated by the nuns and priests of

the different convents. In "El paseo" the priest is

reminded by the words Panem nostrum quotidianum not of God

but butter and he asks that DoSa Escolastica's servant go

to his house and get a piece of butter that he is keeping

under the bed. The lack of basic sanitary habits is

acknowledged by his hostess DoCa Escolastica who says

"Santo Dios; debajo de la cama. Ho sera la hija de mi madre

-31
quien la coma.

Pardo specifies concretely what traits of his fellow

upper class limegos he would like to change: their pro-

vincialism, their lack of interest in serious matters and

obsession with ceremony and frivolity, their indiscriminate
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aping of foreign habits and, finally, and their general

taste in literature, abore all the theatre.

Upper class proTincialisn is the target for many of his

attacks. In "On viaje" he discusses the dislike for travel.

Don Ooyit's sisters agree for the first time to visit a

nearby port, "solo por el buen heroano pudieran hacer el

horrendo sacrificio de ir por priaera vez al Callao.

He sums up other liseSos ' attitudes to travel: "Asi

viajaban nuestros abuelos: asi viajarian, si se deter-

ainansen fi viajar, nuchos de la Jeneracion que acaba, y

muchos de la Jeneracion actual, que conservan el tipo de

los tiempos del virey Aviles; y ni aun asi viajarian otros

^ "33
por no viajar de nxngun aoao.

Alberto Tauro, aaong others, has implied that what

Pardo wished to do was to impose as a model the customs of

Spain. He states, "en conclusi6n, es posible establecer

que, por haberse educado en Espa3a, don Felipe Pardo y

Aliaga no podia sufrir el relativo primitivismo de las

costumres que durante su gpoca predominaron entre

nosotros."^"* Jean Franco believes that Pardo admired

British democracy and that be wished to graft European

standards of excellence on Peru.

In actuality Pardo wanted Peruvians to exchange pro-

vincialism for universalism. In "Opera y nacionalismo."

an essay-cuadro published in El espe.lo de mi tierra. he
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refers to two kinds of concepts that are radical anti-

theses to the self-centeredness of his fellow limefios ;

Pan-Hispanism and universal culture. In discussing

nationalisB. he states that Peruvians lack a theory or con-

cept of nationalism separate from their own personal

interests. "Que las distintas Spocas y los distintos

intereses momentaneos y personales deciden de nuestras

opiniones: que tomamos nuy a menudo el rabano por las

hojas."^ He adds that Peruvians become anti-foreigner

when it is in their interest and reminds them of the exis-

37
tance of "la antigua familia hispano-americana," based on

intellectual bonds. This literary purpose is closely re-

lated to his belief in government by an educated elite.

Again, he presents an alternative to the provincialism

which he satirizes in the essay. Pardo believes that we

are all citizens of an intellectual world, because as he

says, "la partria de las artes es el mundo civilizado y la

38
patria de los artistas es la patria de las artes.

One of Pardo's guiding purposes is to mirror in his

euadros the frivolous and futile life led by upper class

liaeflos. and particularly the lack of maturity in its male

meahers. Since the purpose of his euadros is to change

society not be presenting a rigid model, but instead by

allowing his readers to see themselves in the mirror of

El espejo. the ludicrous characters of Don Goyito in "Un
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beyond that of mere amusement.

Dob Goyito or el HiSo Coyito, the main character of

"On viaje," is not only Pardo's most famous creation, but

one of the most famous in all Peruvian literature. He has

been called by Luis Alberto Sanchez, "Un poco el retrato

del Perfi, con su sociedad sedentaria, cireunscripta a sus

cbicos problemas privativos . .
."^' His most outstanding

trait is his complete lack of maturity characteriszed by

absence of independent and decisive action. As Pardo

says, "hay mticha gentes que van al panteon como salieron

del vientre de su madre." ° At the beginning of the

cnadro El niBo Goyito has Just spent three years trying to

decide how to answer letters which tell him that it is

argent he travel to Chile to settle business.

Bot only is Goyito indecisive, but all of his decisions

have to be made with the help of "el confesor, y con el

medico y con los amigos."**^ In addition, Goyito is con-

trolled by a crowd of sisters, known as "las niBas," the

yonngest of which is at least sixty-two years old. El

niBo is not only someone who will never mature, but he is

completely controlled by other children, the niBas. With

the names HiBo Goyito and las niBas Pardo very cleverly

nses colloquial Peruvian expressions for satirical pur-

poses. The common habit of calling grown adults niBo or

nifla . widespread even today in some parts of Latin
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Anerica where It is used by servants, allows Pardo to

present the picture of the eternal immaturity of the

Limean upper class male, who spends three years post-

poning a decision about a trip, then six months planning

it.

The metaphor of frivolous Limean society io even more

evident in Pardo's character of Don PantaleSn. Don

PBntale8n'3 laziness and lack of effective action and his

wife's noisy and equally ineffective behavior symbolize

the disorganized and ineffective social system that the

Republic inherited from the Colony. To drive home the

point. Pardo uses metaphors such as colonia to describe

Don Pantale8n's little kingdom. "Don PantaleSn era marido

de Doaa EscolSatica, padre de nueve muchachos y amo de

doee criados; y esta colonia entera, con el apendice de

otra seaora. de un cura de campanillas, de un Fraile

eapellan de la casa. y de ocho o diez deudos y amigos de

coBfianza. unos alegres y otros adustos, unos de finisima

1,2

educacion, y otros algo trabajosos. ..." Pardo has

portrayed a typical colonial structure, the encomendero

or seaor with his group of followers.

In case we have not understood the simile, Pardo next

compares the social group with the present chaotic govern-

ment. He states. "Solo un colegio electoral, abandonado

a toda su independencia constitucional, puede dar una
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debll noeion del estado de ajltacion en que se hallaba la

eolonis traniaigrante. Finally, at the end of a de-

scription of a very chaotic day in the countryside, Pardo

compares the veary travelers to the congress, and says,

"retirfindonos tpdos , se pusb en receso nuestro congreso,

sin bSs resultado que los pesos de monos , y el trastorno

de Das, que siempre deja en una casa un paseo. The

reader is left to draw for himself the comparison: an

equal lack of effective action on the part of the congress

and the members of the outing.

In "Bl paseo de Amancaes" Pardo presents another habit

of Limean society which he would like to change, the

senseless imitation of European customs. Pardo describes

Dofia Escolfistica's dinner table which she "sabia engalanar

coa la adopcion de todas las usanzas eztanjeras que en su

concepto contribuyen a hacer mas agradables estas escenas

importantes de la vida social. He takes advantage of

this description to point out that she did not use iron

forks and that she still used napkins. The use of iron

utensils and the elimination of linen table napkins is a

symbol for Pardo of the adoption of the wrong kind of

foreign customs, those of a lower social class. Apparently,

the fashion had been introduced during post-independence.

Pardo puts some of his own ideas into the mouth of VoiitL

Escol&stica when he says "que nuestra heroina dice—^y no

^upjiiaw (ftu..ia-%i ).t>w-'-w*- iuiwuHMwu btii l' ii j n , i^^
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a fuera de cafflino--que no pueden ser usos de la alta

soeiedad Inglesas , sino contarse a lo mfis entre los de los

buques balleneros

.

To further satirize the use of foreign customs by

Limean society, Pardo next contrasts Do3a Escolastica's

eoBunents about the iron forks with a statement about the

guests. We are reminded that the guests are not as refined

as the customs they have adopted that day.

Pero el talento de Do9a Escolastica no habia
bastado para dar al porte de algunos de sus
eonvidados el mezzo termine que distingue su
ceremonial gastronoraico. Habia reformado las
cosas; no habia alcanzado a reformar la gente.
T noes estrano que esto le sucede a nuestra
Oofla Republica—que sin ser tan feliz en la reforma
de los hombres.**'

One of Pardo 's constant concerns, and an important

purpose in his writings, is to change the literary tastes

of Lima's public. As Jean Franco has pointed out, Pardo

vas afraid that with independence Lima would become a

cultural backwater. He also felt that the role of the

writer was to set standards. Rafil Porras Barrenechea

has pointed out that Pardo 's earlier writings in El

Mercurio Peruano in the late 1820 's had the definite pur-

pose of changing Lima's literary tastes. He describes the

work of Pardo and his friend Don Jose Antolin Rodulfo as a

means of preparing the public for plays that would be more

like Moratin's. To do this "lo mas urgente era la
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Tvo other aspects of the inner structure, tone and

attitude are important to an understanding of Pardo's

style. Of all the writers we study in this disserta-

tion, Fardo is the one who most effectively uses not

only a variety of tones, ranging from involved-emotion

to noninvolved, but uses it for specific artistic

effects.

His euadros are written in the middle of his

career. They reflect a period of less bitterness

than the final years when his poor health caused him

total disillusionment with the state of Peru's govern-

Bcnt. Thus, their tone is humorous-ironic instead of

bitter satire. Only in one, the pseudo-cuadro "Opera y

naeionalismo," does his tone become much more satirical

vhen he describes typical Limean comments on a performance

of a well-known Italian opera company. He reproduces their

comments and counters them with comments much more violent

50
than those he uses in his euadros for a similar technique.
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Jose de la Riva Agilero has noticed this difference in tone

between the cuadros and Pardo's later poems, what he calls,

"una ben^TOla y maliciosa sonrisa."

Pardo uses both an involved-emotional tone and a non-

involved objective tone in his cuadros , sometimes for

contrast with the subject matter, sometimes in an equation

of form and content. In "Opera y nacionalismo" his

emotional tone when discussing opera contrasts with the non-

involved unemotional tone of the public that he describes

attending the performance. This public consists of "esa

aristocracia, que se cree degradada, si premia con un

52
bravo 6 con un palmoteo el mirito de un artista.

The subjective emotional tone involves as a natural

corollary a greater degree of authorial presence than the

objective-nonemotional one. In "El paseo" Pardo defends

two long digressions, one on women's education and one on

criollo individualism, with the statement that if famous

authors like Lord Byron can do it, so can he. As he says,

"To, cuando voy & los Amancaes , pienso como cualquier

dia del a2o; y cuano les digo fi mis lectores lo que me

sucedi6 en ni paseo, no tengo por qu6 ocultarles las

meditaciones en que sumerjieron me espiritu los encantos

de Rosaura."

In "Un viaje" Pardo adopts a deliberate nonemotional

tone for comic effect in connection with the frenzied

IJI>lJUtWtP^«^J5MS^«J*ft>j!aa»^ 'J«WWJlja^'AWj^Jtt^iii^'^itjl^^ 'JI"-"ry^." ? H '*«-f:^MJJ't-«»



emotional activity surrounding Goyito's trip to Chile.

Pardo's purpose is to show how ridiculous is the super-

ficial and melodramatic emotion that surrounds Goyito's

departure. Thereby, in this cuadro the third person and

the dialogue are used much more frequently than the first

person. Only in the last two paragraphs of the cuadro

does the author again use the first person: "Asi me han

enseSado fi viajar, mai de mi grado, y asi me ausento,

lectores mios. . . ." The emotionally involved authorial

tone is used to draw attention to the difference between

the tranquil trips that took place before independence and

the kind of forced trips of political exiles after.

Pardo's attitude toward both his subject matter and

his public are two areas of concern in a study of his

stylistics. He adopts a deliberately unpretentious atti-

tude to contrast with the affected tone of government

officials and rival, pedantic writers. As Alberto Tauro

has pointed out in the I83U newspaper. El Hi.lo de

Montonero— Pardo "supo ridiculizar la solemnidad y la

afectaci6n de los personeros gubernativos y cada una de

sns ediciones fue una burlesca secuencia de las fases o

los incidentes del proceso."^' He adds that Pardo's news-

paper was "destinado a contrastar con la seriedad, la

||,JUl-JJLJU^utJJJ«w^!!e^a*»-Aa^u^^w<^^- i^5gg^^^"j^^
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afectaciSn doctrinaria y la eloeuencia, puestas en Juego

. »56
por los adversarxos.

Pardo's attitude toward his subject matter, the cus-

toas of Peru, has sonetimes been misinterpreted.- Among

the critics who believe that he was largely negative,

Alberto Tauro's conment is one of the most rational. Tauro

believes that Pardo "por baberse educado en EspaCa, no

podia sufrir el relativo primitivismo de las costumbres que

durante su^poca predominaron entre nosotros. Cesar

Mir6, on the other hand believes that Pardo was not a

discontented Europeanizer , and gives as an example the

negative portrait of an afrancesado named Quintin in Pardo's

s8
play "0na huerfana en Chorrillos."

Pardo's attitude toward his subject matter in the

cnadros was generally not an extremely negative one,

except in the subject area of politics. The bitterness he

would express in i860 was largely absent in the iBUO's.

Later on he would say in a poem called "La triste

realidad:"

Son tunantes? Son locost Son muchachos?
Son acaso borrachos? Hay de todo:
HiSos , locos, tunantes y borrachos.
Que cumplen con la ley, pues de ese modo
Constituyendo electoral Colegio
EJerce el Pueblo-Hey su poder regie. ^'

Pardo's concern for his public is an explicit and

dominant theme of his work. Jorge Cornejo Polar has

stated that Pardo's interpretation of the importance of
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the relationship betveen the author, the reader and the

literary work is a twentieth century concept that he

anticipated in the nineteenth century. Whether or not

this is true, Pardo's attitude to his public vas one of

strong emotional reaction, ranging from fear to disdain.

He saw the public as a formidable opponent, because of its

great number and diverse nature. He divided it into two

groups, defined mainly by their sincere enthusiasm for

music, art and culture. The true lovers of art were "el

piiblico del patio," while the others were "el publico de

los palcos." This second group, what Pardo calls "esa

aristocracia que se cree degradada si premia con un bravo

o COB un palaoteo el nerito de un artista, is portrayed

by Pardo as stupid and ignorant. To make his point he

reproduces ridiculous comments that they make about the

6b
Italian operas presented in Lima. In the prologue to

El espejo de mi tierra he states that most of the public

will not understand that his purpose is to present "gen-

eral" individuals, but instead will seek and discover

69
specific people in the cuadro.

Point of View

Mariano Baquero Goyanes has called the costumbrista

writers' use of point of view the "linterna magica" they

use to make everyday subjects interesting. "Todas las
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eosas de este aundo sob grandes o pequeflas , sublimes o

rIdieuXas , segfin el yanto de Tista de donde se las mira;

y tal espectficulo hsiri que parczca mezquino a los ojos de

OB ser indiferente a desdeEoso, al paso que logra excitar

,.66 „ , ,

la meditacl6n del csirioso y del observador. Pardo s

"linterna" is shaped iy several factors: his social per-

spective; the liaited tine and subject natter of the

cuadro ; and above all the political purpose of his

vrltings. It is reflected in the use of several tech-

niques: the change fron first person to third person; the

use of levels vithic a level; and the use of assumed

authorial roles.

Pardo looks at life from the perspective of a member of

tvo elite social groujs: the Creole aristocracy and the

Spanish bureaucracy- His mother was a descendant of

Jeronimo de Aliaga; his father, a high Spanish government

bureaucrat. ^^ As we have mentioned earlier, his political

ideology was based on the belief that government should be

in the hands of an educated elite instead of one based on

wealth, landed estates, and government power. Thus his

elite perspective is further refined from a general class

point of view to one delineated by his ideological

principles.

His point of view, that of a person separate and better

than the masses, is a major theme throughout his work.
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In "El paseo," he talks about "la multltud de sinsaborea

a que estan expueatos loa hombrea que velan mfia que el

yulgo." In hia poem "A mi hijo en aua Dias," 1855, he

vlshea his aon a happy twenty-first birthday and says,

"Viendo que ya eres igual,

Seg(in lo mandan las leyes,
Al negro que unce tus bueyes
Y al que te riega el maizal.*'

Pardo aaaumea the point of view of fictional authors:

a pretended foreigner, a dirty old man, a very efficient

businesa traveler, in order to make his points and to

transcend the limits of short length and limited subject

matter. The role of a foreigner within his own land is

adopted at the beginning of "El paseo" when he says, "es

una solemne boberia madrugar en un pafs como el nuestro,

que no ofrece mas distracciones matinales que los carroa

del Panteon y laa insolenciaa de calibre con que loa

eocineros de ambos aexos hacen resonar por las calles sua

«70
aguardentosas y cigarrunas voces.

Later on, in the same cuadro , he assumea the role of a

dirty old man who praiaes a charming but badly educated

young Limean girl. Pardo'a role is meant to amuse ua but

is inspired by hia desire to satirize exaggerated state-

ments about female beauty and talent. After describing

all of Rosaura's educational faults he states that "Rosaura,

ain colejio, con malos maestros, y ain una norma aegura de

^^^tfw ,iL^i^^ai.^W;u<J.,^;j,!jfe»
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lo que Ilamar^ 'buen tono' . . . lo cierto es, repito, que

Rosaura formaba uno de aquellos seres privilejiados , que

tlenen la gracia de supllr, por una especle de inspiracion

celestial, las Imperfecciones de la educacion; que las

suplen hasta tal grado , que quizS llamarian la ateacion en

sociedades oas adelantadas; y por fin que tienen el secret©

de convertir en segundos las boras que un hombre de

corazon y de gusto estfi sometido 6, su inmediata influen-

cia." The list of Rosaura's faults, followed by a

series of superlatives about her, succeed in forming for

us a picture of a slightly daffy but completely captivated

admirer.

In "On viaje" Pardo adopts the perspective at the end

of the cuadro of the efficient traveler who prepares and

makes a trip in less time than it takes el niilo Goyito to

decide whether he will go on a trip. Our mock traveler,

rather like a modern-day businessman, decides matters in a

72
few words and has everything ready in a week. This

assumed role serves two functions: (l) It allows a sharper

contrast with Goyito's lethargy than would be possible if

the efficient traveler were not an assumed author and thus

more involved in the narrative and (2) it provides a means

for Pardo to comment on the present political state that

has forced Peruvians to travel more often and faster.
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Changes from first to third person and the use of

dialogues at specific points in the narrative provide the

action and variety in perspective essential to a genre of

the liaited length and subject matter of the cuadro . In

"Un viaje" the change from. third person to dialogues

73
' signifies an increase in action leading to the climax.

In "El paseo" he begins the cuadro with three paragraphs

in the first person used to present his comparison between

the rainy morning in which he wakes up very early and •

Lima's cultural life and lack of punctuality. He then

changes to the third person to describe his friends'

preparations for the trip. He uses dialogues during these

preparations to describe scenes of frenzied activity:

when the priest sends for things from his house while

praying,^ and when the servants, DoBa Escolfistica and

Don Pantaleon are fighting while they prepare things for

the trip.^' Dialogues are also used for a more subtle

form of satire than is possible when events are described

in the third person. Pardo reproduces the dialogues

between Dofla Escolfistica and Fray Norberto when he suggests

a gaae of chance instead of a discussion about religion.

The outraged mother equates the game with unorthodox dis-

cussions and states, "tengo hijos y son demasiado niaos

para tinhiramba y estudios mayores. Tiempo les llegara en

que puedan seguir sus cursos en la Oniversidad del

^gwigsgiea^aa^Bj^sg^^^jSs^itsgss^^
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Chorrillo; pero mientras esten bajo mi autoridad no

qulero que sirvan de espectadores de semejantes

sabatinas." Dofla Escolfistica's very strong feelings

about religion and the activities appropriate for her

children are thus satirized nuch more effectively than if

Pardo had described them for us.

The change from third person to dialogue also produces

two levels of narration in the work. Pardo in "Un viaje"

reproduces a dialogue in which Goyito's trip is used as a

landmark in time and then immediately makes the statement

"Asi viajaban nuestros abuelos : asi viajarian, si se

deterrainasen a viajar, muchos de la generacion que acaba, y

muchos de la Jeneracion actual, que conservan el tipo de

los tiempos del virey Aviles: y ni aun asi viajarian otros,

7T
por no viajar de ningun modo." The comments on Goyito s

trip recorded within the smaller framework of the dialogue

reveal aspects of the static nature of life in pre-

Independence Lima; the authorial third person narrative

that follows this dialogue associates that reality within

the larger framework of the cuadro to life in the iBUO's.

I^ter on in the same cuadro . Pardo again uses two

levels of narration as a means of reiterating his ideas:

once through the characters in the dialogue and then again

in the authorial first person commentary that follows it.

He reproduces a dialogue between a very hurried and

jfe;!«8ji»^«?^'^gr&efe-i'jg^
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efficient traveler of his tines who is leaving for Chile

vithin a week and then follows it with a commentary in the

first person. He says, "Asi me han enseSado a viajar, a

mal de mi grado, y asi me ausento, lectores mios, dentro

de muy pocos dias. Este y no otro es el motivo de daros

me segundo numero antes que paguen sueldos." The sub-

jective use of the first person draws attention to the

similarity between the efficient traveler and Pardo's own

situation. Pardo also must plan a trip quickly for

political reasons, as he says in the last paragraph using

the first person singular, "Ho quisiera emprender este

_7o
laje: pero es forzoso.

Time

Pardo's nse of time in many ways resembles its mani-

festation in sophisticated twentieth century writers. In

keeping with the theoretical framework of the nineteenth

century cuadro . Pardo's cuadros take place in the present,

that is the iBbO's. nevertheless, they display both a

concern with time and the use of time for stylistic pur-

poses that is quite different from the other costumbristas

of his period and country. Past tine becomes a subject for

satire, events in the narrative become a part of histori-

cal tine, and time is used not only to mark points in the

narrative but to characterize individuals.

IMH IJ II I U|i
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Pardo'8 use of past- tlae has been a source of miscon-

ceptions. Alberto Tauro outlines soffle of them and states

that they can be summarized in the belief that Pardo

desired to return to the past through a comparison between

the past refined customs and the present less formal ones.

Tauro disagrees with this interpretation of Pardo 's use of

the past and states that what really concerned Pardo was

"la arraigada fidelidad con que las gentes cultivabao las

costumbres de la tierra, antes que aSoranza de los usos

81
alejados por el tiempo y la distancia."

Baimundo Lazo and Jorge Cornejo Polar agree with Tauro

in bis analysis of Pardo 's attitude toward the past. Lazo

believes that what Pardo wished to satirize was the remains

of the past in Lima's present, that is "lo secularoente

mtinario de la vida limeSa, especie de perdurable petri-

82
ficaeion de un pasado." Cornejo Polar strengthens this

theory by pointing out that "Un viaje" shows Pardo 's con-

83
eept of the lack of dynamic events in Lima's past,

instead of any nostalgia for that past.

The theme of the petrification of the past in the

present is evidenced in Pardo 's work. In "El paseo" he

refers to Don Pantaleon's family and servants as "esta

8U
eolonia entera thus reminding us that the social struc-

tures of the colony, characterized by the large households

of servants, friends and relatives who surrounded
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iaportant oen, are still in existence in post-independence

Pera. In "On viaje" Don Coyito's trip which actually takes

place roughly forty years before the time when the cnadro

is written, is described in the present tense as if the

events were taking place in Pardo's own time, thus pre-

paring us for the theme of the habits of the past that

persist in Lima's present.

Jorge Cornejo Polar has pointed out the fact that the

trip itself becomes part of time, due to "la autentica

eategorfa de hito significative que dentro de la monocorde

areha del tiempo en Lima se adjudico a este evento asaz

86
intrascendente." Pardo both states this fact in a

direct authorial comment, "Este viaje ha sido un acpnte-

ciaiento notable en la familia: ha fijado una Spoca de

eteraa recordacion; ha constituido una era, como la

Cristiana, como la de la Hegira, como la de la fundacion de

Boma, como el Dilnvio universal, como la era de

87
abonasar," and in a dialogue between two members of

Lima society in which Goyito's trip is used as a landaark

88
is time. Thus, within the framework of the narrative,

tiae not only marks the succession of events but becomes

part of the chronological reality of the narrative itself.

Pardo uses references to time to characterize el nifSo

Goyito's psychological framework of eternal childhood. He

opens the description of Goyito by stating "El niao Goyito
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89a a cuaplir eincueata y dos aflos thus iBmediateljr

sketching hia personality through the contrast between his

age and naae. He concludes the description hy stating

that naay people go to their grave "coao salieron del

90
vientre de sn nadre." Thus Goyito's imnaturity is not

only described through the contrast between his lack of

emotional aaturity and chronological aging, but through

his siailarity to others in Lima.

Pardo's cuadros generally adhere to the short length

called for by the genre. "El paseo" is longer than "Un

iaje" because of the authorial digressions associated

with parts of the narrative. At the sane time it is

interesting to note that "El paseo" is not of the same

artistic level as "Un viaje." It has been hypothesised

that the cuadro declines in artistic value in direct pro-

portion to its length. Est^banez Calderon's cuadros are

used as proof of tbis.^^ Felipe Pardo y Aliaga's cuadros

are another case in point. Short length is an essential

corollary of the better cuadros .

Action

Pardo's cuadros describe minor events, "Un viaje" the

preparation for a trip and "El paseo" the preparation and

the carrying out of a day's outing to Amancaes. His third

cuadro "Opera y nacionalismo" because of its total lack of
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narrative action nay te classified as an interpretive

essay rather than a cuadro .

Pardo's use of action fits the definition of the func-

tion of action in a cuadro . In contrast to the short

story where action serves as one of its major purposes in

itself, in the cuadro action serves as a pretext to hold

our attention while the author carries out his main de-

scriptive purpose. In "On viaje" the action is generated

primarily by the emotional and chaotic reactions of

family, and friends, to Goyito's trip and serves to hold

our attention while the author makes his point about the

static nature of Lima's upper class. In "El paseo" the

minimal action provided by the chaotic preparations on the

part of Dofla Escolfistica and her family for their trip to

the countryside affords the author an opportunity to

describe a picturesque scene.

Language

Pardo uses two kinds of language to create his cuadros;

an erudite, literary, but unpedantic expression and the use

of colloquial forms common to mid-nineteenth century Lima

which, even then, were becoming slightly archaic. He uses

a variety of techniques to create these two worlds of

literary reality: repetition; equating language with

theme; significant details; purposeful exaggeration; and

contrast.
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Pardo's vorld of literary language forma the main part

of his prose work. The colloquial Peruvian expressions

are used as occasional stylistic flashes. As Cornejo Polar

has pointed out "consideraciones y reflexiones de indole

general se matizan de pronto con refranes o dichos del

92
habla cotidiana." He believes that this is the secret

to Pardo's artistic genius.

Pardo's literary language includes historical allusions,

parodies of oriental stories, the use of poetic language

in prose, and an occasional invented vord. In "Un viaje"

he compares Goyito's trip to Chile to Bonaparte's to

Egypt. He likens the effect that the trip has on Lima's

chronological framework to the periodization of great

historical events like the Hegira and the founding of

Rome. He states ironically that the sisters are told

that the boat on which he will travel to Chile is as safe

as one of the historical catastrophes of the Armada. In

"0n Tiaje" Pardo parodies the style of oriental tales by

beginning the description of the preparations for Goyito's

trip with the statement "Seis meses se consumieron en

ellos," like The Thousand and One Sights .

Pardo sometimes cultivates poetic prose. In "El

paseo" he compares the dirt of the streets with the deli-

cate shoes of the Limean ladies through the use of a

metaphor. He says, "Aun tales como son las fementidas

iimj!!^^^;SiiJ!fy'fmi^i^
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ealles, mis lectoreo deben de haber observado, como yo,

que en lo mas riguroso dc la estacion, se v$ el zapato de

raso bianco figurar sobre nucstros lodazales, como

pudiera en una alfombra turca."

One of Pardo's most effective uses of literary language

are his neologisms. In "El paseo" he describes the quality

that makes hia get up early to be on time for the trip as

"la Tirtud camifuga que distingue a los madrugadores de

9Tprofesion."

The popular language used by Pardo creates a vorld of

local reality in contrast to the ideal world of his poli-

tical and literary ideology- The use of colloquial instead

of standard expressions, the use of diminutives, archaic

expressions and the phonetic transcription of oral idio-

matic speech is used to point out differences of perception

between Peruvians and the rest of the Horld, and in some

cases, betveea Peruvians and Pardo.

The function of peruanismos in Pardo's work is evident

in the first page of "El paseo de Amaneaes." While dis-

enssing how conducive Lima's atmosphere is to waking up

early, Pardo says "el que sepa que yo numero (como dicen

nnestras viejas en lugar de cabalmente) he debido a la

naturaleza mas cantidad de humor narcotico que la susodicha

atmosfera."'® He deliberately uses the Peruvian expression

to set the mood of casual, criollo good humor and to

J^,WJJile.*fe4J.*aiJ^jBt:^^taMR^
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contrast with the previous ridiculous statement that

time Boa ' laziness ia due to the effect of the veather.

This statement was part of a belief common in Pardo's

time hy foreigners and Peruvians alike that the character

of Ban in the Americas was the result of climatic factors.

Bipolito Unanue's El clima de Lima (I806) had done much to

go
combat this concept. Pardo evidently felt that these

ideas vere still widespread and satirises them in this

part of his cuadro .

The peruanismoa used by Pardo were archaic in his time

and served mainly for picturesque effect and for setting

the mood of the past he wished to recreate. In "On viaje"

he says that "Don Gregorio llamaba capingo a lo que

IXamamos capote." In "Opera y nacionalismo" he repro-

daees a dialogue in which two women discuss a singer in

the Italian opera company of Romeo y Julieta who comes on

stage dressed as a man and they say "y dicen que es cosa

digna de verse, y que esta para reventada." Pardo adds the

comment "Mis lectores saben que hay quien las cosas

deseando reventarlas . " Pardo reproduces the colloquial

aeaaing for "estS reventada"—to cause harm—in order to

contrast it with the other meaning of "reventar"—to

destroy and thus satirizes the destructive tongues of

ignorant Peruvian women.

Through a variety ot verbal techniques, repetitions

and contrast, Pardo's word choices provide the narrative
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action missing in the cuadro. He reproduces the feverish

activity of the preparations for Goyito's trip through the

use of short sentences, active verbs, similar sentence

structures, and location of the same action in different

places. Cornejo Polar has pointed out how the repetition

of phrases of the same structure in "Un viaje" leads to a

gradual crescendo and climax of activity. In "El paseo

the theme of a philharmonic with its repetition and

crescendo is built up through the comparisons between the

different opera singers and the repetition of their short,

diffuse reprimands to any and all members of the

household.

Characterization

Pardo's cuadros fall into the category of eseenas more

than into that of tipos . In contrast to most costumbristas

of his time, in Peru, Spain, and the rest of Latin America,

his characters reveal psychological dimensions instead of

only physical traits. The fame of the Don Goyito character

in "On viaJe" is testimony to the dynamic nature of his

literary creations. He creates his characters through

composite traits, significant naming, caricature, and

exaggeration, references to social and universal types, and

the science of physiology. In view of the small amount of

action present in the cuadro , it can be hypothesized that

''••Si^BWiC^W""^""^ «<^«Mm>vp«m
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much of the reader's interest that would be held by the

narrative is aaintained by the composite nature of the

cuadro 's characters.

One of the simplest and most effective techniques

available to the costumbrista writer is that of significant

naming. In "Un viaje" Goyito's name instantly character-

ises him as immature, though fifty-one years old. By

occasionally calling him Don Gregorion and Don Gregorio,

Pardo suggests possible ways that Goyito could have

developed and reinforces the psychological picture that he

has drawn through the use of "el niiSo Goyito." In "Un

viaJe" the names of the various nuns and priests who send

food for Goyito's trip provide an instan^ characterization

and a comic source. "La Hadre Salome, abadesa indigna,"

_10l»
and "La Nadre Trasverberacion del Espiritu Santo sug-

gest the pomp and ritual of the church and ritualistic

personalities. In "El paseo" the names of Don Pantaleon's

family form part of Pardo 's satirical symbolism and conjure

up instant personalities. DoBa EscolSstica stands for the

traditional pre-Independence woman with all the prejudices

against liberal thinking and intellectualism. The name

Escolastica reminds us of the dominant philosophical move-

ment of colonial Peru. Don Pantaleon's name reminds us of

the word Panteon which stands for Lima's public cemetery

and suggests the sentence from "Un viaJe," "que hay muchas

gentes que van al Panteon como salieron del vientre de su

„,.ji i j,i i
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B&dre." Indeed, Don Pantaleon behaves very much like

Don Goyito and allows the females in the family to perform

all the administrative duties necessary. La Bivianita, the

eternal old maid vho accompanies the family everywhere

suggests with the Peruvian-like prefix to her name a type

common to rural colonial Latin America. When Pardo wishes

to poke fun at her he calls her DoHa Biviana, thus pro-

ducing a comic effect in the contrast between the more

cultured version of her name and her dependent nature.

Pardo's characters are composites of universal types

vitb some peculiarly Limean traits. He states this

explicitly in his prologue to "El espejo de mi tierra"

when he says that "esta encarnacion no se verificara

tomando los rasgos propios de un individuo existente, sino

escogiendo los accidentes mas notables que acompaaan s la

oania, preocupacion o vicio de cualquier genero que se

inteate censurar."^ Types like DoBa EscolSstica and

Ba Bivianita in "El paaeo" seem the typical nagging wife

and greedy old maid of Hispanic tradition; in "Un vlaje"

Don Goyito, though presented by Pardo as an unique Limean

type, could be found in other traditional colonial Latin

Anerican societies.

Pardo uses the techniques of exaggeration and carica-

ture in many cases to delineate a character. Don Jorge,

the Englishman who lives near the sisters of Goyito, is
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described as "un barbaro capaz de embarcarse en un

lOT
xspato." Don Goyito himself is a caricature of

indecisiveness and procrastination.

Such are the characteristics of Pardo, one of Peru's

leading costumbristas . For him literature and society were

closely linked. He sav the need for the cuadro to shov

Peruvians which of their traits were causing the social

chaos that surrounded them. As an innovative mind, Pardo

vas unhappy with the traces of colonial behavior lingering

in Peru; as a person of conservative political beliefs, he

was critical of the political reforms which liberal

Peruvians were adopting. His desire for order in society

•was reflected in the need for order in literature. The

result was a body of tightly knit prose works in which

characterization, external details, repetition, and conden-

sation provided a social mirror of midnineteenth century

life in Peru.

7Z^~r.
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CHAPTER VII

KAHUEL ASCEHSIO SEGURA—THE SEARCH
FOR CRIOLLO ROOTS

Manuel Ascensio Segura stands with Felipe Pardo y

Aliaga as a principal exponent of the cuadro de costumbres

in mid-nineteenth century Peru. Pardo and Segura engaged

in a famous literary polemic during the iBUO's. This

polemic has caused Segura -and Pardo to be commonly regarded

as the two extremes of the costumbrista movement— Pardo as

an anti-criollo . neoclassic, Segura as a nationalistic.

Romantic.

In reality, the differences between Pardo and Segura

were mainly the result of different political ideologies

rather than fundamentally opposite literary concepts. They

were both writers living in a country that was experiencing

a great amount of social change. They had in common the

belief in the need to change customs, specifically, those

of middle and upepr class post-Independence Peru. Both

writers believed in the use of idiomatic Peruvian expres-

sions and the presentation of local types. They shared

the thesis that Peru's problems were caused by dishonest

12J>
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and ill-trained officials, frivolous habits and negative

foreign influence.

Segura differed from Pardo in two very inportant ways

.

First, Segura's point of view reflected that of a social

class not portrayed in Pardo 's cuadros . that is, the

emerging laiddle sectors of nineteenth century Peruvian

society. With him the cuadro acquired a larger social

perspective than with Pardo. Second, he did not propose a

model, either for correcting the chaotic customs of his

day nor for writing the genre in which he portrayed them,

the cuadro . Segura did not believe in any social or

literary principles other than his own. As he states in

his poem "La Pelimuertada"

Tales las mSzimas son
De la romSntica escuela.
Que en el siglo de mi abuela,
Premiara la Inquisicion.
To que ni al clSsico sigo
Hi al romfintico tampoco
Onas veces me desboco
T otras pienso lo que digo.^

Like Pardo, Segura's cuadros were not his main literary

concern. He wrote poems, plays, and even a historical

novel. Critics generally agree that Segura was one of

the creators of the nineteenth century Peruvian stage.

Hithia Segura's literary production, his plays are of

primary importance, the cuadros occupy a secondary and,

in some ways, auxiliary role.
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Hevertheless, Segura'a cuadros play an Important

fiutetion in the development of the cuadro de costumbres

in nineteenth century Peru. He was responsible for giving

the cuadro a strong local flavor and for popularising the

form. From 1839 to the early iSUO's, first in El Comercio

and later on in La Bolsa (18U1) and El Coaeta (181*1 to

l8Ji2), he produced more cuadros than did Pardo, and proba-

bly more than did any one other writer of his period. Both

of these contributions are as important to the genre 's

development as Pardo 's theoretical principles and tightly

kait construction.

Purpose

Segura's purposes in writing cuadros reflect the wide

gaant of the typical costumbrlsta writer. Segura moral-

izes; he has a nationalistic purpose; he records history;

be vishes to change some aspects of Limean customs, and he

follows the literary fashion of writing cuadros . In his

cuadros he attacks foreign imperialism, ignorance, corrupt

government officials, and frivolous people.

Segura stated in his plays, his cuadros . and in per-

sonal letters that his primary purpose was to "corregir
o

eiertos abusps que se notan en nuestra sociedad." This

purpose is above all moralistic. It differs from Pardo 's

desire to change social customs both in the nature of its
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scope and the kind of changes that Segura vished to bring

about

.

Segura is not preoccupied as much with ethical or

esthetic reform as with a change in the petty customs of

everyday life. His criticism is aimed at "los vicios de

tipo familiar y personal—los desajustes familiars, la

exagerada intromision de los padres en los asuntos de los

hijos, la maledicencia y la murmuraci6n, el fariseisrao

religioso, etc." Unlike Pardo, Segura 's lesson is not

one of "civilidad rudimentaria;" he is not primarily con-

cerned with avoiding "lo cursi" like Ramon Mesonero Homanos

nor with maintaining buen gusto like Pardo. And, as Jorge

Comejo Polar has pointed out, "la intencion de correci8n

social absorre la atenci6n del literato sobre los valores

estgticos."^^ Segura is thus not concerned with changing

Peruvians' literary tastes. Hor are the changes that

Segura proposes for Peru radical ones which envision the

BOdification of the social customs he attacks. Jorge

Cornejo Polar has pointed out that Segura "defiende el

orden social a condici6n de suprimir tales o cuales fallas

.,12 . . .

o reajustar uno <iue otro de sus goznes. This position

is consonant with Segura 's lack of analysis of the reasons

for Peru's evils and failure to present a clear, alterna-

tive model to them.
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Like his contemporary peninsular costumbristas . Segura

ia concerned with the impressions foreigners have of his

ovn country. In his cuadro "Una carta" he states that his

purpose in writing is "para evitar al mismo tiempo que se

creyera en Europa que el siglo XIX aiin no habfa entrado en

nosotros." Segura ia not as concerned with the provin-

cialism of Peruvians nor their aping of the wrong kind of

foreign customs as he is with the lack of patriotism in

Peru. Luis Alberto Sanchez believes that this was Segura's

primary concern in writing and that Segura believed "que

el nacionalismo debfa ser reforzado; de que la literatura

tenia como fin principal!smo contribuir a la moralizacion

del pafs."^ /segura himself states this through the voice

of one of his characters in a cuadro entitled, "Los viejos.

"Iia falta de amor patrio y de espftitu publico es el origen

ezcluaivo de todos nuestros males y esta es otra de las

realidades de la §poca."

In another one of Segura's cuadros ^ "Yo converso con

Bartolo." his servant Bartolo takes the position of the

Peruvian who though not as educated as some of his country-

sen, is more patriotic. In "Siempre soy quien capitula"

Segura compares the chaotic situation in his own home to

Pern's and he says "debo advertir que mi casa es como

cierto pafs del mundo en donde todos mandan menos sus

duellos .
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satirizes foreign dominance through the character of Mr.

Morris. Mr. Morris states that the Peruvian government was

at its test under Santa Cruz because then the government

leaders let themselves he guided and told what to do by

18
foreigners

.

Fardo focuses on a few of the vices of contemporary

Peru as the source of his criticism. In "La seflora y los

borricos" he satirizes the inefficiency of government

officials in a cuadro reminiscent of Larra's "Vuelva usted

maflana."^' In "Un paseo al puente" he recreates a conver-

sation between two military men, a soldier who has fought

in the wars and received no raises and one who has been

20
promoted because of luck and connections. In "Siempre

aoy quien capitual"^^ he attacks frivolous people who go to

see political shootings for amusement. In Las exeguias

he portrays the ignorance of Limeans who can't read Latin

22
and think that it is misspelled Spanish.

Two other purposes common to the costumbrista writers,

conformity with literary fashion and the recording of

social history, moved Segura to write. The writings of

Larra, Mesonero, and Modesto Lafuente were probably as

commonly read in Lima as in other parts of the Spanish-

speaking republics. In composing cuadros Segura was

23
following a literary fashion common to hxs times.

Another purpose of costumbrista writers was to record the
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social history of their times, both as the result of a

self-conscious desire to study the emerging middle sectors

and as part of the nineteenth century scientific tradition.

Critics have noted Segura's function as a historian of

post-Independence Lima. As Garland Roel says, "Bastarfa

con leer cojiendo al azar cualquier artlculo de Segura,

para formarse un criterio exacto de lo que eran por los

alios de 18U0 las costumbres y los usos de Lima; parecen,

pues, esos artlculos trozos arrancados a las pSginas del

_2«»
libro de nuestra historia republicana.

Attitude and Tone

Segara's attitude both to his public and his subject

matter is one of amusement and tolerance. Jorge Comejo

Polar states, Segura was "mSs bien actor complacido de

25
algnnas de las costumbres enjuieiadas. Alberto

Tarillas Montenegro says, he treated his public "de manera

familiar y amistosa." In contrast to Pardo, Segura does

not express definite ideas about the relationship between

author and his public. His references to his public are

scattered and few. In his cuadro . "Una conversacion" he

addresses himself to his public as "graeiosfsimas

lectoras."^^ In "Otra visita" he calls his public "cris-

28
tiano, catSlico y apostSlico." Eduardo Garland Boel

has expressed the belief that Segura wrote exclusively for

the Limean public. Segura did not make any theoretical
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stateaents about the particular characteristic of this

public nor its relationship with other publics.

Segura is an outstanding example of the use of the

first person singular by the involved author. The expres-

sion of authorial involvement was a common characteristic

of the costumbrista author; in Segura it became a dominant

8Uid orerwhelming trait. In his cuadro "Una miaa nueva" he

spends the opening paragraphs discoursing on the difficult

life of the costumbrista author. Throughout all of his

cuadros his attitude of emotional involvement is evident

both in the authorial comments which he uses as introduc-

tions, conclusions, and ways of commenting on other

dialogues.

Segora's general tone is one of benign htimor, not

sarcasa or disillusionment. As Luis Alberto Sanchez

states, 'nada revela acritud sino travesura y a veees

ironfa. Bo era el esplritu de Manuel Ascencio propicio al

sarcasBO sino al Juego ..." Segura reveals the nature

of his social status through the difference in tone which

be adopts for different people. Sanchez points out that

Segura "con respecto a las autoridades constituidas parece

que fue oas bien respetuoso. Con los particulares impla-

cable."^ An example of this is the tone that he adopts

in his enadro entitled "Polieia." In it he uses mock

praise for satirical purposes. He praises the garbage in
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the streets, the lack of order and respect for fellow

human beings and as he states, "En Londres, en Paris, en

Madrid, ya se deja entender facilmente el e6mo se podria

hacer adelantos en este punto; pero en Lima • . . en Lima

ya no hay que pensar en eso; y la raz6n es, porque hemos

llegado al colmo . . . de la perfeccion." In contrast,

Pardo, vho vas more secure in his social status, uses a

direct form of attack in "Opera y nacionalismo."

Point of View

Through various techniques: assximed authorial roles,

alternation of first, third person and dialogues, and

levels of narration, Segura presents his ovn personal

opinions and the perspective of his social class. Above

all, through point of view, he succeeds in achieving the

costumbrista 's goal of making everyday things interesting.

Eduardo Garland Boel describes this process: "[Segura]

bace revivir, por decirlo asf , la vida y el movimiento

eotidiano de la Lima de su tiempo, y armoniza entonces

mSgicamente la relaci6n cansada y mon8tona de los hechos ,

h&bitos y costumbres rutinarias con la literatura misma;

para ello se sirve de las ricas dotes de su imaginaci6n y

fantasfa y alcanza la verdadera idealizaci6n de lo real, y

en consecuencia, la confusiSn de ambos elementos y el

embellecimiento de la realidad.
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Segura assumes the roles of old men in "Los viejos" in

order to present bis opinions on the changes that have

taken place in Peru since the independence. Through the

voice of one of the old men he compares the colony to the

present and comments on the lack of order, presence of

European imperialism, lack of efficient government and low

level of education that have characterized the republic.

By assuming the role of an old man, Segura is free to

criticize as much as he would like because he can always

claim that he is only reproducing a speech he overheard.

Through the point of view of another generation he can also

acquire the credibility of one who has actually experienced

the previous political order and thus has acquired an

experiential frame of reference with which to judge the

present.

Another role that Segura assumes is that of a deliber-

ately foolish or ridiculous author. He begins some of his

cuadros by presenting himself as lazy, henpecked, or

pretentious. Through this device Segura can satirize some

of the people that the foolish author resembles. He also

counteracts the pomposity involved in the great amount of

authorial commentary in which he indulges.

The lack of extensive plot in the cuadro limits the

number of situations in which characters, through action

or words, can present the author's ideology. Segura uses
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providing narrative interest and auch needed variety, thus

alloving the author to restate his ideas. An example is

his constant use of the first person singular. Critics

have commented on this; some have considered it one of the

factors that most weakens Segura's style. Jorge Cornejo

Polar has shovn that Segura's use of the first person

singular point of view is essential to the narrative action

of the cuadros . Through different authorial first

person comments , Segura provides a change of pace and

humorous comments that liven the recounting of very simple

events. Changes in different persons also allow the

author to round out a character within the short length of

the cuadro . In "Siempre soy quien capitula" Segura de-

scribes his wife in first person singular, then again in

third person; next he reproduces one of her monologues,

38 _.

and finally comments on it xn the third person. The

reader gains an understanding of her personality through

each change in point of view. These changes also provide

means for the author to reiterate his ideas. In "Me voy al

Callao" when he describes a fight with his wife he records

a dialogue between them, sums it up in third person and

39
then during the dialogue comments on it in thxrd person.

In "Una carta" he begins the cuadro with one of his tradi-

tional first person singular commentaries and then uses
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the device of a letter that he Is dictating in order to

bo
continue his authorial comments.

Changes in point of view vithin Sigura's cnadros

create two levels of narration and thus deepen the cuadro

again, helping to counteract the limits of short length and

reduced action. In "Las exeq.uias" he begins the cuadro in

the first person singular, then dialogues with a visitor,

then the visitor narrates to the author a dialogue that he

Ul
had overheard outside a church. In "Otra visita Segura

also creates two levels of narration. Characters talk

about a previous cuadro in which they had appeared and ask

the author if he plans to publish the conversation they

J ^ ^^arel having.

Sigura brings to the cuadro de costuabres the per-

spective of a new social group, the emerging siddle sectors

of Umean society. He comes from a provincial family

that moved to Lima, a family that Luis Alberto Sanchez

describes as "seflores de cuchillo, aunque no de horca.

In Lima he was first a minor military officer, later on a

petty bureaucrat in the Ministry of Comaerce. The group

vhich he describes, both through the point of view of the

anthor and the characters in his cuadros is a marginal

group which shares fringe characteristics both with the

upper and lower classes. As JosS de la Biva Aguero states,

Segura describes "aquella parte de la clase oedia que con

el pueblo confina; y que participa de us carScter y

afxciones.
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Segura uses the perspective of these niddle sectors

both to portray the prohlems they encounter and to satirize

the members of the middle sectors that have through govern-

aent or military posts been able to achieve a higher degree

of financial security. In "No hay peor calilla que ser

pobre" his servant Bartolo describes the social custom of

"salir compadre" in vhich Bartolo is forced to return a

gift of a melon with a much better gift. Through the

perspective of Bartolo, a member of a social class on the

fringes of the author's middle sectors, Segura satirizes

the social aspirations that cause the middle sectors to

engage in required gift giving. In "Bernardino Bojas"

Segura retells a political event, again from the perspec-

tive of bis servant Bartolo. The account is told twice,

once from the perspective of Bartolo and once from the

description in El Comercio . Segura uses Bartolo 's

perspective as the wise fool who tells the truth through

seeungly foolish statements.

The simile of a wife's faithfulness in Segura's cuadros

becomes a way of defining some of the criteria for member-

ship in the middle sectors. Through the authorial per-

spective in "Me voy al Callao," he states, when describing

bis wife, "hinchado como un pavo me tenia la posesion de

nna alhaja tan valiosa, y no la hubiera canbiado, ni por

una presidencia;" he adds, "sea dicho en Justicia, creo
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pmdentemente que no ha sufrldo detrimento mi eatatura

desde que me casS, Xo que es algfin consuelo ciertamente

para un homtre casado, y mSa si es pobre eomo yo. in

"Siempre soy quien capitula" he says, "No me ha sido infiel

Bonca, a lo menos no he tenido noticia de que lo haya sido;

que es a todo lo que puede aspirar un hombre de mi estado,

si quiere vivir tranquilo en esta parte.

Time and Action

As in most cuadros de costumbres , action is minimal in

Segura's cuadros and most of it takes place through the

answers and replies in dialogues. An ideal order based on

harmonious family relationships is disrupted and the en-

saing activity is reproduced through scenes of frenzied

action.

larrative events tend to deal with matters of concern

to a limited sphere of participants. In "Siempre soy quien

capitula" and "Me voy al Callao" the action revolves

around a wife's attempt to convince her husband to take

her on a summer vacation. In "Una visita" and "Otra

isita" the theme is a visit to some girls. In "Una con-

ersaciSn" two women talk outside Congress about getting

in to see the events taking place there.

The lack of narrative action is sometimes replaced by

a description of much physical action. In "Siempre soy
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^ttlen capitula" the author's wife's tantrum maintains

readers' interest through a repetition of action verbs:

tir6 . se tir6 . di6 la pataleta . empez6 a repartir trompadas

y puntapies , "Los criados corrfan de aquf para allf,

trayendo agua, esplritus y que se yo, in a way that the

direct description of the action could never achieve. This

technique recalls Pardo's description of the action sur-

rounding the preparations for Goyito's trip in "Un viaje."

It also reminds us of the close relationship between

Segura's cuadros and the frenzied activity in some of his

plays.

Reflecting the cuadro 's interest in actuality, most of

Segura's cuadros take place in the present. When he does

refer to other times it is for deliberate thematic or

stylistic effect. In "Los viejos" the past is used as a

point of comparison to the frenzied present. Through the

device of a conversation between two old men, events in

the chaotic present of post-Independence Peru are compared

to the tranquil past that these old men knew. A sense of

continuity and narrative interest is obtained in "Siempre

soy quien capitula" when he refers to events in another

euadro written one year earlier. In other cuadros, with

the use of a technique that recalls twentieth century

movies, Segura uses the immediate past and the future to

hold the reader's attention by providing background
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history and anticipating events in the future. For

example, in "Los carnavales" he begins the euadro with a

reference to yesterday, the time in which the events in the

euadro take place. ' He then tells what happens when he

goes on a carnival trip with a friend. He anticipates the

end of the day's events and says, "llegamos en un abrir y

cerrar de ojos a la casa o castillo, que por tal lo bautice,

despu^s que me sucedi6 lo que sabrS querer quien se tome

. -56
la molestia de leer este artfculo hasta su fm.

Language

Segnra uses many techniques common to costumbrista

writers: repetition and crescendo; contrast; significant

external details; the use of Peruvian idiomatic expressions;

significant beginning sentences, and the portrayal of

action through scenes filled with action verbs. In addi-

tion, he uses some techniques such as the use of dialogue

in preference to overt description; the lack of significant

ottos and proverbs and his manner of handling peruanismos

la a way that radically separates his style from the other

costumbrista writers of his time.

Segura tends to use significant beginning sentences,

but he does not indulge in the fashion common to his times

of beginning sketches with proverbs, mottos and signifi-

cant titles. The sentences with which he begins his

cuadros usually exemplify the main idea of the sketch or
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set the prevailing satirical mood. In Las calles de Lima

he begins his cuadro vith a sentence that expresses his

main ideas about the function of the streets of tima. He

says, "Nadie puede dudar que las calles desde la raSs remota

antiguedad han sido hechas para el desabogo, para la

comodidad y para la distraccion y entretenimiento de los

veeinos de las poblaciones. In Los carnavales he

begins the cuadro with the statement, "Recostado sobre un

sof&, o mejor dir€, sobre una mala banca que tengo en mi

cuarto, pensaba el dfa de ayer sobre la desigualdad de

fortuna, entre los hombres y sobre las vicisitudes de la

vida." He then proceeds to describe a carnival scene in

vhich the poor, unsuspecting author goes with a friend to

visit some girls in order to throw water on them, as is

the custom in Lima, and ends up drenched to the bone him-

self. The serious tone of this sentence not only indicates

the theme—accidents during carnival time—but provides

comic effect in its contrast with the trivial incident the

cuadro describes.

Peruvian colloquial expressions create a local atmo-

sphere for Segura's sketches, s»im up developments in the

action that takes place between his characters, and

satirize characters. Jean Franco has pointed out his use

59
of native expressions to reflect native attitudes.

Enrique Anderson Imbert believes that Segura's use of

peruanismos had a positive function: "cumplen una funci6n
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de sinpatla criolla." Pardo uses them to sneer at

Peruvians. In a dialogue between the author and his wife

in "Me voy al callao" the idiomatic expressions: "el que

quiere celeste que le cueste," "no da el que puede sino el

que.quiere," and "lo dicho, dicho," serve as stimulus for

61
the fight between them and condense Julxeta's ideas.

The author's eventual capitulation to the desires of his

wife is summed up in the cuadro with the expression,

62
"iHombres! iHombres! mientras mSs viejos m£s muchachos."

In "Bartolo me saca de apuros" Segura has Bartolo dis-

cuss why the Ecuadorian envoy is called So Canto de Flores

,

"So" being a Peruvian colloquial abreviation of seSor.

Bartolo's explanation becomes a satire of the man which

gains much of its force from the Peruvian expression,

which ?lores allegedly says, "vaya un numerito con un

jardfn." In the cuadro . "Tfo converse con Bartolo"

„6k
Segura uses a peruanismo "hecho a machote. Instead of

merely underlining the expression, the author asks Bartolo

what he means by this. This question sets off a scene in

which as the result of Bartolo's explanation, simple

patriotic Peruvians are compared to Peruvians who, without

any form of protest, allow foreigners to invade their

country.

Segura sometimes uses poetic metaphors in his prose

cuadros in order to reinforce a satirical association of

ideas. In "Me voy al Callao" his beginning paragraph uses
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previous status as a flighty lover vith that of a boat

without port and completes the metaphor through a play on

words on the expression, "soy casado y velado." The

word velado in the expression alludes to the sailboat which

he had used as a metaphor for his celibate state; since

vela stands for both the sail in a boat and candles, velado

also refers to a vake in which the dead body is accompanied

with candles overnight and the marriage ceremony in which

candles are lit at the altar. Thus Segura achieves a

double ironic statement: a man's marriage is like his

death because he looses his freedom.

/ Details acquire a value in Segura 's euadros beyond
'

„ . „66
their normal, everyday significance. In Una misa nueva

he enuaerates a long list of food that will be served at

the new priest's celebration. The list of foods becomes a

satire of a litany, like the one the priest might say in

his first mass and reminds us of the greedy rather than

spiritual motives of many priests. In "El te y la maza-

morra," tea and a Peruvian drink called "chicha de maza-

morra" become symbols of old and new customs. Don Antonio,

who likes to follow foreign customs, drinks tea; Dofia

Rosita, who likes Peruvian things, drinks mazamorra. In

contrast to both of these drinks stands chocolate which

was drunk by an earlier generation.
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Two other techniques comaonly found in eostumbristas—
repetition and contrast—are used by Segura to create

action-filled scenes and present his thematic concerns. In

"Policia" a scene of chaos is recreated by the repetition

of action verbs in many different places. Segura repeats

verbs such as cae un cohete , cae otro por alia , revienta,

and ends the cuadro with a repetition of nouns such as

repiques , griterta . silbidos . and a repetition of verbs

such as tomando , echandoselos . metiendoselos . In El

carnaval" he produces a list of different nouns, first:

los muchachos , los lores . los perritos , and next: las

niaas , las zambas . las negras and los muchachos . Through

the creation of different lists of assailants, he repro-

duces the psychological effect of this formidable battalion

to the helpless visitor and adds to the intensity of the

scene with a final re:>etition of action verbs: volvieron

a mo.larnos . nos pintaron . nos embarraron . nos emplumaron .

and nos pasearon .^° The repetition of the same structural

verb phrase becomes like the staccato of a machine gun,

reproducing the effect of the attacks on the two helpless

friends.

Sometimes Segura will create a scene through the repe-

tition of parts of the same phrase and the restructuring of

the sentence. In "El ti y la mazamorra" he has several

children repeat parts of the sentence "MamS, yo quiero
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masaaorra" in different syntatical patterns. They say,

"yo quiero mazamorra, mamS, decfa otro: a m{ no me das

maafi, aazamorra? exclamaba el tercero; y el cuarto repetfa

71
y para ml no bay mazamorra, mamS? By repeating the

sentence, each time in a different order, Segura creates a

visual picture of several childrei^ all talking at the same

time, all saying the same thing, much core effectively than

by having each one say the same thing in exactly the same

vay .

Contrast in language is used by Segura in two ways: to

satirize the reality vhich it describes and to compare this

reality to the customs of other countries. In "Dios te

guarde del d£a de las alabanzas," he contrasts the flowery

and false vocabulary of funeral eulogies with the reality

of the life that the dead person has lived. During a

dialogue with a visitor who comes to ask him to write a

description of a dead man's life, comic effect is achieved

through the visitor's reaction to the traditional flowery

cliches used in newspaper accounts of the deceased. As the

author states in his final lines to the visitor, "Este

nsted atendido, seBor don Alvaro , le aSadi entonces, que

necrologfa quiere decir hacer lo bianco negro y lo negro

72
bianco." In "El carnaval" he describes the custom in

Lima of wetting each other during Carnival and he compares

it to that of other countries where Carnival is celebrated

75
with masked balls. The implication is clear: other
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countries choose less harmful ways of getting rid of pre-

Iienten energies.

Characterization

Characters in Segura's cuadros serve three functions:

they provide a certain unity to the genre by appearing in

consecutive cuadros ; they supply some of the narrative

interest usually provided by the plot; and they serve as

symbols for social criticism. The use of qualifying ad-

jectives, significant naming and comparison creates types

which, though not lacking in universal qualities, are less

individual than Pardo's characters and more representative

of the social typology of mid-nineteenth century Lima.

Characters in Segura gain a certain amount of depth

and lend unity to the cuadros as the result of their

appearance in previous ones. Bartolo, the servant, devel-

ops his personality through the roles he plays in four

cuadros ; "Bernardino Bojas," "Ho hay peor calilla que ser

pobre," "Bartolo me saca de apuros," and "To converse con

Bartolo." Don Antonio and Doaa Bosita are characters in

"El t€ y la mazamorra." When they reappear in "Un paseo

al puente," Segura reminds us of their previous existence

and the chaotic scene that closed that sketch. He then

uses this comment as his frame of reference for a descrip-

tion of Peru's government, one in which "hay muchos
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honbres muy mazaiBorreros [es decir, auy afectos a hacer

aasBBorras) ocupando destines."^ Don Seraffn forms part

of s dialogue in "Las exequias" but is a r^ore rounded

character in El carnaval. In "Las exequias" Don Seraffn

exists only as a device with which to introduce a dialogue

be overheard, but in "El carnaval" he is described as a

young dandy intent on visiting pretty ladies and wetting

then in a Limean carnival tradition.

In contrast to Pardo, Segura does not create his

characters by gathering traits from different people.

Instead, he develops social archetypes by focusing on the

one or two salient traits of a person. Rafael Fuentes

Benavides underlines this when he says that Segura 's

literary world, "no es la huaanidad en la suma de su

complejidad, sino en la copia de aus elementos . Ho es

fragna. sino retablo."^' His characters experience some

development, but exist primarily to represent a social

type^^ or present a thesis, rather than to recreate real

individuals. In "Me voy al Callao," the author's wife

changes from a stay-at-home, adoring wife to a spendthrift

woman always visiting friends. But in neither one of her

different personalities is she a real individual like el

niHo Goyito in Pardo 's "Un viaje." She is only the person-

ification of two concepts, at first the ideal wife and

finally the stereotype of the bad one.
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In Segura's characters and state that the cuadros reflect

T7
Limean rather than universal human types. Hevertheless

,

a close exaoihation of the diverse human beings that T)opu-

late the cuadros reveals characters that could plausibly be

found in other nineteenth century Latin American cities

with Hispanic traditions similar to Lima. The frivolous

vomen, talkative servants, and dishonest officials that

Segura chooses to portray are Limean only in tvo aspects:

their use of colloquial Peruvian expressions and the

references they make to local places and political events.

Haming, a common device among costumbrista writers,

provides a quick means of characterization for Segura's

types. His characters have names that are significant

vithia a literary, folk or psychological reality. In "Ona

visita" the names of Dofla Goyita, and Dofla EncolSstica,

78
are satires of characters in Pardo's cuadros . Dofla

Goyita reminds us immediately of the psychological traits

of Don Coyito in "Un viaje," Dofla Encolfistica of Dofla

Escolfistica in "El paseo de Amancaes." In "Los viejos"

the names of the old men, Narciso and Pancrasio, suggest

traits associated with old age, such as self-centeredness

(Harciso), and liver problems (Pancrasio). Don Cindido's

name serves one purpose, to highlight the fact that he is

79
a complete cynic and that "nada tiene de cfindldo."
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^Critics have defined the Segura-Pardo dichotomy in the
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CHAPTKB VIII

bam6h bojas y casas—the cuadro as a

HEFLECTIOH OF SOCIAL HISTORY

Of the four costuabrist&s included In this study,

Baa6n Rojas y CaSas is tht; least known, both in Peru and

abroad. He is barely nentioned in literary histories, and

few facts about his life and social background are avail-

able.^ His bibliography consists of historical essays of

s polemic nature, mainly dealing with contemporary politi-

cal events of mid to late nineteenth century Peru. Herer-

theless, his one surviving fictional work, a collection of

2
bis cuadros called Huseo de llnefiadas provides valuable

iBformation for the history of the genre in nineteenth

eentory Peru.

Bam6D Rojas y Cafias's cuadros differ from Pardo's and

Segnra's in that they are motivated by a strong moralizing

and anti-clerical purpose. Like Segura, Rojas y CaBas

focuses mainly on changing petty social customs and the

Biddle groups of Lima. Like Segura, his attitude to his

pablic is one of easy familiarity; unlike Segura, his atti-

tude toward some of the customs he portrays is more

critical, revealing less good-natured humor. Rojas y CaSas

X53
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utilizes many of the traditional costunbrista techniques

of his times: the use of varying points of view and dia-

logues, significant external details, characterization by

naming and with regards to language, the use of typical

Peruvian expressions. But he also differs in tvo ways

from his predecessors: his characters more nearly approxi-

mate the psychological types found in Spain during this

period and peruanismos become not just a picturesque touch

in his cuadros but a main concern.

• Purpose

Bam6n Rojas y Caflas's moralizing purpose is reminiscent

of the cuadros de costumbre written in early nineteenth

century Spain and the picaresque tradition in seventeenth

century Spain. Like these earlier works, one of his main

purposes is to expose unethical doctors and reform corrupt

religious customs. In "Los mSdicos de Lima" he portrays a

heartless doctor who ignores a maimed worker and brushes

blm off with a useless remedy. Later on in the same

euadro he describes a doctor who pretends that his well-to-

do patient is seriously ill so that he can get the credit

for a miraculous cure.

In several cuadros RoJas y CaBas attacks two aspects of

Limean religious life: superstition and a materialistic

and corrupt clergy. In "La procesi6n del encontr6n" he
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clearly states this purpose. As he says, "me incita el

deaeo de que oe observe ofis pureza, mfis sublimidad en

nuestras ceremonias." In another cuadro . "Sotanas en

Lima," he further clarifies the object of his reform,

"sacerdotes venales, cl^rigos egofstas, frailes inclinados

al vicio y S la orjfa, monjes concupiscentes y penden-

cleros." He satirizes superstitious beliefs in "La pro-

cesi6n del encontr6n" in which images of St. Francis and

St. Domingo are made to bow ceremoniously to each other.

Materialism in the church is the object of his criticism

in "Las mesas relijiosas," where he describes the custom

of having young ladies or their servants solicit money for

the church outside its door. As he states in this cuadro 's/

prologue, "Yo podrfa probar, matemSticamente que el dogma

sublime del cristianismo . . . que nucstra santa relijion,

en ciertos paises del mundo, (tal vez en Lima) es una

especulaciSn, que no solamente produce muchos reales, sino

taabien muy buenas onzas de oro y muchas regalias.

BaB6n Bojas y Caflas's moralizing purpose is sometimes

aimed at reforming the petty vices of everyday Limean life.

He Justifies this criticism by stating that "ridiculizar

las mil pequefleces viciosas que tienen cabida en nuestra

sociedad, es darle una muestra de simpatla—Todo esto es

amor a Lima, porque esto indica que el escritor quisiera

verla limpia y esenta de lunares."® Unlike Pardo, he does
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not analyse the causes of these vices nor suggest alterna-

tive patterns of behavior. Bather, he limits his purpose

to show his fellow inhabitants that their city "estfi pegada

& la rutlna, fi la vulgaridad, y i. las costumbres amanera-

das." These flaws are often psychological weaknesses,

symptomatic of any small, stagnant nineteenth Hispanic

city. Above all, they show Limean obsession with vanity

and appearance. In "Le dare de patadas," he portrays the

bravado of Limean men who always say they will hit someone

when threatened, but never actually do it. In "Ricarda

en el teatro" he describes a pretty, but vain young girl

who goes to the theatre and sits in a good box Just so that

she can be seen. In "Lo sublime y lo ridlculo" he

satirizes the desire to stand out from the crowd, a need

which if it is not met through outstanding achievements,

leaves a man with one alternative, "se hace visible por

medio del rldtculo."

The desire to be noticed by his fellow men causes

LlmeSos to indulge in some particularly petty vices. In

"Ho es menester comprar sombreros en las sombrerias," he

records the custom of changing their hats on hat racks at

friends' homes for better hats. Hojas y CaHas suggests

that guests should take care not to be the last to leave

because they may have to leave with the worst hat of all.

Ignoring greetings also becomes a means of acquiring
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status and attracting the attention of your neighbors. In

"Saludos y despedidas," Rojas y Caflas compares the custom

in Lima of ignoring and disdaining greetings to that of

"las soeiedades cultas del Universo" where people return

lU
the greetings of even those that they do not know. In

"Los preguntones" he pokes fun at his acquaintances who

cannot carry on a conversation that does not consist of

anything but questions and, even when questioned, answer

in the form of another question.

A main subject of ridicule for Rojas y Caflas is the

provincialism that he, as well as Felipe Pardo y Aliaga,

find in Lima. In a cuadro entitled "Las tias y el so-

brinito," he states in an authorial digression, "todavfa

no somos mSs que una gran provincia con nuestros ribetes

de peocupacion y de aldeanismo ..." In another cuadro

he adds, "Se me querrfi negar que Lima es todavfa un gran

pueblo con el Jenio de una provincia . . . de un pueblecito

de por el interior?" Two aspects of this provincialism

particularly anger him: the lack of support for the arts,

especially for writers, and the unthinking imitation of

foreign customs. He bewails the fact that LimeBos speak

badly of a young man who works at home writing and say he

is lazy, while they praise a young man who sweeps the floor

of a shop. Their lack of admiration for artistic and cul-

tural pursuits is a sign to him of the backwardness of
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Lima. He satirizes these qualities when he says, "Y por

este tenor son mfichas [personas] en mi querida patria, en

mi ilustrada tierra, en mi culta y progresiata ciudad de

18
Lima, que guarde Dies muchos siglos." Another example of

the Limean's provincialism for Rojas y Cailas is their

slavish l*3itation of foreigners whose customs they ape

despite the fact they exploit Peru. In a style reminiscent

of Mesonero Romanos , he uses clothes in "Una verdad como un

templo" to symholire the passing of Peruvian customs and

the replacement by foreign ones. He states that Limeflas

follow European customs blindly and he mourns the fact that

"ya el misterioso y hechicero manto, es reemplazado por una

19
eapota que simula un apagador de vela."

In contrast to Pardo's explicitly stated belief in the

need for a model for literature, RoJas y CaSas does not

believe in an external model, but only in the expression of

his own individuality. As he says in his prologue, "Ho

tengo, pues estilo, o por mejor decir, tengo mi estilo

1.20
peculiar, caracterfstico, exclusivo. In this he approx-

imates Segura's implicit literary purposes. Through their

lack of a clearly defined, guiding literary model and their

greater amount of subjectivity, both Segura and RoJas y

Caflas more closely resemble the Hispanic Romantics than the

predominantly neoclassical Pardo.
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Rojae y Cafias's expression of his individuality leads

him to indicate a purpose not proclaimed by Pardo or Segura;

the need for money o In the Pr6logo to Husec de limefiadas

he says that he needs to make money because he cannot get

21 « . . -

a government post. In a cuadro entitled Individuali-

22 . .

dad," he says that people give false reasons for writing,

but he is honest and admits that his poverty led him to

write his book.

Tone and Attitude

Bam6n Rojas y Canas's tone is more satirical than

Segura's, less harsh and critical than Pardo's. The inten-

sity of his attack varies with the nature of the subject

matter that he describes: he pokes mild fun at vain young

ladies and people who trade their old hat for others'

better ones, but criticizes corrupt doctors and clergymen

mercilessly. His attitude to his audience is again on a

midway scale between Pardo and Segura. Like Segura,

Bojas y CaBas expresses a familiar and intimate relation-

ship to his public, a natural consequence of the small size

of mid-nineteenth century Lima. He says,

Cuando el que escribe tiene la deliciosa satisfac-
eioB de enumerar tantos amigos ; de ser conocido
per easi toda la sociedad de su pais de la que

se conceptua como un vfistago de familia, y cuando

a mas de esto, solo escribe para sus tantos conocidos

y amigos, bien puede permitirse la franqueza de

bromear con ellos.^'
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Hevertheless , he holds certain definite beliefs as to both

their nature and their realtionship to hio. In "El des-

naturalizado," he states that they will believe that anyone

vho criticizes Peru is unpatriotic- In his different

cuadros on religious subjects he states that his criticism

of religious customs will be received as the ideas of a

heretic, but that quite the contrary, he is preoccupied

with merely purifying, not abolishing the religious struc-

ture of his time.

Point of View

Baa6n Rojas y Caiias's perspective of Lima in the iSSO's

is that of a dissatisfied member of the middle sector, one

of a growing group in the mid-nineteenth century Latin

American republics whose economic reality did not match

»25
its expectations. In "Lima es madrastra de los limeilos,

he states that he has not received an expected governmental

post even though (l) he had fought in the army and (2) he

is qualified for the post. He expresses his sense of

alienation In "Bailes in palacio" when he says, "iGloria y

bonor & nuestros bailes de Palacio; y no se diga que esto

26
sea una adulacio para que me conviden al primero." It is

eXear to RoJas y CaSas that societal structures have not

been democratized despite the ideology of the Independence

movement. In "Bailes in palacio" he discusses the fact
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that parties are still given in the governmental palaces

to which some people are not invited in order to prove his

point. In contrast to Pardo'a heiief in elitist govenuaeot,

Rojas y Caflas expresses the aspirations of the liberal seg-

ments of Peruvian post-revolutionary society. Addressing

himself to the aristocracy he says,

Vosotros los que rabias y os rascais con ademao
furioso las aperganinadas orejas, cuando en el

baile se os coloca al lado un co-tertulio, que

sea un poquito mSs triguefio que vosotros, o que

no necesite como vosotros de risarse el pelo con

fierros calientes. tEse tal es vuestro iguall^'

His belief that money is the only factor that has altered

the pre-independence social structures in any way is sum-

marized when he says, "y si me apurais mucho, afirmari que

ese tal es vuestro superior, pues valdrS dies veces mSs que

vosotros, siempre que tenga diet onzas de oro mfis que

-28
vosotros.

RoJas y Cafias uses changing point of view and dialogues

to add variety and reiterate the points he makes. In his

cuadros, dialogue serves the function of footnoting ideas

which are both introduced and summed up in the third person,

la Manongo y Matfas ," he introduces the theme through a

third person description. Hot content to altow the reader

only one presentation of his ideology, he next reproduces

a long dialogue between the two participants that illus-

trates the theme again. In "Es un aplanador, es un

ocioso," he repeats this technique: The theme about the

tL)HV"" un—»—! I III #Jmi I.—w»agBBa>»»ii'—ii- i
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lack of appreciation for young artists is first intro-

duced in third person, next dialogue, then back to third

person. In "Porquerfas / adefesios" bis customary

technique of third person introductions folloved by a

dialogue serves to present events tvice, once through the

use of third person and once through the dialogue.

Like most costtmbristas Rojas y Caflas is primarily

interested in the present: in one article he even

specifies the year, l853. His cuadros deal vith only

tvo other chronological times: the immediate past and the

period which preceded the republic. These past t/lmes

serve the function of underlining his thesis that things

have not really changed since the Independence. Through

a variety of techaiques: contrast, significant details

and vague references to a previous time, he compares the

past to the present. In "La procesi6n del encontr6n, he

refers to tiae through direct chronological reference,

32
"hasta ahora dos o tres aBos , but also by comparing

significant events in the past to those in the present.

Tine has passed, be indicates, because now people go to the

33
opera instead of the puppet shovs , now they read the

love poems of Eloise and Abelard instead of Catholic

oh
theology. The epoch of the colony is contrasted to

that of the present through "both significant events and

t.imj«ffji;.'>iim . iiii»jii»in I ii fjiiniw I II i^ 1 j i
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vaguely romantic references to the past. The past is

called: antes de ahora . aquel ent6nces ent6nce8

?7 38
antaHo, and the days of nuestros orgullosos abuelos .

In those tiaes people danced "el vals alemfin, la contra-

danza espaBola," now they dance "el torbellinoso vals, la

39
abrazadora polka y la turbulenta cuadrilla." Like Pardo

,

Bojas y CaQas chooses to study the child rearing customs

of the past, vhich he defines as "En aquellos tiempos de

plata y perlas," and, like Pardo, he comes to the same

conclusions: The delayed adolescence of former times and

the tendency on the part of aunts to spoil nephews caused

en of the middle and upper classes to remain children at

twenty-five and thirty, thus rendering them useless both

to themselves and the state.

Language

Of the three eostumbristas that we have studied, BoJas

y CaSas is the only one in which language serves not only

for purposes of characterization and local color, but

becomes the subject matter of some of the cuadros . In

"Los preguntones" he remarks on the common habit in Lima

of Baking masculine nouns feminine. In "Los disfuerzos,

and "Porquerfas y adefecios," ^ he makes Peruvian dialec-

tology the theme of both of these cuadros . Rojas y CaBas

is aelf-consciously aware that the language he uses is

wmmmmmm!mmmmimmmmm!Kimmmamm''9^B'^fl'''>''ii»^^''iKi'^i'^
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that of the aiddle sectors. As he himself states,

se escribe este lihro para los Kotentotes o para
lOB LimeSos—ah! Pues entonces, nadle tenga
motive de estrafiar en el curse de estos capftulos,
el lenguaje peculiar del comun de los limetlos . . .

mfis claro—de la Jeneralidad de ellos—de la

clase media.'*'*

This language he plans to record without regard for rigid

rules since he is not of the opinion that "el lenguaje

debe ser sometido al encajonamiento o yugo de ciertas leyes

Us
de redaccidn."

Peruanismos are used by Rojas y Caflas to portray

characters and to contrast Peruvian and foreign ideas. In

"Manongo y Matias" three kinds of contrast are achieved:

(a) between standard Spanish and Peruvian expressions,

(b) between standard Spanish and affected French-influenced

Spanish, and (c) between affected French-influenced

Spanish and Peruvian expressions. RoJas y CaSas ridicules

both the Frenchified Matias and the simple Manongo. When

Manongo comments on Matia's visits to the upper class he

isuses the word positivismo . thus suggesting the contrast

between the popular Peruvian interpretation of the word

vbicb equates the ideology with the power elite and the

meaning its philosophic acceptation. As he says to

Matfas.

Que sacas de estar metido entre la aristocracia,
todo tfi con el guante bianco, hecho el candido,
masea que masca lana: lo que & onde yo voy , eso

si que es de positivismo—Ahi tiene uste Jovenes

al escojer, y todas le hacen i. uno caso— ^
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When Matfas uses. French expressions instead of standard

Spanish we laugh because of the contrast between what he

says and what he should say. Recalling Mesonero's afran -

cesados he says, "Estas tertulias del vulgo son bien para

tigo ." ' At one point Rojas y Caiias combines the three

kinds of contrast. Matfas comments to Manongo that some

young ladies "me han invitado a su dessert" and Manongo

answers

,

IQue desierto ni que niiio muerto; TS eres quien

debe desertarte de allf, pa que nos vengamos a onde

unas muchacbas; cosa rica: aqui llevo me guitarra

pa rasgar la zanguarafia y cantar el Ecuador.

Like most other costunbristas . RoJas y CaSas uses

significant details and elements of physiology to denote

the passing of time and to form his characters. Beverages

are used to bring into sharp focus those who keep the cus-

toms of pre-Independence in contrast with those who have

adopted new fashions: mate and mazamorra for the first

group, coffee for the second. RoJas y Caaas says,

Esas majaderias tan inchoherentes al rSciocinio,

como remotas del espfritu del siglo son muy &

proposito para las taitas y las mamas de esas

que beben el mate del Paraguay y de esos que

een&n mazamorra, mas nunca para las mam&s y los

papfis destos que saborean en tazas de porcelana

el perfumado cafS.*'

Songs and dances also acquire a meaning beyond that

normally associated with them and serve to contrast the

past with the present, foreign influence with native cus-

toms. In "El desnaturalizado," he contrasts those girls

immmmmmmKRi'mm
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who "eon una pierna sobre la otra, y la guitarra en la

mano, cantan con fispero ahullido, 'El sacerdote santo' y el

'dtil labrador;' mas no asi en las seiloritas que entor-

nilladas sobre el sitial Jiratorio, delante de un piano de

Collard y Collard, ejecutan la cavatina 'Ernani in volaati'

y , • ." In the cuadro "Bailes de palacio" he contrasts

dances of the quiet past: "el flematico vals aleman, la

vetusta contradanza espaSola" with those of the turbulent

present, "el torbellinoso vals, la abrazadora polka, la

turbulenta cuadrilla."

Attention to terms of function is a means to denote

class differences and degree of foreign influence. Ram6n

Rojas y CaSas states that the criticism of his euadros will

probably come from the sectors of Lima society that are

the most traditional, that is, "las sezioras de mantilla

earmela y rapl MacubS: los seBores de yesquero de mate-

eito, paSuelo de payacate y escapulario del Carmen en el

cheleque." He distinguishes between Hatias , the criollo

afrancesado and Manongo the criollo del pafs by the

clothes they vear. Matfas wears a hat and coat, a cape

for the rain, gloves and a monocle, while Manongo wears

"uB sofflbrerito de Jipijapa con gran lazo volante, usa

babiquejo y ceBidor con flecos." Even the names of

simple articles of clothing symbolize the differences

between the two men. Manongo calls shirts paloma , Matfas

p ! i l l I II . tiLiip i»i^CTMP»P^—^^"i^'H"- "!.'" " 'T!l ! II PP^^^'y^^' l" "J' l .' m^iJM^^ iWi^' ll i' IP ^tf .iiiHI .
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calls them chemise ; Manongo calls a hat tarro and the flock

gttsefalo . while Matfas refers to his cape with the French

naoe, furnous . Above all, Matias does not want to be

confused with those who wear, "pantalones anchos y mangas

angostas."

Objects achieve such a degree of significance that one

becomes the theme of a separate cuadro . In "Oficios de

una cartera" Rojas y CaSas recounts the help that a cartera

o libro de memorias can be to an ambitious and scheming

young man who leaves it behind with letters that he wants

read in the homes of young ladies that he is courting. As

be states, "Una certera manejada con destreza y a tiempo,

es para el hombre, como es el abanico para la muger que lo

•56
sepa manejar con mtelijencia . . .

Characterization

BaaSn Bojas y CaSas creates characters through tech-

niques common to his time and genre : significant naming,

phrenology and association with universal psychological

social types. The cuadro which describes a type instead

of a scene occurs much more often in his sketches than in

those of Segura and Pardo y Aliaga, but regional and

national types are largely absent among his characters.

The types that he does recreate are mainly psychological

ones found in a series of extra short sketches which he

^ muLn ijMUi ji i n ,.. wt>w»w>i— «ni" i I
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calls Ranfaflote . They serve to amuse Rojas y Cafias's

public, and vent the author's frustrations, but they re-

flect a lack of vide social perspective interesting to note.

In them appear "El Jovencito de 80 aflos," an old man vho

wants to appear young. RoJas classifieds him as "un

57verduzcosujeto," and he describes him as a man vho

"parodia viveza y da carreritas, y Juega a las prendas y

se ajusta el talle; nos habla de modas , se perfuma el pelo

con tintes muy firmes y come confites y . . . dice
CO

lisuras." In "Un hombre feliz" he portrays the man who

_ _59
does not worry about things, el ni siente ni padece.

Manongo y Matfas of "El limeSo criollo y el afrancesado,"

are the one instance of social types. RoJas y CaSas bor-

rows traits from the afrancesados protrayed by both

Mesonero and Larra to describe Matfas. Nevertheless,

"Vanongo y Matfas" portray the beginning of national and

_6l
local types. Manongo is el tipo de limeSo castizo,

while Matfas portrays a very specific social class, much

more likely to be found in post-Independence than in pre-

Independence Peru, the man vho wishes to gain status

through aping foreign customs but vho does not have great

wealth. Manongo points this out to Matfas vhen he says to

bin that despite Hatfa's obsession vith wearing the right

clothes, he is different from the aristocracy: "ellos

tienen mosca y tu no tienes masque tu antiojito—te ban de

. 1.61mirar como a un estropajo.
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Boj»8 y CaQas utilizes a variety of techniques to

portray these social types: phrenology, naming and value-

laden external details, among others. He denotes a self-

eoBseious familiarity with the science of phrenology when

be says, "Ho se necesita ser un Boneville, un Cub-Soler,

ua Call, ni . . . un fren6logo,. el m£s acertado, para

llegar a persuadirse de que el sentimiento mfis desarrollado

62
en «1 honbre es el de la individualidad ..." As pre-

viously mentioned, he uses details of dress and external

appearance to describe inner psychological traits or social

enstoBS. In "El limeBo criollo y el afrancesado," he de-

scribes first the two men's clothes, and next reproduces a

dialogue through which they reveal th^ir personalities and

beliefs.

Oeettpational types are described through the popular

teehaique of naming. In "El Jovencito de 80 a5os" the old

an is "Seaor Casa-Vieja." In "Los medicos de Lima," he

deTelops the characters of "el doctor Gallinacito," and

"el doctor Zarapico." Doctor Gallinacito, Just like a

little rooster, crows about his achievements and has little

Imaility. As Rojas says, "nos p&rla con tanto aplorao, que

parece un empresario de salud, sin cuyo espreso permiso,

no pnede morir ninguno." Doctor Zarapico is so merce-

nary that he charges a family for a visit in which he

arrives after the patient has died; Rojas describes him

as a man "que corre de un polo a otro de la ciudad, con
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67
paso de militar convidado a banquete." Significant naaes

in all three cases suggest the personalities of greedy

roosters who crow about their achievements, pretend to be

extremely wise, and are more interested in pay than in

their patients' health.

Length

RaaSn Rojas y CaBas's cuadros are all short, but a few

of tbea, which he groups under the title "RanfaiSote, are

particularly brief. He states that "Ranfaflote" will con-

sist of "una procion de artfculos pequefios en revoltijo, a

-69
manera de una ensalada literaria." The exceptionally

short length which he uses in these cuadros is linked to

their themes: types and superficial habits. It can be

hypothesized that when the cuadro becomes shorter it

focuses on character types instead of scenes and on very

trivial social habits instead of those with a stronger

Boralizing purpose. The sketches in RanfaSote are all one

to two pages in length; most of RoJas y Caflas's other

sketches average five pages, but five cuadros are seven

pages or longer. These cuadros are "Los medicos de Lima,"

"La procesi6n del encontr8n," "Lima es madrastra de los

liaefSos." "Las tias y el sobrinito," and "Oficios de una

cartera." All except one deal with themes of greater

social protest (corrupt doctors and priests, superstitious

! L I w II i^mf^fmrn
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religious custoas, pretension, harmful child rearing

habits) than those conmeated on In the shorter vorks.
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CHAPTER IX

MAHUEL ATAHASIO FUENTES—THE CUADRO AS A

REFLECTIOH OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT

Of the four eostunbrista writers that we are examining

ia this dissertation, Manuel Atanasio Fuentes is the most

aulti-faceted and difficult to categorize. His academic

background included degrees in law and medicine; his

literary works walk the thin boundary between non-fictional

genres such as the essay and history, and the fictional

cnadro de costumbres . Fuentes, however, is of interest to

the student of costumbrismo in post-Independence Peru for

three reasons: His sketches are an example of the cuadro's

hybrid nature, halfway between fiction and non-fiction;

one of his works, Biograffa del murejglago contains the

first description of customs outside Lima; and he marks

the culmination of an interest in national themes and

types that began with Segura and Pardo in the iSUO's.

His cuadros reflect the scientific and nationalistic

spirit of the nineteenth century with its desire to record

and classify both human and physical phenomena. This

purpose, perceived both as a moralizing and didactic in-

tent, overrides any attempt merely to entertain or create

176
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fictional literature. While other costumbrista authors

view themselves above all as fictional authors, Fuentes

refers to his literary work only once as "apuntes de

costunbres." Nevertheless, several parts of his major

works reproduce in some ways the characteristics of the

sketch of customs or types. In Aletazos del mureiglago

(1866), Biografta del murciSlago (l863), Lima, apuntes

hist6rico3. descriptivos . estadfsticos y de costumbres

{1867), and Estadfstica de Lima (I866), predominantly de-

scriptive non-fictional prose becomes at times fiction

through the use of imaginative dialogues, assumed points

of view, peruanismos and regional speech.

Purpose

Like many of his contemporaries, Fuentes* purpose in

writing is to express political views. These views are

essentially conservative, and like those of Felipe Pardo

7 Aliaga to whom he dedicates the I866 edition of La esta-

dfstica general de Lima ,^ they present a seeming contra-

diction: the belief in a government by the elite that is

also educationally and economically progressive. Basic to

Fuentes' political beliefs was the concept that the people

were not thinking beings and could do nothing but act like

blind animals. He says, "no soy de oposici6n ni popular,

porque el pueblo no tiene principios ni conoce otros que

los que se siguen al puchero.
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forms of government was the result of a cynicism about the

political realities that those forms tended to conceal.

Through the character of a Spanish businessman who writes

home about the state of Peru, he describes Peru's post-

Independence government as essentially, "govierno absolute

dictatorial envueltos en capas de democracia republicana.

His mock mouthpiece proceeds to let his friends in Spain

know that in Peru "no hay rey ni ley, ni reina ni cosa por

el estilo, que acS cada quis que se govierna como pue y

ii7Santas pascua.

Several of Fuentes' cuadros provide means for him to

speculate about some of the reasons for the political evils

that he describes. In "Revoluci6n, revoluci6n" he dis-

cusses the personalistic basis of caudillisno . In "Mi

qnerida murciSlaga" he gives a satirical description of the

military in Ecuador which allows him to make a veiled

attack on the Peruvian military. Ecuador's soldiers are

called by exaggerated names indicative of their bravery,

they are listed by battalions in which half of the fighters

9
are members of the band, sick, or deserters.

Like Pardo, Fuentes was ambivalent in his attitude

toward European models for Peru's development. In his pre-

face to Lima, apuntes histSricos. descriptivos he clearly

and unequivocally states that his purpsoe in writing the

book is to defend Peru, and above all Lima, from the mis-

conception that foreigners had of the city. The fact

mHPi.pBiwayipiwiP' I !}- m—ipi—i>i—
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that be was not content to publish his books about Lisa

only in Peru, but that he had one of then. Lima , translated

into French and English, Is further evidence of this

desire. In the prologue to the English version of Lima he

says ,

Our object is to give a summary account of
our political organization; to prove that in our
establishments of public instruction and charity,
the departments which best show the civilization
of a country, we have made as much progress as we
could; that foreign trade is extending on a large
scale, and finds abundant support in the free ex-
penditure of the wealthy; that the manners of the
people are improving, in proportion as the prac-
tices introduced by bad taste and barbarism dis-
appear; and lastly, that we do not deserve to be
regarded as savage denizens of primeval forests,
half covered with feathers , who shoot down for-
eigners with bows and arrows and afterwards eat
then rav at a faaily banquet.'^

Despite his anger at the misconceptions disseminated in

Burope, Fuentes is concerned about the impression that the

peculiar nature of some Peruvian customs will make on

isitors from abroad. In Estadfstica general de Lima he

eoaplains that the custom of a dance called "moros y

eristianos" will make Peruvians appear savage and super-

12
stitious before the civilized world.

He is very explicit about the kind of foreigners that

be does not wish to see in Lima. He accuses Europeans of

being interested in Peru only for mercantile interests and

states that Limeans are "tan adelantados como podemos

estarlo." Fuentes is not against those who come to

wmm^eimmmmr^mmimi'i'mmi^'Hmmimmmmmm'mtmm'mmmmm^
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practice a profession in Peru, but only against those vho

lb
coae to start businesses and get rich quickly.

Fnentes' prose work is characterized above all by a

strong didactic and moralizing purpose, closely linked to

his concept of the kind of governnent and educational sys-

ten that Peru needed. As a product of the nineteenth cen-

tury scientific spirit, he believed in the need to record

and transnit detailed information about the geography and

inhabitants of Lima. He was the founder of statistical

studies in Lima, a type of statistics in which historical

anecdotes were combined with economic and political facts.

In the "Advertencia" to the second edition of La estadis-

tica general de Lima he says that History "no consiste

sSlo en la coleccion, combinaci6n y descomposicion de los

datos, sino en aarcar mediante la comparacion de ellos , el

casiiBO de las sociedades en su progreso o decadencia.

Bie didactic purpose of Fuentes ' work is reflected in

his ideas about public health and preventive medicine. He

Relieved that man's illnesses were due to three factors:

IT
(1) climate (2) occupational hazards and (3) bad customs.

This third cause is the reason why he describes specific

customs that he believes should be changed. In a cuadro

entitled, "Q-aS cosa es el pilblico" he states the didactic

purpose of his writings, "Ilustremos al pueblo para que

sea feliz," he says, "moralidad, saber y trabajo; sin esto
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no babra en el Peril pueblos iluatrados, respetados y

queridos, aino pueblos ignorantes, despreciados y maltra-

dos. Estas son verdades b&s potentes que las verdades del

„18
barquero, son las verdades del Murcielago.

The social customs that Fuentes chooses to portray

reveal in oany ways the same petty, selfish and ignorant

vorld of Segura, Pardo and Rojas y CaHas . In "El agua de

Huancachina" he satirizes superstitious Peruvians who

believe that the Miraculous power of this water will cure

all evils. In "Teatro-funciones en cuaresma," he criti-

cizes the fact that changes take place solely because an

army has been victorious. Limeans ' disregard for public

21
property is the subject of "Pobre Libertador; their

desire to be noticed and stand out from their neighbors,

the the»e of "Algo de Zamacueca.*^^ In "Todos para todo,

Buehos para nada," he describes a series of people who

rise in rank and power despite their lack of qualifica-

tions. One of them, Don Tiburcio, opens a school without

knowing anything. Another, a military man, rises to high

rank despite being a coward.

Fuentes believes that one way of changing this world

would be to teach moral standards. In the "Prospecto" to

Aletazos he states that "al pueblo, para que sea libre y

feliz> es preciso que se le enseiHe a ser moral. m a

manner reminiscent of the neoclassical early nineteenth
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century world he equates morals with control: in the lower

classes by the police, in the upper classes by self-

control. In "El carnaval y sus glorias," he complains

25
about the lack of control of the population by the police.

In "Pordioseros y vergonzantes" he suggests building a

penitentiary for beggars. In "Diversiones de Semana

Santa," be complains about the luxury and self-indulgence

27
of the rich during Holy Week.

The overriding moral and didactic intent of Fuentes'

writings is particularly evident when we compare his de-

scription of Lima's customs with similar ones by Manuel

Segura. In "Juego de carnavales" Fuentes describes a

street scene in abstract terns, while Segura in "El carna-

yai" and "Los carnavales" chooses instead to particular-

ise events in Limean hones by creating characters and

adding a narrative framework. Fuentes' purpose is to

eomraent on the moral, universal aspects of events that

take place during Carnaval. Seguras primarily recreates a

plcturesqae scene; their different thematic focuses

reflect deeply divergent purposes. Segura censors the

excesses of carnaval customs in mild tones; Fuentes, though,

is not only disapproving but he proposes a possible solu-

tion, more official police control of the population's

excesses. Finally, Fuentes' didactic purpose becomes

evident by the fact that he is the only one of the two

!«"IIP"^^^BF*
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writers who places the festivities in a historical per-

spective: by describing carnaval in other periods and

places he seeks to educate his public as well as to

moralize.

Two articles on the same subject by Fuentes and

Segura which describe the custom of naming a compadre so

that he will send back an expensive gift—underline the

difference in intent between the two writers. Fuentes

produces in "Carnival compadres" a descriptive monograph

In which the traditional verse that accompanies the custom,

the custom itself, the day that it should be sent and the

way that the gift is usually delivered are minutely and

objectively described. Segura in "No hay peor calilla que

ser pobre"^^ invents two new verses to accompany the tra-

ditional gift, verses which serve literary rather than

historic functions. One verse serves as an indirect means

for Segura to satirize the level of education of the person

sending the compadre gift; the second comes at the end of

the cuadro and serves as a means of summing up the action

and presenting the author's point of view on the custom.

Segura also develops the character of Bartolo, the author's

servant, who is too proud to allow himself to be laughed

at by not returning an expensive gift that he cannot

afford; and he provides some narrative action through

Bartolo's recounting of his romance with the girl who has

mfimmemmimmftK
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sent the original gift. At the same time. Segura neglects

to describe in detail the custom itself or to give infor-

mation about when it takes place—items found in Fuentes'

much shorter work. The reason for the inclusions and

omissions are directly related to their divergent purposes:

Segura's is pictorial and Fuentes' primarily didactic and

moralistic.

Tone and Attitude

The serious tone of Fuentes' writings contrasts sharply

with Pardo'c subtle irony, Segura's relaxed approach, and

Rojas y CaBas ' comic-satire. This serious tone becomes the

main non-fictionalizing element in Fuentes' writings. It

is a direct result of his strong moralizing-didactic pur-

pose and places his cuadros at times in the field of his-

toric essays rather than literature.

Fuentes' attitude to his subject matter, to the customs

of a wide strata of Peruvians, and to his public, the

reading population of Lima, ranges from disdain to sheer

horror, though at times he is moved to compassion at the

unjust treatment of some segments of the population. His

attitude is the product of neoclassical conservative

Peruvian thought and a European! zed mind. His cultural

models are borrowed from Europe; his point of reference

when not Europe is the white Peruvian population of
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Hispanic descent. Upon describing the blacks' artistic

production he states

,

For lo demas , debemos confesar, que en la rafisica,

en el baile y en las otras muchfsimas relaciones
dependientes del talento y del gusto, muchlsimo
m&s atrasados estSn los negros en comparaciSn de

los indios. que los indios respectivamente a los

espaSoles. ^^

While depicting the customs of black slaves he laments

their harsh treatment;

era el criado m&s sumiso, leal y humilde que se

espera ver—tratado mlis como fiera que como ser

racional--apenas es creible la Santa resignacion
con que sufria crueles penalidades . . .

^

This same ambivalence is reflected in Fuentes*

attitude to his public. His concern with the existence of

a public and its relationship to the writer is manifested

in his choice of this subject matter for one of his cua-

dros. In "QuS cosa es el pfiblico" he describes his

audience as "torpe, despreciable y aborrecido. In

other parts of his writings he says that limegos are

sincere, generous with brilliant imaginations, intelligent

but with little motivation for in-depth studies.

Point of View

Fuentes uses point of view as his main fictionalizing

element and introduces to the cuadro de costumbres a

regional and social perspective not found in earlier writ-

ers. An extensive number of dialogues and assumed
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authorial roles are used to portray Sierra Indian customs,

aa veil as middle class white, black and Indian inhabitants

of Lima. Dialogue in Fuentes serves to introduce ideas,

reinforce satirical characterizations, provide action and

record language variants different from the ones familiar

to his vhite Limean public. It functions as a means to

introduce ideas and to provide satirical characterizations

in two cuadros . In one entitled "Mis cuarenta y cinco

pares de cocos" Fuentes begins the sketch with an introduc-

tory dialogue about a game of chance that becomes a symbol

for the ups and downs of Peru's government. In another

work he uses a dialogue between the author and a typical

Peruvian opera-goer to satirize Limean 's low level of

cultural education and lack of appreciation for European

37opera.

Dialogue serves as a fictionalizing element in some of

Fuentes descriptive prose passages. In "Comidas nacionales"

an iMaginative dialogue between two women who criticize

the dinner party given by "Doiia Dominguita" introduces

details that change the non-fictional essay into a fic-

tional cuadro. We are told amusing anecdotes about Dofla

Dominguita's guests, the food served and even the host-

esses* means of economizing on the food. By introducing

these seemingly irrelevant details, Fuentes maintains the

reader's attention and changes a descriptive monograph into

a cuadro.
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In some cuadros the use of dialogue is so extensive

that it becomes the complete structure of the work. This

is particularly common in sketches with political themes

vhere the dialogue becomes a vehicle for reproducing con-

versations among people in the street. In "Para todos hay

39
two men discuss the elections. Catecismo para el

pueblo" subtitled "el govierno de la Iao- ad" consists

. , '•0
only of a long dialogue.

Through a device common to writers of h\3 period,

assumed authorial roles, Fuentes provides a varied perspec-

tive and develops a satirical image of Peruvian government

despite existing censure. His cuadro entitled "Correspon-

deneia para Europa" is the most representative of the use

of this technique. In it Fuentes assumes the roles of four

foreigners doing business in Lima: a Spaniard, an English-

man, a Portugues-e and an Italian. The Spanish businessman

writes home about the inconsistencies in egalitarian

government. The Italian and Portuguese businessmen com-

plain about the rule by a so-called liberator about whom

the Portuguese says , "libertador chamase no Peru un certo

aniaale q.ue de cada murdisco tragase cento o ducentos

garantia." The reader is amused by the false Portuguese,

English and Italian and at the same time listens to the

political message.
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Like Manuel Segura and Ram6n Rojas y CaSas , Fue-ti^^

vievs society from the perspective of the emerging nine-

teenth century Peruvian middle sectors. These groups,

composed of fringe members from both the pre-Independence

upper class and the lower classes, had not yet acquired a

clear sense of class identity. Thus we see in Fuentes'

social perspective several seemingly contradictory elements.

On the one hand, he states that he is of the middle sectors;

his grandparents were Spaniards, neither of the lower nor

higher classes, and he is criollo . As he says, "Ho

vinieron ni de marineros ni de pulperos. Toda mi parentela

que no fue ni de marqueses ni de condes, ni de nobles en

fin, y pero s£ de gente honrada y de honrosas profesiones,

naei6 en el Perfi, se educ6 en el Perfi, figur6 en el Perfi y

se muriS en el Perd." On the other hand he discusses

upper class educational customs and provides a great number

of details on the religious and social habits of the lower

classes and provincials.

Fuentes' interest in describing a large number of mem-

bers of the lower classes, is unique among nineteenth cen-

tury Peruvian costumbristas who normally had described

middle class urban types and the few servants with whom

they came into direct contact. Several reasons may be

hypothesized for the multitude of servants, peddlers,

street vendors, blacks, Indians and Chinese that are found

is Fuentes' works, particularly in the 1866 and l867

i»wii»y»jjti™-!» i.-w>*»'»''»*7 i»iii j. iii »wwwwit.;^n ' -Ji Hw «»», i»
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versions of Lima, apuntes hist6rlco3 y deseriptlvos . First

of &11 there is Fuentes' concern as a statistician and

blstorian to portray all of Peru's social classes.

Secondly, his desire to portray matters native to Peru

would by necessity force him to concentrate on the strata.

of Peruvian society where foreign influence vas least

evident and native customs had survived the most. Thirdly,

there is the possibility that Fuentes may have been in-

fluenced by some of the collections of types that

appeared in Spain in the late iSUO's to l860's, such as

Los valencianos pintados por si mismos (l859) in which

eabers of lower class professions had replaced the middle

class professions and psychological types of previous

worka,**^ Finally, the interest stimulated by the Romantics

in the picturesq.ue made types such as the Indians and

Chinese of the Lima of the l860's particularly interesting

to a Europeanized and inevitably romanticized Fuentes.

Besides the breadth of Fuentes' social perspective,

the Banner which he uses to describe the different social

.

groups reveals elements essential to his own world view. In

Haa, Or sketches of the Capital Fuentes ranks different

occupations and church brotherhoods, reflecting the per-

spective of a member of a stratified caste system. In

"Heladeras, tisoneras , champuseras and chicheras" he

places the profession of those who sell ice-cream, las
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hel^deras . in a lover social scale than tisoneras . chi -

eheras and chaapuseras . He minutely describes seating

order and the criteria that determine rank among hlack

etaoreb cofradfas or brotherhoods ' and is quick to point

00*1 that outside the cofradf a this status vas useless

since the ovner was supreme. He refutes a personal

eneajr's acusation that be is a zanbo . that is a mixture of

black and Indian, with the statement that "zaobo soy, pero

xaabo puro y no de rasa cruzada, como la del burro y la

yegua-"'^ Whether or not Fuentes had a black grandparent

is not relevant, the interesting part of this statement is

'the fact that to him the mixture of bloods is more in-

snlrting than being called a member of a lower social

class—social aarginality is thus more of a problem than

lav status.

language

Tvo of Fuentes* basic purposes, the desire to record

and classify aspects of Lima's social and physical para-

eters and that of political satire, manifest themselves

in the kind of language that he uses and the details that

be cbooses to present or omit. Like the Peruvian costua-

bristas that preceded hia, he uses Peruvian expressions,

describes external appearances rather than internal

psychological realities, and achieves comic effect through

contrast and inverse meaning. But Fuentes uses foreign
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languages and non-Limean dialects for the first time for

satirical effect, and external details become a way of

describing the outvard appearance of people and buildings

rather than a symbol of psychological reality. Language

loses the narrative qualities it had acquired in Segura,

Pardo and Rojas y Caf.as with devices such as change in

point of view, action verbs and repetition, it becomes

merely descriptive of types and places in Lima.

Fnentes uses colloquial Peruvian expressions as

literary devices, for satirical effect, and to record and

explain these sayings and words. In the nineteenth century

coocern for local dialects and language variation was a

strong element of nationalism. Thus, Fuentes notes that in

U8
Limean speech r is pronounced for d_ and explains that

J"?
the expression "es tan flaco como un caballo balancienero

refers to a two horse vehicle peculiar to Lima. Fuentes*

interest in recounting the linguistic peculiarities of

Lina also provides a subtle means for him to criticize the

political system of his tines. In "Los exes" the prefix

ex stands for the many changes which politicans undergo.

When they are out of favor, they are ex-Judges, when their

50 T
party returns to power they become ex-ex Judges. In

^ 51 ,
"Vaaos tirando" the every-day slang of vaaos tirando for

getting along is used to symbolize the kind of mediocre

government that characterized the Peru of his times. The
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multiple meanings of the word peehuga in nineteenth century

Peruvian slang provides the theme for "Los dos." Fuentes

attempts to define the word with a series of examples of

what it means to be pechuga or to be aggresssive about

getting one's way. The various examples that he gives pro-

vide diverse characters and narrative interest that would

otherwise be lacking in the cuadro . Finally, in "Vaya un

numerito," the lottery vendor's cry announcing tickets

for sale initiates the cuadro and adds local color and

unity.

A common technique in Fuentes* writings is the use of

mock foreign languages that attempt to reproduce the effc*

of a foreign speaker to the Spanish-speaking reader. The

absence of this device in writers prior to Fuentes poses

the possibility that one reason for Fuentes' use of it is

the increase in the number of foreigners in Peru after the

l850*s with the advent of guano mining and the railroads.

Hot only would Fuentes be more aware of foreigners and

different languages, but his public would have as a common

comic device the figure of the foreigner mispronouncing

Spanish. Besides holding his readers' attention, this

technique allows Fuentes to attack political abuses despite

rigid censorship. In "La misa del 5 de enero" he replaces

Latin words in the mass with Spanish words that sound like

Latin and refer to specific political events. In
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"Correspondenci* para Europa" a letter from a Portuguese

liviBg in Lima, supposedly written in Portuguese, cones out

in se«i-Spanish and ridicules the pretense of egalitarian-

isB in Peru.

Ftientes uses two techniques traditional to costuobrista

writers! contrast and antithesis. He satirizes provincial

Peruvians' attitude to culture and particularly foreign

opera by contrasting local interpretations of Italian opera

teras with their real meanings.' He ridicules soae of the

Bost exaggerated carnaval customs of his fellow countrymen

hy saying in "El carnaval y sus glorias" the opposite of

57
what lie really means.

Like other costumbristas , Fuentes is interested in the

details of descriptions, particularly those concerned with

dress. Bat in contrast to them, details of clothes do not

stand for changes in time and custons nor do they reflect

inner psychological traits. The abundance of descriptions

of clothes worn by military men. church officials, street

vendors and women indicate instead an interest in preser-

ving national customs and documenting aspects of the social

statistics of Lima for European information. Fuentes

describes the uniforms of the Ecuadorian military, the sajra

S8
and nanto {skirt and cloak) worn by Liraean women and the

59
special clothes worn by policemen and vendors. He

describes national costumes, such as straw hats and wool
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ponchos, vhich distinguish the lower classes from the

Europeanized upper groups of society. Two things can be

hypothesised from this interest in describing clothes:

Tuentes reflects the social perspective of a member of a

corporate society in which social distinctions were still

reflected through clothing, and at the same time he

imitates a fashion prevalent in Europe and Latin America

during the l850's and 6o's of describing the clothes worn

by different social groups and occupations.

Characterization

While still maintaining some of the traditional cos -

tugbrista techniques for creating characters: significant

naoing, classification and the description of external

details, Fuentes portrays for the first time among the

writers we have examined in this thesis, a vast number of

national types developed in an objective, almost photo-

graphic Banner. This fashion of portrayal was costum-

brismo 's corollary to the development of realism. As

Margarita Ucelay da Cal has pointed out:

Segnn avanza el realismo va debilitandose mis y
B^ el intento de tipificacion general, as J como

" el prop6sito satirico-moral y pintoresco, para

ir acentuando la observacion imparcial objetiva

y desinteresada del ser humano en sus relaciones

sociales. Es decir, la meta es la reproduccion

lo Bas ccrcana posible de la realidad viva,

individual a la vez que colectiva.
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Instead of seeking the universal and eliminating the

individual, Fuentes creates his social types through

direct anecdotal reference. These references serve the

function of giving his readers a feeling of being part of

the daily life he describes. The readers' attention is

caught by the huaan interest aspect of the stories and as

a result they read the non-fiction, descriptive part of

the cuadro . While describing the general social type "El

aguador" he recounts the story of an aguador named 35

Cendeja. Upon describing the different women who sell

ices and Bilk drinks, he tells an anecdote about Ha

Aguedita who sold chicha de pina , chicha de guindas and

62
horchata in a popular stall in Lima. Fuentes livens hi;

description of doctors, a popular costumbrista theme, with

a story about a well known Limean doctor. Dr. Roman,

called "el doctor de las negritas" because he was always

very polite to young black girls.

Despite his tendency to characterize individual types

through anecdotes, Fuentes is very much a product of the

scientific thought that utilized the science of physiology

to create social types. Basic to this science is the con-

cept of types as species of the animal kingdom and their

division into professions and social classes. Fuentes

states this explicitly in the preface to Lima, apuntes

hist8ricos and implicitly in the forms of organization
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that he uses in his cusdros . He says that he will repro-

duce photographs of Limeans to acconpany his written

descriptions in order that his public may Judge for them-

selves "si la fisonomfa hasta para Juzgar." He adds that

from these pictures they will see Limean women who have the

features of superior beings: wide and high foreheads,

beautiful alert eyes, and regular features. Later on in

this same book while discussing the intellectual progress

of Limeans he says, "Al reconocer el principle de los

fisi6logos de que el desarrollo ffsico se opera siempre en

daiio del intelectual, la poca corpulencia corrobra lo que

poco antes hemos dicho. Fuentes classifies occupations

and social types, much like the scientist examining bugs.

In a cuadro entitled "Diputados" he states that there are

three kinds of people who want to be diputados or repre-

sentatives: those who owe money; those who sell their

votes; and those who need to redeem themselves for past

65
bad conduct.

Hot only is Fuentes the first costumbrista ' to describe

a large number of types from low social classes, but he is

the first one to describe truly national types. Throughout

the pages of his books appear characters who evidence

little foreign influence and who, despite their resemblance

to other low classes found in the rest of the Hispanic

world, are quite definitely gathered from Peruvian reality
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and not fron universal literary figures. "La rabona," "El

aguador," "El carretonero" and "El panadero" are only a

few that cone to aind. "El carretonero," for example, has

a meaning specific to Lima; he earns a living by moving

56

€7

household goods. "El panadero" doesn't bake bread but

•only delivers it.

A popular technique among costunbristas , significant

naming, allows Fuentes to satirize Limean social and

political evils. In "Todos para todo, muchos para nada,

Don Tiburcio becomes various characters who stand for

Limean's greed and selfishness. He is el Sr. Don Tiburcio

68
Castaituelos who runs a school without knowing anything,

Don Tiburcio the cowardly soldier and Don Toribito the

ambitious politician. Don Paquito el Redondo "ha hecho

negocios suficientes para echar pansa, lo que en buen

castellano quiere decir ganar plata. As a contrast to

all of these egocentric citizens, Fuentes creates Don Juan

71
del OcSano who is "un pacffico y honrado ciudadano.

Through the deliberate exaggeration of the significant

names of his characters in "Toma Huancachina," Fuentes

satirizes the equally exaggerated belief in the miraculous

waters of Huancachina. He associates his characters with

ludicrous names, and thus reminds his readers of the

ludicrous nature of their beliefs . Josefina Quebrapuntas

has a hump that she hopes to cure by using the waters;
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Jos^ Travitazo has lost an eye and Rudesinda Cortecio, a

72"doneella de noTeata y tres pascuas floridas" hopes to

regain all her teeth. In "Correspondencia para Europa"

-the name of the Spanish businessman who writes hone,

73SeSo D. Pepe Astigarraga, reminds his readers of several

'traits common to the Peruvian stereotype of the Spanish

iaaigrant . The Asti part of the name sounds Basque and

-there were many oerchants of Basque descent in Peru; the

poa on the word "agarra" suggested by "arraga" refers to

Tnentes' belieX that foreigners only case to Peru to grab

all the money they could. Thus the combination of the

prefix Asti and the word agarra produces the name

Astigarraga.
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CHAPTER X

LITEHATURE AHD SOCIETY

One of the prime functions of the cuadro de costuntires

vas to record social history. The Peruvian costuabristas

portrayed the frustrations of the emerging middle social

sectors (Segura, Rojas y Caflas) and the declining upper

classes (Pardo y Aliaga). Hear the end of the cuadro 's

popularity Fuentes began to enlarge this perspective and

ezaaine social groups from the lower classes and regions

outside Peru. All described a Peru fraught with social and

eeonoaie problems in which European economic dependency had

been substituted for Spanish colonial dependency. But, in

addition to dependency, instead of freedom, the conclusion

of the wars of Independence brought Peru economic, social,

and political instability that lasted until the end of the

nineteenth century. The Republic was characterized by the

weakness of its institutions; the growing rift between

urban and rural societies; and the tendency toward caudi-

llismo . In the economic sphere, Peru began a second period

of dependence which impaired the emergence of a true

bourgeois class, and retarded the growth of a national

203
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industry. Changes took place only in upper social spheres:

Criollos replaced peninsulares in government offices;

British and French capital replaced Hispanic investments.

Middle and lower sectors experienced few improvements in

social status and economic wealth. In fact, as Charles

Gibson points out, "a case could he made with the proposi-

tion that lower classes were more severely oppressed after

the independence than before."

At the same time, the wars of independence had exposed

Peru to industrial capitalism, technological innovations,

and liberal ideologies. The conflict between these ideas

and the economic and social realities of nineteenth century

Peru created a dichotomy between theory and practice, a

rift between reality and expectations. The people of the

Republic, especially the upper classes, were willing and

eager to advocate and propose change, but were unable to

assimilate and put it into practice. Their minds were

still imbued with the ideals and values of the colonial

past. They shared the traditional Hispanic view o^ a

stratified society with little upward mobility and, above

all, lacked the enterprising orientation of the European

bourgeoisie. The dominant landowning class was too deeply

attached to the time-honored colonial methods of production

to use the technological innovations brought from indus-

trialized countries to increase the productivity of their
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properties and substitute free labor for slave labor. They

vere even reluctant to use the credit system that vas

available before l8Ul to modernize their properties and

create industries. As Basadre points out, "Amirica latina

tan &vida de beber en Europa y en Estados Unidos sus ideas

polfticas y en Europa sus aficiones intelectuales estuvo

entonces lejos de asimilar por su elemento nacional esa

influencia extranjera en el campo econ6inico, plenamente

desde el punto de vista de su accion propia.

Two factors within the social structure of post-

Independence Peru were of special significance to the

development of this dichotomy: the predominance of the

army in the government and its allegiance to the vested

interests of the aristocracy. The only considerable

changes in the social structure had taken place among the

upper classes as the Creole aristocracy succeeded in dis-

placing the economically, socially, and politically

dominant peninsulares . But the native aristocrats were

unable to maintain political control for the wars of inde-

pendence and the subsequent military conflicts with

Colombia and Bolivia had opened the government to the

army.** The highest offices in the state became readily

accessible to the military leaders who were very rarely

aristocrats by birth. ^ This fact might suggest a certain

democratic character in the Republic. It should be
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noticed, however, that although many caudillos were mesti-

808 . they still represented the vested interests of the

.6
aristocracy, for they supported the system of latifundio .

In addition, although often deprived of a direct partici-

pation in the government, the Creole aristocracy still

enjoyed great social and economic privileges during the

7Republic.

The powerful character of the Peruvian aristocracy and

military contrasted with the inherent weakness of the

8
middle class or gente de medio pelo . Because the aristoc-

racy controlled both the agrarian and mercantile activi-

ties of Peru, the middle class lacked economic power.

Consequently, it did not enjoy the opportunity to change

the economic and social structure of Peru and did not play

the revolutionary role that Marx ascribed to the European

bourgeoisie. As Hariategui points out, "la aristocracia

colonial y monSrquica se metaforseo formalmente en burgesfa

republicana. El regimen economico social de la colonia se

adopts enteramente a las instituciones creadas por la

1,10
revolucion. Pero lo saturo de su espiritu colonial.

Far from creating a national industry, the upper class

strengthened the basis of the colonial economic system, el^

latifundio and encouraged the exportation of raw materials

to industrialized nations and the importation of foreign

goods. Deprived of economic strength and overpowered by
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the iaportance of the aristocracy, the oiddle sectors

channeled their frustration into a bitter and moralizing

satire. As Harifitegui maintains, "toda su inquietud, su

rebeldfa sc resolvi8 en el chiste, la Qurmuraci6n y el

epigrama.

Middle class criticism lacked an ideology and did not

offer realistic solutions. The cuadro de costumbres became

the vehicle for writers, such as Segura, Rojas y CaSas and

Puentes, to discuss nonessential issues: social pretense;

frivolity; declining moral tone; blind imitation of

foreign customs; and the desire for public office. Segura,

according to Harifitegui, had no ideas in his literary

works. Hojas y Cafias himself admits that far from

seeking to discover the basic causes of his country's

problems his goal will be to "ridiculizar las mil peque-

- . ^ "13
iSeces viciosas que tienen cabida en nuestra socxedao.

nevertheless, the cuadro de costumbres reveals, as much

through omission as through choice of subject matter and

method of presentation, much pertinent information about

the middle class and their view of reality. Their resent-

ment of foreigners and the military, their disdain for

manual labor, their imitation of the upper class and

foreign customs, and their desire for governmental posts

are all portrayed. Two things are evident from the exami-

nation of the cuadros; The middle sectors lacked a clear
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analysis of Peru's problems and believed in ninor changes

that vould benefit themselves, such as patronage Jobs in

government or the elimination of foreign competition,

rather than in sweeping social reforns. They lived in

social isolation from the upper class vbom they tried

unsuccessfully to imitate and from the lower class whom

they ignored and despised; they were geographically iso-

lated from the inhabitants of areas beyond Lima.

At the same time, the economy of the nation as a whole

was becoming more and more dependent upon the industrial

nations, especially England. As Griffin points out, "trade

did not develop in Peru on a healthy basis. The growth

of foreign trade impaired the development of a national

industry and placed the Peruvian economy in deep financial

debt. After 1851 when a more liberal economic policy came

into effect ,^^ the condition of dependency worsened. The

trade in guano and nitrate brought about a period of

artificial prosperity and wealth, but, as Hariategui main-

tains, "este trfifico coloco nuestra economia bajo el con-

trol del capital britSnico el cual a consecuencia de las

deadas contraldas con la garantia de ambos productos

debfamos entregar mSs tarde la administraci8n de los

«16
ferrocarriles.

This lack of analysis on the part of the middle groups

caused them to not perceive the dependent nature of their
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entire economy. Instead, they chose to blame foreigners

for the economic hardships they experienced as the result

of their exclusion from governmental Johs and the general

lack of vitality in Peru's nineteenth century economy.

Segura and Rojas y Caf.as express strong sentiments against

foreigners, particularly businessmen. Segura says, "Yo he

17
Jurado hacerle la guerra a los extranjeros. RoJas y

CaSas complains in "Lima es Madrasta de los Limeflos that

natives of the city are not appreciated and foreigners

receive all the favors. He says, "Recfirrase a la esperien-

cia, y se obtendrfi por un amargo resultado, que un estran-

jero cualquiera q.ue sea, es mas atendido y mas considerado

que un LimeSo, no solo en las casas particulares . . .

18
Mas tambien en el Gobierno mismo." The only kind of

foreigner that Fuentes wishes to see in Lima is one that

practices a profession and does not come Just to start a

'business and make money.

The military became another target for the costumbris-

tas, since they occupied the government Jobs that the

niddle class hoped to obtain. The importance of a govern-

ent post as the cure-all is expressed by RoJas y Caflas

,

Segura, and Fuentes. RoJas y Cafias says that he writes

because "no he podido alcanzar un misero empleo en el

»19
Estado, siendo peruano, siendo honrado, y siendo apto.

Segura claims that the trouble with Peru is that the wrong



people hold government office; "las mfis de las cosas suelen

coDClulr en volverse una mazamorra, porque dicen que entre

nosotros hay nuchos hombres muy mazamorreros (es decir, muy

afeetos a hacer mazamorras) ocupando destines; mientras

andan arrinconados y olvidados otros , que no gustan mas

20
que de hacer su deber." The conflict between the tvo

groups is clearly expressed in the cuadro , "Un paseo al

puente," when a spokesman for the minor governmental em-

ployee states to a military man,

ustedes los militares, y particularmente los

militares de espada virgen como tu, son los que

estan siempre mas prontos a oprimir al pueblo que

a defenderlo, las mis veces contra las intenciones

del gobierno, como si no fuese el pueblo el que

les pagase los sueldos que ganan. Los sueldos de

esos tales hacen una suna considerable, que se ;

podrfa ahorrar en benficio de los pobres empleados

,

que son los que pagan el pato en ocasiones como la

presente, en que si logran percibir una tercia o

cuatro parte de su sueldo se dan sin duda de santos

eon una piedra.^^

Pnentes in his cuadro . "Catecismo para el pueblo," believes

that to obtain public office you must have "Los talentos

de adular y caer parados; o los talentos de pertenecer a

la familia de alguna cabeza colorada."

Costumbristas ignore the lower levels of society,

blacks and Indians, or portray them in an idealized con-

text. This absence of lower class members of society

reveals a complete lack of perception of national or multi-

class problems, an attitude perfectly consonant with the

Isolation between the middle, upper, and lower classes of
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the period. When Segura wants to describe a very noisy day

in church he compares it to the black church brotherhoods,

"conclulda que fue la misa volvi6 el desorden a su primer

estado, o mejor dicho, se aumentS de tal manera que no

parecfa ya eso casa de Dios, sino una cofradfa de Angolas

o Mozambiques."^ His servant Bartolo is the only member

of the lower classes who appears in the cuadros at any

great length and he is idealized as the symbol of true

Peruvian values. Rojas y Caiias ignores the blacks and

Indians and mentions racial matters only when he attacks

the upper classes for lack of democratic spirit, those in

the government who get upset when their fellow guest is

"un poquito mSs trigueflo que vosotros, o que no necesite

n2U
COBO vosotros, de risarse el pelo con fierros calientes.

Fuentes describes the customs of blacks and Indians in

Lima and of mountain Indians with an attitude that is a

mixture of paternalism and condescension. The injustices

committed against the Indians are seen in an almost

fatalistic light—nothing can be done to change them; they

are as much a part of the landscape of Peru as the build-

ings and monuments that he so meticulously describes.

Historical documents reveal a picture of the situation

of the Indians and blacks quite different from that

presented in the cuadros . In Peru, as in most Latin

American countries, the lower classes remained subordinant
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in spite of the efforts made to improve their situation.

The constitutions of 1823 and 1828 had declared the sons

of slaves to be free citizens and had legally protected

25
the land of the Indians. In practice, these attempts

were only the expression of the purely legalistic and

theoretical orientation of the legislature of the Republic,

slavery was not completely abolished and the land of the

Indians was constantly seized by the latifundistas of the

highlands

.

Slave labor remained the support system of the coastal

economy until 1850 when Chinese immigration began to gain

Strength. The Indians, reduced in number during the

colonial period, were concentrated in the highlands where

they worked in the mines and on large ranches. Their situ-

ation was not much better than that of the slaves on the

coast. Mestizos were also negatively affected by the inde-

pendence process. During the revolutionary wars, they

enjoyed relative prosperity due to their role as artisans

and manufacturers of rudimentary weapons. Their situation

changed drastically, however, as the commercial policy of

the Republic took a more liberal orientation. With the

increasing introduction of foreign goods, the majority of

27
the mestizo population lost their means of subsistence.

The costumbristas focus on Lima to the exclusion of

any other region of Peru. Their point of view is that of
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the city; only Fuentes portrays customs of the Indians he

knev in Huanuco. This fact reveals a social reality of the

period: the tremendous fissure between the city and the

rural areas. The conflict between city and countryside in

Peru has been a highly controversial issue. MariStegui

does not consider that Lima was the center of Peru's

28
economy. He believes that it was an artifical city,

"nacida con un titulo de nobleza," and with little

possibility for industrial growth. In contrast, Miro de

Quesada maintains that "el sentido de capital artificial y

de ndcleo exclusivamente burocrfitico que se ha querido dar

a Lima por sus opositores mas intimos no se basa, por

fortuna, en concordancia con la realidad." He centers

his position on the assumption that the political power of

Lima brought about its economic power. Lima had become

economically strong because it was the residence of lati-

fundiatas and hacendados once the system of caudilla.le had

32
had strengthened their importance and social status.

In reality, Peru experienced the economic dominance of

the rural areas during the first half of the nineteenth

century. As Charles Griffins explains, the economy of Peru

was very weak immediately after the independence because

"silver mining did not recover quickly from wartime inter-

ruptions and nitrates and guano had not yet appeared on

the scene to provide a temporary solution to the balance
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of payment problems." Therefore, the economic activities

rested upon the rural areas until nitrate and guar.o

strengthened the importance of the coast over other parts

of the country.

During the period between 18U3 and I861 when the cos-

tiuabristas wrote, the seaports of the coast became the

centers of the guano and nitrate trade. This trade not

only brought economic wealth to the coastal cities, and

Lima above all, but also caused social changes. The

societies of the coast were more Europeanized than the

societies of the rest of Peru, for they were more in con-

tact with European fashion and customs. In addition, they

developed a new social class, one that had become wealthy

with the profits obtained from trade. Thus differences

between Lima and the rest of Peru became even sharper than

before. The inhabitants of Lima continued to exist more

and more as if they were living in a world apart from the

rest of Peru.

The middle class that the costumbristas portray in-

cludes both fringe members of the upper class in Pardo's

cuadros and lower middle class in Segura's. Hoticeably

absent from this group are members of the upper class.

Except for Pardo's "nifio Goyito," there is only one

instance when the upper class appears, Rojas y Cafias ' in

"Bailes en palacio," refers to members of the ruling elite.
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but they are described in vague terms and seem more as

abstractions than real people. On the other hand, members

of the military, foreigners, and some members of the lover

classes are portrayed more vividly. It can be postulated

that to the costumbristas the upper class was so distant

from their lives that they neglected to include them in

their view of Limean life. The military, foreigners, and

servants on the other hand interacted daily with middle

groups and thus are found in the cuadros .

Hot only did the cuadro serve the function of reflec-

ting the social reality of middle class life in Lima, but

because of widespread popularity achieved through diffusion

in the newspapers, it contributed to the development of

narrative prose in nineteenth century Peru. As we have

already noted, critics differ as to the exact relationship

between the cuadro and the other literary forms associated

with it, nEunely, the short story and the novel. Alberto

Tauro, Luis Alberto Sanchez, Mario Castro, and Mary Hemtzow

all believe that the cuadro anticipated the novel and in

some ways prepared writers for the greater effort required

to write novels. This general principle is also expressed

by Eessel Schwartz who states "the cuadro or article which

gave the form its popularity and which also existed since

colonial times helped pave the way for its entry into

fiction, at times awkwardly, and at times so smoothly fused
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vith the action that, the seaas hardly shoved." Castro's

thesis is that the Peruvian novel obtains from the cuadro

an interest in social reality:

La novela se nutre de hechos reales , de aconte-
ciaientos vigentes auchas veces en el tiempo
hist6rico del narrador. Este actualismo, esta
identidad entre la narracion y la Spoca, esta
correspondencia de la novela y la evolucion social,
tipifica excepcionalsente a la narrativa peruana.^'

Tauro believes that the caadro 's greatest contribution to

the development of the novel consisted in the typification

of characters. He cites the first romantic novel. El Padre

Horan . as an example of the similarity in character devel-

opment between the cuadro 's types and those of the early

novels. Luis Alberto S£ncfaez sees the cuadro as an

integral part of the novel and discusses costumbrismo only

as a facet of the costnabrista novel and not as a separate

genre. Mary Hemtzow in her pioneering work on Peruvian

costumbrismo believes that the cuadro laid the groundwork

. . 38
for the development of regionalism in Peruvian literature.

The interest that the eostunbristas expressed in their own

particular social reality, the Limean middle class, stimu-

lated an interest by other writers in their own regions.

Thus Abelardo Gamarra in "Cien aBos de vida perdularia"

wrote about the life of the highlands in the l880's;

Clorianda Matto de Turner wrote about Cuzco, and in the

early twentieth century Abraham Valdelomar, Fernando Romero

and Enrique L6pez Albfijar described the coast, the Jungle,

and the highlands.
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Jorge Cornejo Polar differs radically from these crit-

ics in his belief that the cuadro postponed the development

of the novel in Peru. He remarks on the fact that even

though the novel developed late in Latin America, it vas

particularly late (l8b8} in appearing in Peru. Pardo y

Aliaga and Segura utilized many techniques of the novel and

the short story in their cuadros : descriptions, dialogues,

characterization, and some of their cuadros could he con-

sidered potential novels, but Comejo is firm in his belief

that "el costumbrismo derivo las capacidades narrativas de

los eseritores que de otro modo pudieron haberse plasmado

en novela."

The relationship of the cuadro to the cuentg has also

stimulated critical interest- Pedro Lastra believes that

the cuadro and the cuento experienced a development similar

to that in Europe. Lastra notes, "El cuento hace su entra-

da en AaSrica por la puerta que abren los cuadros de cos-

tuabres y en esto, como en otras manifestaciones literarias,

se repite' aqu£ el paradigma europeo del siglo XIX, aunque

liO • .

con frecuente discronfa. Luis leal is of the opinion

that the cuadro becomes a cuento when it changes from a

didactic, moralizing purpose to mere entertainment: "El

desplazaaiento del prop8sito que cambia de la pintura de

las costumbres al desarrollo del argumento y al interSs

en lo drSmatico convierte al cuadro en cuento.
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Despite these divergent opinions, one thing seems

clear. The euadro de costumbres stimulated an interest in

local types and themes and in the detailed description of

reality at a time vhen Romantic escapism could just as

easily have predominated in the chaotic political and

economic world of nineteenth century Peru. Though only

Felipe Pardo y Aliaga proposed an analysis of that reality

and an alternative model, Segura and Rojas y Cafias ' hu-

morous descriptions portrayed the economic and social

limits of the Peruvian middle class. In the l860's Fuentes'

scientific spirit led him to observe lower class and pro-

vincial types. This wider perspective channeled the social

narcissism of the early nineteenth century into a region-

alism that, with time, led to an interest in examining at

greater length and in diverse literary forms, the real

social problems of the country.
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